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Marketing has long been involved with both public policy and advertising. PSAs (public
service advertisements) are a unique combination of both streams of research. This study
examines and explores the interplay of theory (Regulatory Focus fit and implementation
intentions) and emerging technology (interactive advertising and social media ad referral)
in order to more effectively segment viewers and thus increase the response efficacy of
PSAs. Advertising in general and PSAs in particular are both entering a new era as
traditional delivery platforms (print, TV, radio) are increasingly giving way to new media
(internet, mobile smart phones) that is more dynamic as it can allow adaptability and
interactivity.
Recent research in Regulatory Focus fit has shown that there is a binary base
(promotion or prevention foci) from which individuals approach their goals. Using a
between-subjects design this study examined the effects of Regulatory Focus fit on PSA
response from either a traditional and interactive delivery method. Mixed and
inconclusive results suggest a prudent use of the theory and constructs utilized in this
study. Results indicated that a Regulatory Focus fit (promotion focus in a texting and
donation context) ad has a positive effect on attitude towards the ad and behavior. Results
also indicated that a Regulatory Focus fit (prevention focus in a texting and driving
context) ad using an interactive delivery method has a positive effect on behavioral
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intentions. Implementation intentions analysis also indicated positive results for
efficacious behavior PSA outcomes.
Results suggest the prudent use of Regulatory fit theory in appropriate contexts. The
results also encourage continued research into interactive ads due to their dynamic
adaptability for segmentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Marketing has long been involved with both public policy and advertising. PSAs
(public service advertisements) are a unique combination of both streams of research
(Evans 1978; Bagozzi and Moore 1994; Wooden 2008). PSAs have been a mainstay
technique of public policy on health and safety issues (e.g. Don’t Drink and Drive; Only
You Can Prevent Forest Fires). However, PSAs are increasingly being constrained due
to changing media factors. In addition, public policy budgetary spending on PSAs has
been diluted as the numbers of causes have increased.
Advertising in general and PSAs in particular are both entering a new era as
traditional passive delivery platforms (print, TV, radio) are increasingly giving way to
new media (internet, mobile smart phones) that is more dynamic as it can allow
interactivity (Shimp 2014). The traditional delivery platforms use more of a one size fits
all messaging approach based on demographic groupings. However, new media platforms
offer the potential of a much more granular one to one interactive message segmentation
approach. Reflecting this fast changing technological landscape was the announcement
by Nielsen Online (2014) that the #1 mode of communication between young Americans
under the age of 24 is texting – not internet emails or phone conversation. The
phenomenon of texting (also known as “messaging”) has grown such in popularity that
six of the top ten phone apps are messaging apps such as WhatsApp and Messenger
(Quettra 2015). On average texting apps are used nine times a day (Flurry 2015).
Contextually, for this research study there are public policy issues that relate to
PSAs and texting. Texting can be seen as an activity linked to both negative and positive
social behavior. There has been increasing attention on the negative social behavior of
1

texting and driving as it is the major component of distracted driving which is the #1
cause of injury and death of 16-24 year olds (National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration 2015). There has also been growing interest in texting and charitable
donations as smart phones allow charities to interact with donors in real time as causes
become relevant (tornados, hurricanes and earthquakes – e.g. Haiti).
These dynamic changes in PSAs, technology delivery methods and 18-24 year old
communication patterns coalesce and interact with relevant theory in this research study.
The duality of both an anti-social and pro-social public policy texting concern can
fortunately be explored with behavioral theory that can also be viewed through a dual
lens.
These stressors lead to a common theme by asking which marketing theories and
constructs can be applied to a new generation of PSAs that could be more efficacious
(response effective) and could also be adaptable to both traditional and new media digital
delivery technology. Hence, this study will explore the use of a binary theory (regulatory
focus – promotion and prevention foci, Higgins, 1998) that will allow for research into
the efficacy of a delivery of a real time interactive PSA. Additionally, other emerging
constructs such as implementation intentions, social advertising referral, traditional
questions such as question-behavior effects and gender effects will be researched in a
PSA texting context.
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Focus of the Study: What Theory and Constructs can be used to Improve PSAs?

While described in more detail later in this Chapter and in Chapter II, it is important
to point out the theory and constructs underpinning this study. The theory and constructs
were chosen as potential aids to increase the efficacy of PSA response.
The PSA audience could be potentially segmented by using a theory that delineates
individuals according to their choice of strategy to reach their behavioral goal. Hence,
this study uses regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1998) as the basis for segmenting the
PSA audience members. Regulatory focus theory segments individuals into either a
dominant promotion or prevention focus. An individual with a prevention focus envisions
their goals as duties and obligations and is more concerned with vigilance via security
and safety. Promotion focused individuals envision their goals as hopes and aspirations
and are more concerned with accomplishment and advancement. In this study regulatory
focus theory is operationalized via regulatory fit, which occurs when the PSA ad message
(promotion or prevention focused) matches the respondent’s regulatory focus (promotion
or prevention). Regulatory focus theory also suggests that an individual’s regulatory
focus can be conceptualized as either trait (chronic) or state (induced). As PSAs are
advertisements and are by definition persuasive or inducing by nature, this study utilizes
a state inducement perspective to operationalize regulatory focus.
Implementation intention (Gollwitzer 1999) as a construct is used in this study as a
potential ad message enhancer to tighten the linkage between intentions and behavior.
Implementation intentions are “If-Then” type game plans to reinforce the implementation
of one’s intentions into a behavior. In order to reinforce the core ad tagline (“Don’t Text
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and Drive.”), an implementation intention can be added (“If I drive during the next week,
then I will not use my phone to text and drive.”).
The use of ad interactivity could also represent a possible tactic to enhance PSA
respondent efficacy. As noted by Sundar and Kim (2005), one view of interactivity is
transactional due to the behavioral nature of interaction between user and advertiser.
Interactivity is operationalized when messages are contingent upon previous messages
(and those preceding them) in a threaded manner arriving at the “right ad” via a decision
tree algorithm. Non-interactive advertisements are traditionally segmented using
demographic or psychographic data. These segmented groups are then delivered a “one
size fits all” type of ad in a non-interactive one-way passive modality. Interactive
advertising allows for the potential of a dyadic conversation between the advertiser and
the recipient. The premise is that the ad will be individually customized or relevant to the
recipient due to their interaction and co-creation of the advertisement message. While
there has been qualitative research in this area and empirical research from the website
side of the interaction, there is a lack of advertising research addressing the recipient
perspective of ad message creation.
Social ad referral is used to serve as a referral tactic that borrows the power of
social affiliation by-products of credibility and persuasion. It is a very simple model – a
person sees an ad and then clicks a “Like” or “Share” tab and it is then electronically
referred to their social network of friends who receive a notice that their friend “Liked”
and has referred the ad. As noted by Li (2011), traditionally marketing and interpersonal
communications have been segregated by time and location with mass media
transmission first, followed by separate word-of-mouth interpersonal communications
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through face-to-face social contacts (i.e. New-product Diffusion Process by Rogers
1967). The unique ability of the Internet to facilitate the merging of both mass media and
interpersonal communications into one process changes this model (Deighton 1996).
Consumers can now access both marketing and interpersonal communications at the
same time and at the same location with exponential dissemination effects. While this
emerging eWOM (electronic word-of-mouth) phenomenon is the basis for most of the ad
revenues of social sites like Facebook, this phenomenon has had no apparent empirical
advertising research.
The use of gender as a potential construct to segment ad delivery is proposed as
gender is a potential moderator of regulatory focus fit. Gender may also be a helpful way
to segment PSA ads before they are delivered as current technology often knows the
gender of the recipient of internet or mobile ads. Gender studies in marketing,
psychology and sociology note that persons often respond in gender specific dichotomous
ways that are often seen as gender appropriate responses as per socialization (Goodrich
2014). Studies have shown that men are considered to be more prone to risk taking than
women and studies also find that females are more safety conscious and more risk
adverse than males (Ryle 2012). This gender pattern of risk aversion and risk taking
overlays in a research pattern with the regulatory focus pattern of prevention (risk
adverse/female) and promotion (risk taking/male).
Thus, this study has two empirical research questions. First: “Does the theory of
Regulatory Focus fit (RF fit – either promotion or prevention) operate as an effective
segmentation tool to help PSAs change social and public policy behavior?” Second: “Do
the moderators of ad interactivity, social ad referral, implementation intentions and
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gender impact PSA viewer responses to traditional advertising DVs of attitude towards
the ad, behavioral intentions and behavior?”

Conceptual Model

The conceptual research model displayed below indicates the interplay of the theory
and constructs used in this research. Though explained in more detail in this chapter and
in Chapter II in the hypothesis section, the following is a brief overview. The study
wants to explore the predictions of how the theory of Regulatory Focus fit (RF fit)
efficaciously impacts the study DV’s ad evaluations of attitude towards the ad (AttAd),
behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B). Please note that efficacious effect means in a
texting and driving context – higher ad approval ratings response but less behavioral
intention and lower behavior response levels. As noted, RF fit is formed by a matching
combination of a state prime (either promotion or prevention) and an ad message (either
promotion or prevention focused) – match equals promotion state/ promotion ad message
or prevention state/prevention ad message. There are also several moderators such that ad
interactivity (versus traditional ad delivery) will have a direct effect on RF fit and
positively enhance ad efficacy evaluations (AttAd, BI and B). Gender (male/female) will
also have a differential moderating effect on ad message such that females will react
more efficaciously to prevention ads and males more efficaciously to promotion ads.
Social ad referral via friends is postulated to positively impact ad evaluations, behavioral
intentions and behavior through its credibility effects. Additionally, an implementation
intention measure (which is proposed as an alternative and more effective proxy for
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behavioral intentions) has a direct positive effect on behavior compared to a traditional
behavioral intentions measure.

Figure 1.1 Conceptual Research Model

Important for this study, it has been proposed both by Schwarzer (2008) and
Dholakia and Bagozzi (2002) that it can be assumed that there are at least two phases of
behavior change. The first phase is motivational and ends with an intention formation.
The second phase is volitional and ends with the intended behavior.
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Hence, in this study the theory of Regulatory Focus (Higgins 1998) will be applied
to the first stage of intention formation and the theory of implementation intentions
Gollwitzer (1999) will be applied to the second post-intentional stage.

Merging Technology and Theory: Using Regulatory Focus Fit Theory as an Interactive
Pre-Ad Delivery Segmentation Tool

As noted by Li (2011) and Johnson, Bruner II and Kumar (2006), the full potential
of the Internet as an interactive advertising medium has not truly been realized as it has
been primarily a one sided conversation (i.e. not really interactive or dyadic balanced).
In fact, Peters and Hessan (2003) estimated that the ratio of talking to the consumer
versus listening was on an order of 50:1. As noted by Johnson, Bruner II and Kumar
(2006), this point harkens to both Crain’s (2004) and Levitt’s (1960) points that
marketers need to get past a persuasive mindset (monologue conversation) and listen
more to the customer (dyadic conversation).
Regulatory Focus Theory (Higgins 1998; Motyka et. al. 2014, Zhang, Craciun and
Shin 2010) has emerged as a potential theory for explaining and predicting how
advertising persuasion might depend on a viewer characteristic called “viewers’
regulatory focus,” which refers to the extent to which a viewer is motivated either to
realize achievements (Promotion focus) or to avoid hazards (Prevention focus).
Regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1998) elaborates on the methods individuals employ
for self-regulation during goal pursuit and distinguishes between two regulatory
orientations: a promotion focus and a prevention focus. According to Higgins, a
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promotion focus emphasizes the “ideal” self, as reflected in the person’s hopes and
aspirations, and favors strategic goals and means that are eagerness oriented. In contrast,
a prevention focus emphasizes the “ought” self, as reflected in the person’s duties and
obligations, and supports strategic goals and means that are vigilance oriented. Hence, a
promotion focus emphasizes the presence of positive outcomes and minimizing errors of
omission (e.g., missing opportunities to make progress), while the opposite is true for a
prevention focus which favors the absence of negative outcomes and minimizing errors
of commission (e.g., doing something that turns out to be a mistake; Higgins 1997;
Higgins and Spiegel 2004). Regulatory focus theory is increasingly used in consumer
research to explain a wide range of consumer behavior including health and safety issues.
As noted by Haws, Dholakia and Bearden (2010) and Motyka et. al. (2014), an
underlying assumption of regulatory focus theory is that some people are chronically
more promotion oriented and others are more prevention oriented. However, these
orientations also can be activated by situational cues, such as through experimental
promotion versus prevention framing (e.g., Avnet and Higgins 2006; Zhou and Pham
2004). In experimental studies, tasks such as essay writing, reflecting on past
experiences, reading persuasive information (i.e. health ads) and describing aspirations or
duties have been successfully used to activate participants’ situational regulatory
orientations (Lee and Aaker 2004, Motyka et. al. 2014).
Important for this study, previous research provides evidence that orientations can
be chronically (trait) or temporarily (state) more accessible to a person (e.g., Pentina and
Taylor 2013; Avnet and Higgins 2006; Higgins 1998). Furthermore, Higgins (2000)
posits that promotion and prevention concerns are not the endpoints of a unidimensional,
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bipolar construct; rather, that the promotion or prevention systems coexist independently.
The chronic form of regulatory focus (CRF) largely derives from a person’s
developmental history. Higgins (2000) explains that regulatory orientations reflect
distinct and enduring concerns about how to get along in the world, stemming from how
the person was socialized in his or her childhood. The social regulatory style of parents,
for example, can emphasize either nurturance or security. CRF is thus conceptualized as a
potential default worldview for an individual much like the glass is half full or half
empty. On the other hand, state regulatory focus is a short-term temporal perspective that
is primed by situational or contextual factors.
Some research findings indicate that it might be beneficial to ensure that the
message’s regulatory focus matches viewers’ regulatory focus – this is known as
regulatory fit (Aaker and Lee 2001, Pentina and Taylor 2013). That is, advertisements
suggesting that product use leads to achievements should be created for achievementoriented or “promotion-focused” viewers, whereas advertisements suggesting that
product use results in hazard reduction should be created for hazard-oriented or
“prevention focused” viewers.
Another important point however, as noted by Zhao and Pechmann (2007) and
Pentina and Taylor (2013), viewers’ regulatory focus has rarely been used as a
segmentation variable in advertising campaigns, and its potential role in advertising is not
clearly understood and they also state that “from a practitioner’s standpoint that it may be
‘daunting or unworkable’ for marketers to manage two sets of messages featuring
different product attributes.”
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This study thus attempts to be the first advertising study to interactively use two
different messages (promotion and prevention) simultaneously in order to give the
appropriate ad to the appropriate viewer (i.e., achieve Regulatory Fit) based upon the
recipient’s choice. It is proposed that this customized fit will yield more efficacious
results such that the “right” ad is delivered to the targeted person leading to more desired
outcome variables of attitude towards the ad, intentions and behavior (i.e. no texting and
driving or increased text donations).
Importantly for this study, and discussed later in more detail, the texting and driving
phenomenon is arguably a Regulatory Focus prevention context. This is due to the fact
that texting and driving is a safety and risk issue and prevention focus is concerned with
avoiding risks. Likewise, the texting and donating phenomenon is arguably a promotion
context. This is due to texting and donating being a positive activity that people strive to
be involved with and promotion focus is concerned with striving and achieving goals.
Hence, this research uses Study 1 to examine the prevention context of texting and
driving and uses Study 2 to examine the promotion context of texting and donating.

Merging Intentions and Behavior: Bridging Motivation and Volition Stages

As noted by Elliot and Armitage (2006 and 2009), public policy campaigns to
address public health behaviors are traditionally overwhelmingly focused on the
motivational stage (attitudes/intention formation) versus the action/volitional stage
(implementation intentions and behavior). This focus also relates to the previously
mentioned observation by Dholakia and Bagozzi (2002) that behavioral psychology
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theory and research has been consistently focused on the motivational antecedents of
intentions and on intentions as a proxy for behavior. This study’s author notes that, by
extension, marketing’s behavioral theory and research may also possibly be guilty of this
lopsided focus.
Hence, in the context of researching interactive Public Service Advertisements
(PSAs) as a fusion of advertising and public policy, the present study introduces from
Psychology the theory of implementation intentions (Gollwitzer 1999) into marketing’s
literature in order to hopefully better illuminate the “Black Box.” The Black Box refers to
the less understood area between intentions and behavior. Intentions, as traditionally
measured specify what people want to do in a relatively unspecified future (i.e. “I intend
not to text and drive.”). In contrast, implementation intentions refer in more detail as to
the when, where, and how of future action in an It/then format (“If I drive, then I will turn
off my phone.’). Implementation intentions are considered more proximal than intentions
to behavior and can be easily operationalized as an ad tagline.
This study attempts to bring to the marketing literature the growing academic
debate in other disciplines concerning whether there has been too much focus on the
antecedents of intention to the detriment of ignoring the research gap between intentions
and behavior (Dholakia and Bagozzi 2002, Gollwitzer 1999, and Sutton 2008). A
potential Achilles heel of advertising and consumer behavior research has been that it
typically terminates by measuring intentions, which are generally considered a proxy for
behavior. Intentions specify what people “intend” to do in a relatively nebulas future.
Intention measure based behavior theories such as the Theory of Planned Behavior
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(Ajzen, 2000) rely on the assumption that intentions constitute the best proxy predictor of
behaviors.
Criticisms of this front-loaded approach (Carrington Neville and Whitwell 2014,
Dholakia and Bagozzi 2002, Sutton 1998) concerning the focus on the antecedents of
intention versus a focus on the more proximal antecedents of behavior can be illustrated
by meta-analytical data. A meta-analysis by Sutton (1998) concerning the predictive
power of TRA and TPB on intentions concluded that 40-50% of the variance in intentions
could be explained. However, a meta-analysis by Abraham and Sheeran (2003)
concluded that behavioral intentions account for only 20%–25% of the actual variance in
health behaviors. This gap in explanatory variance has often been referred to as “The
Black Box.” Hence, the action psychology theory of implementation intentions
(Gollwitzer 1999) is introduced to the marketing literature as a potential gap filler
between intentions and behavior and to also hopefully help increase variance explained in
advertising and consumer behavior research. Implementation intentions specifically entail
in more detail as to the when, where, and how of future actions to translate into action an
intention. Researchers have questioned the proximal-predictor status of intentions on
behavior (Schwarzer, 2008). Gollwitzer (1999) makes a distinction between intentions
and implementation intentions in order to distinguish and explain the gap between
intentions and behavior.
The theoretical premise is that an implementation intention is a construct theorized
to be more proximal to behavior than a goal intention (Gollwitzer 1999; Dholakia and
Bagozzi 2002; Dalton and Spiller 2012). Meta-analyses indeed indicate that forming an
implementation intention indeed does improve rates of behavioral enactment and as
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compared with the formation and measurement of a behavioral intention alone
(Gollwitzer & Sheeran 2006). A behavioral intention (e.g., “I intend to drink and drive
responsibly”) is commonly seen as a proximal precursor of an action (behavior).
Accordingly, intention-based health-behavior theories such as the Theory of Planned
Behavior (Ajzen, 1985) rely on the assumption that intentions constitute the best
predictor of behaviors. A meta-analysis by Abraham and Sheeran (2003) concluded that
traditionally measured behavioral intentions account for 20%–25% of the variance in
behavior.
However, some researchers have questioned the proximal-predictor status of
intentions on behavior (Schwarzer, 1999, 2008). Initial work by Gollwitzer (1993) made
a distinction between intentions and implementation intentions in order to distinguish and
explain the gap between intentions and behavior. Intentions specify what people want to
do in a relatively unspecified parameter future (i.e. “I intend to drink and drive
responsibly.”). In contrast, implementation intentions refer in more detail as to the when,
where, and how of future action. In essence implementation intentions as formulated by
Gollwitzer are very similar to premeditated “game plans” used in sports – “next week if I
play the Dallas Cowboys then I will focus on stopping their quarterback” hence “next
week if I drink too much, then I will call for a taxi.” Hence implementation intentions
incorporate not just agreeing with a PSA or ad but also taking it to the next logical level
of implementation scenarios.
Intentions are theorized to be more likely to be translated into action when an
individual incorporates a clear scenario of the circumstances under which the aspired
action is to be implemented (Leventhal, 1970; Gollwitzer, 1993). Implementation
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intentions are more than an extension of an intention because it includes situation
parameters (when and where) and a preprogrammed sequence of action (how).
Implementation intentions are supposed to be more effective than intentions when it
comes to the likelihood of performance and speed of performance, mainly because the
behavior is being elicited when the relevant situational cues are encountered. People do
not forget their intentions easily when they are cued or specified in a when, where, and
how scenarios (Dalton and Spiller 2012; Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006). Therefore, an
implementation intention is a construct theorized to be more proximal to behavior than a
goal intention (Gollwitzer & Sheeran 2006). Studies indicate that forming an
implementation intention indeed does improve rates of behavioral enactment and goal
attainment compared with the formation and measurement of a behavioral intention alone
(Carrington Neville and Whitwell 2014; Ziegelmann, Lippke and Schwarzer 2006;
Gollwitzer & Sheeran 2006).

Mathematical Rationale of Focusing Further into the Behavioral Causal Chain

J. Paul Peter and Jerry C. Olson (1983) along with previous leading marketing
scholars (e.g., Converse 1945; Hunt 1983) called for marketing to be more of a science
and to be more current in our empirical analyses. Implementation intentions is potentially
one such construct that has an empirical impact due to its mathematical implications. The
following discussion of the statistical implications of implementation intentions comes
from recent discussions in the Psychology field.
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A potential theoretical and practical point for marketing lies in the proposition that
implementation intentions constitute a valuable proximal construct of behavior much like
intentions have served as a proxy for behavior (Carrington, Neville and Whitwell 2014;
Sutton 2008; Schwarzer 1999; Dholakia and Bagozzi 2007). The proposition is based
upon the collusion of two concerns. The first is the growing potential of ceiling effects on
highly advertised public health issues (i.e. drinking and driving, smoking and seat belt
usage). The second is the magnified effect size implications of focusing on proximal
antecedents of behavior versus reduced effect size of more distal antecedents of behavior.
As noted by Elliot and Armitage (2006), public health intervention campaigns may
potentially be suffering from statistical ceiling effects whereby the general public has a
strong knowledge or exposure to many public health concerns. Traditionally, many PSA
campaigns have focused on raising awareness of various social problems. Due to
extended PSA campaigns, researchers must then wonder about ceiling effects and
whether there are many people left in the general public who are unaware of the potential
risks of drinking and driving, smoking dangers and seat belt use. Thus, the question then
begs as to how to translate this awareness and motivation to avoid risk into an action or
behavior. Hence, this study has a focus on post-intention intervention.
Another point is the mathematical implications of focusing on post-intention
constructs. As noted by Sutton (2008), the coefficients in Figure 1 provide an estimate of
the size of the causal effects. The total (standardized) effect of motivational self-efficacy
(antecedent of intention and recovery self-efficacy) on seat belt use (DV) is 0.04. This
effect size is much smaller than the direct effects of planning (0.44) and recovery selfefficacy (0.54) on seat belt use. Thus, an increase of 1 standard deviation unit in
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motivational self-efficacy would be predicted to produce an increase of about 0.15
standard deviation units in seat belt use. The total effects for the other antecedents of
intentions on seat belt use are 0.098 (outcome expectancies) and 0.015 (risk perception).
Taking the coefficients in Figure 1.2, it is also possible to calculate the cumulative
effective variance explained by the three exogenous variables (motivational self-efficacy,
outcome expectancies, and risk perception) for the model (Sutton 2008). In other words,
the cumulative percentage of variance explained by the three antecedent exogenous
intentional constructs in seat belt use is only about 4 per cent. This pales in contrast with
the 42 per cent explained by the proximal variables (implementation intentions (planning)
and recovery self-efficacy). Hence, from a purely empirical mathematical perspective, the
question arises whether it is more prudent to focus on stimulating proximal behavioral
variables versus antecedent exogenous intentional variables. Importantly, this
mathematical perspective is however commonly lost on both traditional marketing
research and practitioner interventions.
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Nonintenders

Intenders

Actors

Figure 1.2: HAPA (Health Action Process Approach) Path Model of Seat Belt Use

From: Sutton (2008), "Predicting and Explaining Intentions and Behavior: How Well Are
We Doing?," Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 28 (1), 1317-1338.
Please note: Planning is synonymous with Implementation Intentions

From the perspective of assessing the potential of a theory as the basis for
interventions and due to the practical fact that interventions are traditionally applied to
the antecedental exogenous variables, the relatively low percentage of variance explained
by the antecedent variables on the far left of the model is in practicality less relevant than
the higher percentage of variance explained by the proximal determinants. Yet, the
relatively low percentage for effective behavioral variance explained is not unique to the
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HAPA, it also applies to the TPB, and potentially to any theory that specifies a causal
chain (Sutton, 2008).
Sutton (2008) thus suggests a different approach in that interventions could and
probably should focus further into the causal chain and try to change a specific target
variable while not manipulating or altering its underlying antecedents. For example,
ads/interventions could instead target intention by asking participants to develop stronger
intentions, or target implementation intention planning by asking participants to make
detailed action plans, or even target behavior directly by specifically asking participants
to drink and drive responsibly.

Potential of Social Media Referral

From a practitioner health promotion PSA perspective, the inclusion of social
network referral in this study is partially due to a conversation between the author and the
Vice Admiral of Fleet Safety of the US Navy (2011) due to their interest in finding a
better method of delivering PSA type ads to their Sailors going on shore leave. The Vice
Admiral complained that while the sailors saw PSA safety ads before debarkation, the ads
were felt to have limited effect on the sailor’s behavior as debarking shore leave breaks
were the highest period of fatalities – not combat or training. There is possibly a ceiling
effect on the Navy’s current method of PSA delivery – sending Sailors messages from the
Boat Captain before debarkation. The Vice Admiral had the notion that maybe if the
PSA was referred via a social network of friends and family that this might better affect
the sailor’s attention resulting in more safe behavior resulting in lower fatalities.
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Internet PSAs are traditionally referred to the recipient via a website computer
algorithm. This study will contrast this traditional method versus the possibility of using
new media’s ability to use interactivity and the ability to utilize socially referred ads
(FaceBook, Vine and Twitter etc.). The basic premise is that the recipient will receive a
PSA that was referred from a friend (heightening initial interest and relevance).
While PSAs are a widespread phenomenon, importantly for this study, research to
date has been limited to traditional media. This study researches PSAs in an interactive
medium and in a Social Network context. For this study it is important to note that
interactivity is not only between the advertiser and the consumer (B2B) so that the ad is
customized but also in a consumer to consumer (C2C) context via recipients referring the
ad to their friends in a Social Network site like Facebook. In fact, in a summer 2012
courtroom lawsuit Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook, claimed that friend based
interactive referral advertising is the “Holy Grail” of social network advertising (Van
Duyn 2007).
As old media PSAs are in the throes of a relevancy battle, new media may have the
potential to address some of these problems due to customizable interactive ads. While
traditional media ad platforms of radio, print and TV have seen cutbacks in ad spending
due to the growth of new media and general economic stagnation ad spending, mobile ad
spending has grown very quickly ($100 B in 2015) as smart phones allow consumers to
access rich media ads and the internet (eMarketer 2015). Hence, another implication of
interactive advertising beyond interactive segmentation is the ability to refer an ad in
real-time to friends on social network sites like Facebook. Facebook divulged that their
subscribers daily refer ads 50,000,000 times to their friends by clicking a “Like” icon
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placed next to an ad (Extole.com 2012). This social phenomenon mimics the premise of
the iconic Elvis album cover 50,000,000 Elvis Fans Can’t Be Wrong. The FaceBook ad
referral program would translate to over 5 billion potential ad referral exposures if a
person had 100 “Friends.” If this is coupled to the idea that only 14% of customers trust
business advertising versus 78% trusting recommendations from their peers (The Social
Business 2011), then this previously un-researched concept becomes very compelling and
begs to be examined.
Referred ads are different by definition from viral ads in that they do not have to be
provocative in nature in order to be transmitted. The basic ad premise is that ads referred
by an internet/cell phone friend are more trusted and relevant and will therefore lead to
more ad follow through (click/purchase/behavior) Zhang, Craciun and Shin (2010).
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg (Van Duyn 2007 p. 22) noted, “Facebook Ads
represent a completely new way of advertising online. For the last hundred years media
has been pushed out to people, but now marketers are going to be a part of the
conversation. And they’re going to do this by using the social graph in the same way our
users do.” Zuckerburg also noted the inherent worth of a friend referral, “Social actions
are powerful because they act as trusted referrals and reinforce the fact that people
influence people,” said Zuckerberg. “It’s no longer just about messages that are
broadcasted out by companies, but increasingly about information that is shared between
friends. So we set out to use these social actions to build a new kind of ad system.”
Other industry data also calls for social referral advertising to be researched.
According to advertising industry reports in CMO online (2015), online social advertising
will account for 53% of all advertising expenditures. Online advertising ranks as the
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fastest growing segment of the advertising mix. Facebook is basing a large portion of
their ad base on the notion of their subscribers referring ads to their Facebook “Friends”
via simply clicking a “like” button. This increase in social referral advertising is also
reflected in announcements by Facebook competitors (i.e. Bing, Google, Groupon, and
MySpace) to enter the social referral ad arena. Stock market valuation articles in The
Wall Street Journal (2015) reflect the stratospheric IPO and stock evaluations of these
social network companies ($7B-$300B) that were only started 2-7 years ago. Each of
these high profile companies ground their valuation on the premise that they can “refer”
ads to the correctly segmented and targeted potential customer while also being
quantified via digital click-thru metrics
Not with standing these practitioner arguments, it important to also empirically
research this phenomenon from a theoretical and construct perspective. This study will
compare the outcome variables of a socially referred PSA versus a traditional PSA
referral.

The Need to Access how the Question-Behavior Effect (QBE) Impacts PSAs

Self-reported intentions have widely been used in academic and commercial
research because they represent an inexpensive and easy-to-collect proxy of individual
behavior. However, it is also well known that self-reported intentions do not accurately
predict future purchase behavior. Cox et. al (2012) and Dholokia (2009) note that
Sherman (1980) and Feldman and Lynch (1988) all point to another phenomenon that
also complicates measuring behavior. This potential problematic phenomenon goes by
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several different names - the mere measurement effect, self-generated validity, or
question-behavior effect. The basic premise is that merely measuring (asking/completing
questions) about a respondent’s intention may effect subsequent behavior. Basically, is it
the ad that drives intention or the questionnaire that drives intention and subsequent
behavior (Godin et. al 2010)?
As noted by Godin et.al. (2010), the question-behavior effect (QBE) refers to the
phenomenon whereby asking questions about a behavior increases the likelihood that
respondents will subsequently perform that behavior (Cox et. al 2012). For example,
various studies show that asking people questions about their intentions in relation to a
target behavior increases rates of behavioral performance (e.g., Feldman & Lynch, 1988;
Sherman, 1980). The QBE has also been labeled as measurement reactivity, self-erasing
errors of prediction, self-generated validity, the mere measurement effect, and the selfprophecy effect. Importantly for this study, the potential for impact of this study’s PSA
on behavior will be controlled for by a blind control group that will not be exposed to the
instrument. This research methodology will hence extend to advertising and specifically
PSA research the need to test for the effectiveness of the PSA ad in isolation versus the
PSA ad in conjunction with the instrument.

PSAs Struggle for Relevancy

PSAs are commonly produced and distributed on a cooperative manner by
governmental agencies and/or nonprofit organizations working in conjunction with
private advertising and mass media companies, often under the coordination of the Ad
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Council. Generally, the government or nonprofit agencies provide the core social
messages, while the cooperating advertising agency and media companies provide
creative, media planning, and dissemination services on a pro bono basis. Though PSAs
often have limited exposure and production funding, they have occasionally become
well-known pop culture icons. Examples of such well-known Ad Council PSA
campaigns are "Smokey Bear" produced for the Department of Agriculture's Forest
Service, the "Fried Egg" campaign produced for the Partnership for a Drug-Free
America, the "Crying Indian" PSA dealing with public litter and the “Crash Test
Dummies” concerning seatbelt safety.
Following in the footsteps of antismoking campaigns and the issue of drinking and
driving, texting and driving has increasingly been a primary target of counter-advertising
campaigns and controversy. Unfortunately, marketing has potentially been remiss to have
not gotten involved (much as we were in the past in the antismoking debate) due to the
fact that to date there have been no marketing studies of behavioral intentions and
subsequent behavior after exposure to texting and driving PSA ads. One purpose of this
study is to rectify this void in the literature.
PSA general campaigns can fail for a number of reasons. The most common of
these is a lack of appropriate targeting of messages as campaigns are often targeted
toward a general audience and do not take into account the needs of specific targets or
segments (Fishbein et al. 2002). While PSA’s have met with success as measured by AD
Council Emmy Awards (e.g, crash test dummies and tearing American Indian) and broad
based awareness and implementation successes (i.e. increased seat belt usage and AIDS
awareness), there has been growing consternation and debate concerning theoretical
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limitations and inconsistencies, ineffectual and potentially counterproductive message
themes and questions of traditional media general audience PSA effectiveness
(Roznowski and Eckert 2006).

Study Rationale

The underlying public policy and subsequent advertising rationale for this study is
based first and foremost upon the consumer behavior (death) statistics from distracted
driving which should serve as a rallying call for marketing academics to become more
engaged in this arena. Currently one of the most pressing public health policies
concerning 16-24 year olds is the problem of distracted driving deaths. Distracted driving
(which includes texting and driving) is the #1 cause of death in this age group with over
6,000 drivers and 12,000 additional collateral deaths annually and an economic impact
loss of over $100 Billion (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2015). While
alcohol related PSAs have received a considerable amount of research focus, this study
will be one of the first to study PSAs concerning texting and driving.
There is also a pressing public health need for marketing to get involved in the
texting and driving debate as young driver deaths and accidents have escalated in recent
years due to the proliferation of smart phones and popular social texting sites like Twitter
and messaging apps like WhatsApp. Several states and even Oprah have recently
decided to play PSAs concerning this phenomenon yet the message content effects of
some for these ads are not fully understood. This study hopes to better understand how to
develop more efficacious messages for this public policy concern.
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This research will also apply the conceptual framework developed for the texting
and driving context to the emerging positive public policy interest in texting and
donations. According to the Mobile Giving Foundation (2015), this “mobile channel” for
texting and donating in support of charitable causes leverages the convenience,
security and virtual ubiquity of text messaging and other wireless network based billing
systems. Nonprofits could utilize mobile phone technology as a potential channel for new
donor acquisition, fund raising and donor interaction. Texting Donors should find the use
of texting and donating to be convenient, prompt, private and secure. Additionally,
combining philanthropy with the unique attributes of texting supports broader social and
organizational goals of expanding the pool of contributors by including “impulse” type
donations ($20 or less) collected through donor’s wireless bill while also having
transparent metrics. Donors can also immediately respond to an urgent call to arms
whether it is delivered via traditional methods of point of sale, television or print or via
new media text requests. Thus, allowing for real time requests and donation such as has
been done for Haiti’s earthquake and Macy’s Shop for a Cause.
Traditionally, PSAs are used to counter the effects of these types of social and
public policy concerns (Evans 1978; Bagozzi and Moore 1994). However, there has been
a mounting controversial debate in the literature, media and by consumer advocacy
groups over the increasing difficulty of PSAs to remain relevant in the age of New
Media. Media viewership of this critical age group (16-24) has undergone a sea change
according to a WIRED survey (2015) which indicates a shift from the traditional media
of TV (2 hours per week) to the New Media of Internet (20 hours per week). Thus,
traditional media portals (print, radio, TV) which have traditionally disseminated PSAs
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are increasingly under long term deleterious pressures to remain relevant due to several
factors including increasingly diluted viewership, poor timeslots and the lack of
mandated PSAs on non-public FCC regulated airways such as cable and internet. Hence,
as old media PSAs are in the throes of a relevancy battle, New Media may have the
potential to address some of these problems due to the unique attributes of interactive
Internet ads including real time segmentation and thus tailored customization based upon
an interactive or dyadic conversation (Li 2011; Stafford and Faber 2005).

Contributions of the Present Study

The present study is conceived and designed to advance both theoretical and
managerial applications in the areas of public policy, advertising, consumer behavior and
marketing theory. The theoretical and managerial contributions are discussed in the
following sections.

Theoretical Contributions

Marketing has a long and important developmental history of both borrowing and
adopting theories from other disciplines in order to help explain and predict marketing
phenomena (eg. Wilkie 1983; Rust 2004). This paper has made an expressed attempt to
introduce and adopt theories from various disciplines including: motivational action
psychology (Implementation Intentions - Gollwitzer 1999).
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Regulatory focus (RF) theory (promotion vs. prevention foci) might allow
practitioners to administer appropriate messages as opposed to a universal un-segmented
message. RF is envisioned to be used in an interactive pre-ad segmentation algorithm
that is expected to help select the appropriate ad for the respondent versus the traditional
media segmentation approach. In health communication parlance, this can help triage the
viewer and therefore display a tailored ad versus a one size fits all ad. By incorporating
and empirically testing regulatory focus theory, it is hoped that it will help extend the
literature in the segmentation, interactive advertising and public policy areas.
Some researchers have questioned the use of intentions as the proximal-predictor of
behavior (e.g., Schwarzer, 1992). Gollwitzer (1999) made a distinction between
intentions and implementation intentions to signify different mind-sets and different
levels of proximity to behavior. Intentions specify what people want to do in a relatively
unspecified parameter future. Implementation Intentions specifically entail in more detail
as to the when, where, and how of future actions. Meta-analysis from psychological
research indicates that forming an implementation intention improves rates of actual
behavioral attainment as compared with a measured behavioral intention on its own
(Gollwitzer & Sheeran 2003). The intent in this research is to use Implementation
Intentions as a post-ad exposure enhancer of the ad message thus hopefully boosting the
intended behavior. Hence, the introduction of implementation intentions to the marketing
literature is seen as a potential major measurement advancement for both advertising and
consumer behavior research and answering the call to move on from simply measuring
and predicting antecedents of intentions on towards measuring and predicting actual
behavior and its’ antecedents.
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Research into social referral advertising is needed as the question remains of
whether it is best to target ads using traditional demographics and search history
(behavioral tracking) or to allow peers to target via socially referred ads to their peers.
Lastly, a theoretical contribution to advertising and more specifically to PSA research
will be a methodological focus on the potential importance for controlling for QBE
effects. These validity concerns could be a possible source of research error.

Managerial Contributions

The application of a theory based customizable interactive segmentation by
practitioners is envisioned as an infinitely customizable pre-ad delivery segmentation aid.
The face validity is that viewers can be shown segmentation appropriate PSAs (or other
ads) based on the viewer’s individual traits. Implementation of this pre-ad algorithm is
also envisioned to incorporate other traditional marketing tools such as demographics and
psychographics. Interactive advertising is a perfect medium for these dynamic
customizable algorithmic calculations due to the real time computation and delivery of
various ads versus the single pre-programmed traditional media ad placement based on
historical viewer data. Importantly for this study, it has been proposed ( Prochaska 2006)
that an internet health campaign could be both very cost efficient and individually
customizable.
The use of implementation intentions hopefully has the potential as an interactive
Internet ad tool to reinforce the ad exposure (in effect re-exposure of the ad) and to give
concrete practical suggestions for implementing the ads’ major theme. Interactive
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Internet advertising is again a natural medium for this type of strategy as it allows for
multiple scenarios to be played out and elicited from the respondent in a two-way
environment. Hence from a practical standpoint, interactive internet PSA’s offer new
opportunities due to the technology of real time interaction and customization to
potentially expand the effectiveness of PSAs via both real time pre-ad segmentation
customization algorithms (social referral and RF fit) and post-intention formation
(implementation intentions) versus the traditional one size fits all passive PSA, whose
media placement and message theme was pre-determined a priori and focuses on eliciting
behavioral intentions.
In an effort to implement the exhortations to research the interaction of advertising
and public policy (e.g.,Rotfeld and Stafford 2007), this study conceptualizes, proposes
and experimentally tests the efficacy of a real time two way pre-ad segmented interactive
internet PSA versus a one way (passive) traditional non segmented non interactive
internet PSA in a PSA context. Additionally, respondents are experimentally
manipulated through post-ad implementation intentions in order to hopefully increase
intended behavior. In other words, by using both pre and post ad manipulations, it is
expected that by harnessing the potential of true interactive internet advertising that ad
viewers will have a more customized ad experience leading to more socially desirable
efficacious behavior concerning very important social problems. The author hopes that
lives and economic resources may also be potentially saved from the outcome of this
research effort.
As previously outlined, traditional PSAs are under increasing outside pressures to
remain relevant and effective especially to the important 18-24 age group. Public policy
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administrators along with ad practitioner groups such as the Ad Council in addition to
social change groups like MADD should become more engaged with the dynamic forces
changing new media technology and the viewership patterns of this important age group.
Hence, by incorporating the new theories previously discussed, the primal goal of this
study is that hopefully more effective PSAs can be implemented that will help save lives.
Additionally, from a managerial perspective, as many of the new media companies
(Facebook, Google, Twitter and Groupon) are based on the newly emerging referral
advertising model (Guynn 2015), it is incumbent on marketing to empirically test this
model in order to help evaluate its effectiveness for the marketplace.
Hence, while traditional PSAs use traditional methods based on traditional one size
fits all segmentation (i.e. all viewers see the same ad that may have been targeted to raise
awareness in young adult males), new media segmentation has the potential for a “Holy
Grail” of infinitely customizable segmentation with the “intended” target. Interactive
advertising can not only factor in real time which variant of the ad to show based on
traditional demographics (gender, income, education, interests – based on practitioner
electronically gathered behavioral targeting profiles of the individual user) but it is
proposed in this paper that it can also segment in real time the regulatory focus (either
promotion or prevention focus (Higgins 1998, Aaker and Lee 2006)) that the target is
contemplating prior to the ad. From a practitioner perspective the potential internet
viewer can be triaged prior to PSA viewing and thus delivered a more highly targeted ad.
Hence, instead of a well-intended shot gun approach (one size fits all ad) a more
refined rifled ad segmented ad (viewer getting either a promotion or prevention ad) is
expected to garner more efficacious PSA viewer outcomes due to a customized ad fit.
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Lastly, this customized or tailored approach of ads and more specifically public
policy PSAs falls in line with what many health public policy advocates (Prochaska
2006) have called for using digital delivery formats on the internet (and by extension
smartphones) as a low cost delivery platform. The social networking referral of PSAs
may also have promise for cutting through the ad clutter and hopefully have recipients
connect with the PSA message.

Outline of the Study

This study is outlined into five sections. The following section, Section II,
discusses and develops relevant theoretical literature regarding regulatory focus,
implementation intentions and social referral advertising. Testable hypotheses are then
developed and presented. Section III details the specifics of the methodology employed
to design and implement the study and to gather and test measures and data relating to the
measurement instrument. This section also discusses the pre-tests that were conducted.
Section IV presents the results of the experiment. Concluding the paper, Section V
discusses the theoretical and managerial implications of the study while also addressing
limitations of the study and providing suggestions for future research.
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II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

It is important to understand both the stand alone impact and the interplay of the
various core constructs and theories that are the underpinnings of this study. Hence,
theories and constructs were thoroughly reviewed and relevant literature compiled. This
chapter starts with a literature review of general theories of behavior. The chapter then
focuses on regulatory focus theory, implementation intentions and interactivity research.
Hence, hypotheses drawn from these literature reviews will be formulated.

General Theories of Behavior

Marketing academics have called for public policy to incorporate new theory from
the psychology field and to research the practical interaction of advertising and public
policy (Rotfeld and Stafford 2007). This section is a review of relevant traditional
theories of behavior, theories of health behavior, and goal theories from literature that
impact people's intentions to influence their subsequent behavior. Please note while
reading the following theory sections the calls by academics to use theory to segment
messages themes (e.g., Zhao and Pechmann 2007) and to research further into the
intention – behavior chain (i.e. proximal constructs like implementation intentions,
Sutton 2008).
Explanations for behavioral change incorporate a fusion of social, emotional, and
cognitive factors. Researchers from both theoretical and practical fields have focused
their efforts to identify the optimal set of factors that allow for the best prediction or
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explanation of behavioral change. Naturally, many such models or theories have been
subject to debate. While the currently preferred models of health behavior change overlap
each other concerning some of the crucial factors, there are critical differences in terms of
the underlying philosophy.
Behavioral theories model and postulate factors that may impact motivation and
eventually hope to lead to sustained behavior change at an individual level. Some of the
most prominent approaches to behavioral explanations are the Theory of Reasoned
Action (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975), the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen 1985), and
Protection Motivation Theory (Rogers 1983). It is important for this study to note that
there is a growing general consensus in the Psychology discipline that a weakness of
some of these models is that they better account for intention variance than for behavior
variance (Schwarzer 2008; Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999). The segment between intentions
and behaviors is considered a black box and is often called the "intention–behavior gap"
(Sheeran, 2002).
The most frequently used theoretical frameworks for explaining behavior and
designing health interventions are protection motivation theory (PMT, Rogers 1983); the
theory of reasoned action (TRA, Fishbein and Ajzen 1975); theory of planned behavior
(TPB, Ajzen, 1985); the health belief model (HBM, Janz and Becker 1984); and socialcognitive theory (Bandura 1998). It is notable that two of these theoretical frameworks
(PMT and TRA/TPB) also produced the largest changes in intention and behavior
according to a meta-analysis by Webb and Sheeran (2006). Both TRA and TPB theories
have been often used in the health, psychology and marketing literatures, yet there is
growing concern about both theories’ disproportionate focus on intention formation to the
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detriment of actual behavioral measurement (Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999, and Elliot and
Armitage 2006). PMT has also been increasingly scrutinized due to its core premise of
the use of fear, which has been deemed difficult to control in both elicitation and
measurement leading to inconsistent results (Ruiter et. al 2014).
The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA, Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) was initially
designed to predict volitional behaviors, or behaviors over which the individual has a
good deal of control. However, many such behaviors also require resources, skills,
opportunities, or cooperation to be performed successfully. Consequently, a person may
not (a) intend to perform a behavior unless the behavioral performance is perceived as
under personal control or (b) enact their behavioral intention successfully unless they
possess the requisite resources required to do so.
To take account of these issues, Ajzen (1991) added the concept of perceived
behavioral control (PBC) to the TRA to form the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). The
TPB proposes that perceived behavioral control (e.g., “For me to do X would be
easy/difficult.”) is an additional predictor of intention alongside attitude and subjective
norm. The theory assumes that intentions are the most immediate precursor of behavior,
but also suggests that PBC can directly predict behavior and/or moderate the relation
between intention and behavior when PBC accurately reflects the amount of actual
control over the performance. Correlational studies show that intentions are reliably
associated with behavior. For instance, in a meta-analysis of 185 studies that have used
the TPB, Armitage and Connor (2001) found that the sample-weighted average
correlation between measures of intention and behavior was .47 - explaining 22% of the
variance.
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The most commonly used health behavior model used in the marketing literature is
Rogers’ (1983) Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) (Tanner, Hunt, and Eppright 1991,
Pechmann et. al 2003). PMT proposes that two processes—threat appraisal and coping
appraisal—determine “protection motivation.” Threat appraisal refers to perceptions of
vulnerability to and the severity of a disease, whereas coping appraisal refers to
perceptions of the efficacy and costs of a recommended response. Protection motivation
is operationally defined in terms of the person's intention to perform the recommended
behavioral response and is considered the most immediate predictor of health behaviors
(Rogers, 1983).
The protection motivation model has also been used by researchers to research fear
appeals in advertising. However, the empirical support reported to date in the literature
has been mixed. The relationship between varying levels of threatening stimuli (fear) and
persuasion has been discussed, with mixed conclusions, by many researchers. As early as
1953, Janis and Feshbach suggested that varying levels of threat had both facilitating and
inhibiting effects on persuasion, resulting in a curvilinear model. Hence, a weak threat
will not attract adequate attention to persuade, and a strong threat will be avoided.
Several authors consequently adopted the view that the intensity of perceived threat
increases tension and energy up to a point, beyond which it creates anxiety (Henthorne,
LaTour and Nataraajan 1993). Subsequent literature debate on fear appeals focused on a
linear response versus a curvilinear response and also how one can actually elicit,
manipulate and measure fear because fear is very elusive and subjective (Hastings, Stead
and Webb 2004).
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As a consequence of the many potential pitfalls associated with using fear appeals
in public health messages, many academics have looked to other appeals. However,
many practitioners continue to use this controversial appeal especially in health related
ads and PSAs.

Growing Consensus Concern to Look Further in the Intention Behavior Gap

As noted earlier, the most prominent approaches of continuum models are the
Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975), the Theory of Planned Behavior
(Ajzen 1985), and the Protection Motivation Theory (Rogers 1975). While these theories
are generally the consensus backbone of Marketing behavioral research, it is important
for this study to note that there is a growing general concern in the Psychology discipline
that the weakness of these continuum models is that they better account for intention
variance than for behavior variance and are unduly focused on intention formation
(versus behavior formation) in a single linear continuum equation (Schwarzer 2008,
Carrington, Neville and Whitwell 2014). As also noted in Chapter 1 there is additionally
a mathematical imperative due to differences in explained variance to focus on different
stages (Sutton 2008).
Several theories in behavioral, social and health psychology assume that intentions
are the proximal cause of behaviors. The core assumption made by general theories of
behavior, theories of health behavior, and goal theories is that a person’s intention to act
has a causal influence on their subsequent behavior. Traditionally, the key test for a
practical health related intervention is the interplay between intentions and behavior.
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This involves estimating the size of behavioral effects that may occur from attempted
intention-change interventions (e.g., PSAs, smoking cessation programs). More
specifically there must be a significant difference in intention scores between treatment
and control conditions in order to make meaningful inferences about the impact of
changing an intention on a subsequent behavior change. Hence, in a health intervention
behavioral context it is important to interpret the impact of an intervention based upon a
theory’s ability to explain and predict intended behavioral change.
Criticisms (Dholakia and Bagozzi 2002, Sutton 1998; Carrington, Neville and
Whitwell 2014) concerning the focus on the antecedents of intention versus a focus on
the more proximal antecedents of behavior or the postintentional phase in which goals are
translated into action can be found by examining meta-analytical data. A meta-analysis
by Sutton (1998) concerning the predictive power of TRA and TPB on intentions
concluded that 40-50% of the variance in intentions could be explained by model
antecedents. However, a meta-analysis by Rivas and Sheeran (2003) concluded that
behavioral intentions account for only 20%–25% of the actual variance in health
behaviors. This gap between intentions and behavior, though well documented, still
remains vaguely understood and has been referred to as a “Black Box” and also called the
words-deeds gap (Carrington, Neville and Whitwell 2014).
The postintentional phase between intentions and behaviors is a potential
problematic area. Hence, it should be noted that people do not always behave in
accordance with their intentions (Rivas and Sheeran 2003). This reflects the saying
commonly attributed by Boswell (1791) to Samuel Johnson in 1765, “The road to hell is
paved with good intentions.” It has been noted that even Fishbein was concerned that it
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was easier to explain and predict intentions than it was who would or would not translate
intentions into subsequent behavior (Maes and Karoly 2003). In a postintentional phase,
it is postulated that various factors can conspire to either reinforce or compromise the
translation of intentions into behavior. Thus, theories concerning behavior change should
not be truncated to the motivation phase only, while omitting the subsequent action phase
that is more proximal to behavior (Schwarzer 2008; Dholakia and Bagozzi 2002).
Important for this study, it is proposed both by Schwarzer (2008) and Dholakia and
Bagozzi (2002) that it should be assumed that there are at least two phases of behavior
change, a motivational one that ends with an intention, and a volitional one that ends with
the intended behavior. Thus, any extension of traditional continuum models to
incorporate this second phase of translating an intention to a behavior implicitly denotes
and accepts the idea of distinct stages in behavior change process (Schwarzer 2008).
Hence to address these concerns by leading academics, in this study the Theory of
Regulatory Focus (RF, Higgins 1998) was applied to the first stage of intention formation
and the theory of implementation intentions Gollwitzer (1999) was applied to the second
postintentional stage.

Conceptual Framework

The following section will present an expanded discussion of the proposed
construct linkages and hypotheses. There is a hypothesis development examining how
regulatory focus theory and more specifically its two dimensions (RF – promotion focus
and prevention focus) are proposed to serve as traditional and also as interactive real-time
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pre-ad message segmentation variables. There is also a hypothesis development of the
proposed relationship of how social media ad referrals and implementation intentions (II)
might possibly enhance ad evaluations and efficacy. Lastly, there will be a discussion and
development of hypotheses as to whether there are potential QBE effects and respondent
gender effects on PSA outcomes.

Regulatory Focus Hypotheses

Regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1998, 2000) has emerged as a useful theory for
explaining and predicting how persons maintain their goal pursuits. Regulatory focus
theory builds off of the hedonic principle that individuals approach pleasure and avoid
pain (Aaker and Lee, 2001). According to the theory, there are two conceptual
perspectives: A person can have either a chronic promotion or chronic prevention trait or
they can have a promotion or prevention state that has been induced temporarily (Motyka
et al. 2014).
Regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1998) elaborates on the methods individuals
employ for self-regulation during goal pursuit and distinguishes between two regulatory
orientations: a promotion focus and a prevention focus. According to Higgins, a
promotion focus emphasizes the “ideal” self, as reflected in the person’s hopes and
aspirations, and favors strategic goals and means that are eagerness oriented. In contrast,
a prevention focus emphasizes the “ought” self, as reflected in the person’s duties and
obligations, and supports strategic goals and means that are safety and vigilance
oriented. Hence, a promotion focus emphasizes the presence of positive outcomes and
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minimizing errors of omission (e.g., striving for a goal/missing opportunities to make
progress), while the opposite is true for a prevention focus which favors the absence of
negative outcomes and minimizing errors of commission (e.g., avoiding danger/doing
something that turns out to be a mistake; Higgins 1997; Kees, Burton and Tangari 2010).
For example, Lee and Aaker (2004) and Aaker and Lee (2006) found that
promotion-focused consumers are more persuaded by appeal messages framed in terms
of gains, whereas prevention-focused participants are more persuaded by appeal
messages framed in terms of losses. The results from their 6 experiments suggested that
the persuasiveness was derived from a heightened vigilance against negative outcomes
(for prevention focused persons) and a heightened eagerness toward positive outcomes
(for promotion individuals). Lee and Aaker’s findings were also supported by other
research including Jain et al. (2007) who found that promotion- and prevention focused
participants have different appraisals to negative versus positive frames in comparative
brand advertising, and Zhao and Pechmann’s (2007) findings that antismoking
advertisements are most persuasive when the viewers’ regulatory focus and the
message’s valence (positive or negative) are matched. Lee and Aaker (2004) suggested
that past message framing studies with mixed (non-theoretically predicted) experimental
results may have derived from the message frame being mismatched to the recipient’s
regulatory focus.
Higgins (2001) and Lee and Aaker (2004) point out that regulatory focus has been
conceptualized both as (1) state - a situation based malleable attribute that can be
induced by cues and manipulated for a particular task or goal, and (2) trait - a stable
individual difference variable (called chronic regulatory focus - CRF). Addressing
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Higgins’ and Lee and Aaker’s first point, extant research has shown that there are
situational factors that are capable of activating a prevention or promotion focus
(Cesario, Higgins, and Scholer 2007) or activating eager or vigilant means of obtaining
the goal (Cesario, Grant, and Higgins 2004). In a study of regulatory fit and persuasion,
Cesario, Grant, and Higgins (2004) framed a persuasive message in either eager means
(e.g., message focused on achieving success) or vigilant means (e.g., message focused on
preventing failure). They used the concept of causing fit/non fit by having participants list
their different strategies to help in attaining their set goals. In the study there was either a
promotion or prevention focus and a corresponding eager or vigilant strategy employed.
As noted by Haws, Dholakia and Bearden (2010) and Motyka et al. (2014) , these
regulatory focus orientations can be activated by situational demands or cues, such as
through experimental promotion versus prevention framing (e.g., Kees, Burton and
Tangari 2010; Avnet and Higgins 2006; Zhou and Pham 2004). In these experimental
studies, tasks such as essay writing, reflecting on past experiences, reading persuasive
information framed in gain/nongain versus loss/nonloss terms, and describing aspirations
or duties have been successfully used to activate participants’ situational regulatory
orientations.
Addressing Higgins’ and Lee and Aaker’s second point, studies have also
demonstrated that individuals have a natural tendency to be chronically prevention
oriented or promotion oriented (Motyka et al. 2014). Higgins later extended the theory of
regulatory focus (2001) with the idea supported in four studies that individuals have
either a consistent and stable promotion or prevention focus – hence chronic regulatory
focus (CRF). Higgins et al. (2001) found that a person’s history of success in using
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promotion-related “eager” means of goal attainment leads individuals to tend to prefer a
“promotion” orientation. In contrast, individuals who historically have had success using
prevention-related vigilance of goal attainment tend to gravitate more toward a
“prevention” orientation.
This idea that individuals have a chronic regulatory focus (CRF) was supported
initially across four studies (Higgins et al. 2001) and by subsequent confirmatory studies
(Motyka et al. 2014, Avnet and Higgins 2006, Aaker and Lee 2006). The chronic form of
regulatory focus arises from a person’s developmental history (Higgins and Silberman
1998). Higgins et al. (2001) explains that regulatory orientations reflect personally unique
and lasting concerns about how to function in their world. This stems from how they
were socialized in his or her childhood. The underlying social regulatory style of parents,
for example, can emphasize either nurture or security. CRF hence is conceptualized as a
potential default worldview for an individual, much like the glass is half full or half
empty. Hence, people are conceptualized to have either a chronic promotion or
prevention focus. A relevant fit or tailored persuasive message is presumed to elicit a
better or more efficacious response.
It should be noted however that measuring trait based CRF has been potentially
problematic as indicated by Haws, Bearden and Dholokia (2010). The most commonly
used CRF scale is the 11 item Higgins RFQ measure. However, 5 of the 11 items are
reverse coded. It has been noted by Herche and Engelland (1996) that the use of reverse
coded items is being increasingly recognized as potentially problematic and a threat to
validity evaluations. Reverse coded measures have been linked to inconsistent and
unexpected factor structures (Babakus and Boller 1992).
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As noted by Kees, Burton and Tangari (2010), regulatory focus theory allows for
message framing options that are potentially useful to the health domain (Higgins 1997;
Jain, Agrawal, and Maheswaran 2006; Keller 2006). In particular, Kim (2006) researched
how framing may influence how effective the advertising messages aimed at preventing
smoking among adolescents can be. Kim’s findings showed that when the respondent’s
regulatory goal and the antismoking message frame match, participants reported lower
perceived benefits of smoking and lower intentions to smoke. This match is referred to in
the literature as regulatory fit (Aaker and Lee 2006).

Regulatory Focus Fit

As mentioned earlier, research on regulatory focus theory has also focused on the
importance of regulatory fit (Motyka et al. 2014; e.g., Avnet and Higgins 2006; Zhou and
Pham 2004). Research examining regulatory fit has employed both trait (Chronic – CRF)
as well as state (situational manipulation) to operationally create regulatory fit (Motyka et
al. 2014; Pentina and Taylor 2013). Regulatory fit has traditionally been conceptualized
as the “increased motivational intensity that results when there is a match between the
manner in which a person pursues a goal (i.e., regulatory focus strategy – promotion or
prevention) and his or her goal orientation” (Aaker and Lee 2006, p. 15). Much like
Hedonic thought, the basic underpinning premise of regulatory fit is that promotionfocused consumers tend to be more receptive to the presence or absence of positive
outcomes, whereas prevention-focused consumers tend to be more receptive to the
presence or absence of negative outcomes (Lee and Aaker 2004). The net result of a
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regulatory fit is the experience of “feeling right,” which can thus correspond to more
favorable attitudes toward persuasive appeals and compliance with message advocated
behaviors (Aaker and Lee 2006).
Extant findings in the literature (e.g., Motyka et. al. 2014) show that when people
experience regulatory fit, their attitude toward a product becomes more positive (or
negative), confidence in their judgment strengthens, and their assessment of the product’s
value increases (or decreases). Regulatory fit has been experimentally observed in
various contexts in studies (Motyka et al. 2014, Aaker and Lee, 2006). For example:
regulatory focus has an effect on negative performance (Jin 2010) fun and enjoyment
versus safety and security (Aaker and Lee 2001); and promotion focus on eager tasks
(Lee, Keller and Sternthal 2010). Thus, these activities should either sustain or diminish a
person’s regulatory focus, depending on the fit or non-fit (match/mismatch) of these
activities with the person’s RF focus.
A review of the Regulatory Focus fit (RF fit) literature suggests that there are two
different approaches to operationalize regulatory focus – either state or trait.
Operationalized as a trait, chronic focus forms via life experiences through socialization
and is typically captured via standardized measures (e.g., RFQ; Higgins et al. 2001).
Alternatively, regulatory focus operationalized as a state can be momentarily primed
using self-induced priming (imagining winning or losing a competition: Aaker and Lee,
Studies 2–4) or situation-induced priming (eg., completing a maze task: Zhang &Mittal,
2007).
As noted by McKay-Nesbit, Bhatnagar and Smith (2013); Motyka et al. (2014); and
Aaker and Lee (2006), regulatory fit can be state operationalized by leveraging the
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outcomes to which people with distinct regulatory goals are sensitive. Advertisements
can leverage these outcomes via traditional message techniques such as taglines, cues and
context. Promotion-focused people are sensitive to the presence and absence of positive
outcomes, whereas prevention-focused people are sensitive to the presence and absence
of negative outcomes. Thus, prompting promotion focused people to think about gains
and nongains (versus losses and nonlosses) and prompting prevention-focused people to
think about losses and nonlosses (versus gains and nongains) should bring about the justright feeling.
For example, Higgins and colleagues (2003) manipulated fit by instructing
participants to choose between a pen and a mug by thinking about either what they would
gain by choosing the pen or the mug (a fit strategy for the promotion-focused participants
but a nonfit strategy for the prevention-focused participants) or what they would lose by
not choosing the pen or the mug (a fit strategy for the prevention-focused participants). In
another study, Idson, Liberman, and Higgins (2000) manipulated fit by having people
process a positive outcome as a gain rather than a nonloss (e.g., receiving a discount
versus avoiding a penalty) or a negative outcome as a loss rather than a nongain (e.g.,
suffering a penalty versus giving up a discount). Lee and Aaker (2004) manipulated fit by
presenting participants with information that was consistent with either (1) a promotion
goal in a gain (versus loss) frame or (2) a prevention goal in a loss (versus gain) frame. A
slight variation of the same theme involves instructing promotion-focused people to list
strategies they could use to ensure that everything goes right, thus helping them realize
their hopes and aspirations, or instructing prevention-focused people to list strategies they
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could use to avoid anything from going wrong, thus helping them realize their duties and
obligations (Freitas,Liberman, and Higgins 2002).
It should be noted that while there are instructions in the literature on how to induce
a state of either promotion or prevention focus via ad messages, tasks or mental exercises
(Motyka et al. (2014); Aaker and Lee (2006)), there appears to be a lack of a clear and
generally accepted measures on whether the state is induced or assessment of the strength
of inducement. There appears to be an assumption of state inducement – not a metric. A
review of the marketing literature does provide a potential example by Zhao and
Pechmann (2007). They performed a state manipulation check using measures based on
promotion and prevention and performed a t-test to analyze differential responses to
conclude a state of regulatory focus.
While measurement of trait RF focus has generally accepted measures the results
have also been problematic. The most used CRF scale is the Higgins et al. (2001) 11 item
scale (Haws, Dholokia and Bearden, 2010). However, 5 of the 11 measure items are
reverse coded and some of the items seem to confound rebellious behavior with a positive
promotion perspective. Reverse coded measures have been increasingly noted as
potentially problematic by possibly clouding results (Babakus and Boller 1998). To
potentially address this scale issue, Haws, Dholokia and Bearden (2010) have developed
a new composite scale for trait CRF based upon items from Higgins’ scale and from 3
other CRF scales. However,, this scale has not seen extensive use in the literature and
awaits further validation.
While there has been research on the effects of promotion and prevention foci in
various contexts, it should be noted that these foci have however been researched in the
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same context at the same time by testing promotion and prevention simultaneously in the
context of anti-smoking (Zhao and Pechmann 2007) or simultaneously in a hotel rate
context (Pentina and Taylor 2013). Occasional non-expected theoretical asymmetrical
results (promotion RF results are significant while prevention RF results are not) have led
some to question whether there is a context artifact effect. McKay-Nesbitt, Bhatnager
and Smith (2013) predicted in an exercise appeal context that females should be more
responsive to a prevention message while men should be responsive to a promotion
appeal. This was based on past social-psychology thought that women are more risk
adverse (prevention) and that men are more active (promotion). Counterintuitive nontheoretical asymmetrical results (significant results for men and non-significant results
for women) led McKay-Nesbitt, Bhatnager and Smith to question the results. They
postulated that there was possible a contextual artifact effect in that traditionally men are
associated with exercise and that exercise is possibly a promotion context. However,
even though state inducements are predicated on temporal situational and contextual
factors, extant research in RF state manipulations has not produced totally consistent
results. Fortunately for this research, the phenomenon of texting has plausible contexts of
prevention (texting and driving/risk avoidance) and for promotion (texting and
donating/proactive involvement approach). Consequently, as explained more thoroughly
in the method section of Chapter III, there will be two studies. Study 1 will focus on the
effects of prevention RF fit via a PSA state manipulation in a texting and driving context.
Study 2 will focus on the effects of a promotion RF fit via a PSA state manipulation in a
texting and donating context.
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As noted by Motyka et al. (2014) in their meta-analytic research review on
regulatory fit, they concluded that the regulatory fit effect was both robust and that its’
effects increased judgement measures across all three of the traditional marketing
measures of evaluation, behavioral intentions and behavior. They note that this relatively
low-cost incremental change to a message can have a positive impact on respondent’s
evaluation, intention and willingness to comply with the message. However, as noted by
Motyka et al. (2014), while there have been studies on one or more of the three traditional
outcome measures (evaluation, behavioral intention and behavior), few studies have
examined all three outcomes simultaneously. This study examines attitude toward the ad,
behavioral intentions and behavior as outcomes of its PSA experimental manipulations.
Based on the previously described research on regulatory focus and regulatory fit,
this research hence proposes the following hypothesis that will be tested in both Study 1
(prevention context) and in Study 2 (promotion context):
Hypothesis 1: An ad with a regulatory fit (RF fit) will elicit higher attitude toward the
advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B)
compared to a non-regulatory fit (non-RF Fit) ad.

Concerns about using Regulatory Focus Fit as an Ad Segmentation Tool

As discussed in Hypothesis 1, past regulatory focus research findings indicate that it
should be beneficial to ensure that the message’s regulatory focus message frame
matches the viewers’ regulatory focus thus inducing regulatory fit (Motyka et al. 2014;
McKay-Nesbit, Bhatnagar and Smith (2013); Aaker and Lee 2006). That is,
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advertisements suggesting that product use leads to “achievements” should be created for
achievement-oriented or promotion-focused viewers. Conversely, advertisements
suggesting that product use results in “hazard reduction” should be created for hazardoriented or prevention focused viewers. This notion is also supported by Kees, Burton
and Tangari (2010) who note that research has shown that regulatory fit can increase
persuasive message effectiveness. Importantly for this study Pentina and Taylor (2013),
Zhao and Pechmann (2007) and Briley and Aaker (2006) all suggest that a consumer’s
goal orientation can indeed provide a good tool for message segmentation due to
regulatory focus and fit - either promotion or prevention. They suggest that marketing
messages (eg., public policy ad campaigns) can use either a promotion or prevention
message to reach a fit for the target market. Even though extant research has theorized
that there are two distinct orientations which can be used to operationally segment
audiences, the problem still remains of how to more accurately deliver the right ad to the
right person (one-size-fits-all problem).
Zhao and Pechmann (2007) postulate that prior to their research study that a
viewer’s regulatory focus had not been used as a segmentation variable in advertising
campaigns due to the fact of not knowing when to use either a promotion or prevention
focus message to match the viewer’s focus. Additionally, (Zhao and Pechmann 2007;
page 673) state that “Although such a strategy can be highly effective at increasing
regulatory fit to different viewer’s foci, from a practical standpoint, it may be daunting or
even unworkable to manage two sets of messages featuring different product attributes.”
Pentina and Taylor (2013) also articulate their belief online advertisers would lack the
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ability to properly manipulate regulatory focus to the proper segment. This study hopes to
overcome these suggested limitations through the use of online real time segmentation.
Zhao and Pechmann’s (2007) advice was for practitioners to use one at a time either
a promotion or a prevention messaged ad and that real time segmentation was unwieldy
and technologically impossible at that time. They suggested choosing TV shows that best
approximated a focus for either promotion (American Idol) or prevention (24) and then
showing the ad that fit best. Obviously, this will still allow for many viewers who do not
have a CRF fit – thus a mismatch. This traditional approach will thus induce inefficiency
of ad expenditure and a mismatch with a portion of the audience causing a potential
unintended boomerang effect as noted by Zhao and Pechmann (2007). Pechmann et al.
(2003) pointed out in a public policy study on health related message ads (youth antismoking messaging) that the wrong message (fear/death appeals) to the wrong group
(youth who feel invulnerable) will possibly boomerang or backfire and actually induce an
unintended devil may care attitude in certain recipient groups who get the wrong
message.
Segmentation has long been bedrock of academic research (Smith 1956) and
practitioner ad placement has been conducted under the assumption that different groups
(i.e. demographic – McCarty and Shrum 1993; psychographic – Dickson and Ginter1987)
need different ads in order to attain maximum ad effectiveness. Indeed, some researchers
(Pechmann et. al. 2003; Zhao and Pechmann 2007; Pentina and Taylor 2013) are calling
for a more focused segmentation strategy for health interventions, as it is apparent that
different groups need different messages or strategies. Hence, prior to respondent ad
exposure, PSA health messages can be tailored (triaged and customized) via pre-ad
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interactive segmentation using appropriate variables such as demographics,
psychographics, or as Smith (1956) originally noted that customers are on different
demand curves.
This study attempts to incorporate the fundamental concept of segmentation by
using appropriate interactive interrogatories for the viewer before the ad exposure in
order to give the right ad to the right person, thus enabling promotion/prevention
matches. In order to be effective, it is apparent that different groups need different
messages or strategies instead of the traditional one-size-fits-all method. This study
proposes to employ interactive advertising to overcome that technical hurdle.

Operationalizing Regulatory Focus Fit as an Interactive Ad Segmentation Tool

As noted by Thompson and Malaviya (2013) and Labrecque et al. (2013), the
growth in the popularity of interactive advertising in the practitioner arena can be at least
partially attributed to the unique appeal of interactivity in on-line media. Interactive online advertising formats allow consumers to selectively process information and engage
in real-time two-way communication with companies and other consumers. Instead of
being passive recipients as with traditional advertising, consumers can now actively
participate in the advertising and marketing process through the interactive media
(Labrecque et al. (2013).
As noted by Bezjian-Avery, Calder and Iacobucci in 1998, that even as exciting as
these new (in1998) interactive media appear to be, little is actually known about their
effect on consumers' consideration of the advertised products. In the Journal of
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Interactive Advertising (Sundar and Kim 2005), it was noted that there had been no prior
research of interactive adverting even in that journal which had interactive advertising as
its nom de plume. In fact, a literature search concerning interactive advertising lists the
2005 article as the last article published even though the web and internet adverting has
exponentially grown since then. This research is intended to address this need, and more
specifically to focus on the effects of interactivity in advertising using current
technology. The focus is to investigate interactive advertising in terms of its performance
in persuading respondents to change their attitudes toward the ad, behavioral intentions
and subsequent behavior via PSAs.
Given that a primary, explicit purpose of advertising is persuasion, Web
advertisements provide a real testing ground for realizing the persuasive effects of
interactivity. Even though the name of the publication Journal of Interactive Advertising
embodies the concept, its archive surprisingly has scant studies of interactivity of a
specific ad (Labrecque et al. 2013). Instead, most of the advertising literature is
concerned with users' perceptions of interactivity of the ad’s host website – not the ad
(e.g. McMillan and Hwang 2002). This is partly because, as McMillan and Hwang
(2002) suggest, the word "interactive" in the term "interactive advertising" refers to the
medium, not the advertisements themselves, and partly because most online ads do not
allow users to interact with them.
Interactivity has been variously defined in the literature (McMillan and Hwang
2002), but almost all definitions emphasize the importance of interaction between user
and system. Sundar, Kalyanaraman, and Brown (2003) review several definitions and
classify them into two species -- the "functional view" and the "contingency view." The
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functional view is described as the "bells and whistles" approach in that the interface
promises several functions (e.g., feedback forms, chat forums, downloads, etc.) that offer
rich potential for dialogue or mutual discourse.
As noted by Sundar and Kim (2005), the contingency view of interactivity is a more
transactional conceptualization, emphasizing the behavioral nature of interaction between
user and system. Under this view, interactivity is operationalized when messages are
contingent upon previous messages (and those preceding them) in a threaded manner.
Originally proposed by Rafaeli (1988) for conceptualizing interactivity between users in
computer-mediated communication, this definition was recently operationalized for Webbased mass communication by Sundar, Kalyanaraman, and Brown (2003) by
progressively fragmenting Web site content for different conditions. While the lowinteractivity condition featured all the content on one scrollable page, the medium
condition presented the same information by allowing four clickable hyperlink options on
the main page. In the high-interactivity condition, the content was further fragmented
within each of four branches into three clickable hyperlinks. This seemingly simple
operationalization not only technically met Rafaeli's message-dependency specification
for interactive communication, but also passed the perceptual test.
Fundamentally, both the functional and contingency approaches stress the role of
interactivity as one of promoting user engagement with content. And, as Bucy (2003)
points out, interactivity gives sites their "stickiness," or continuing appeal beyond
information content, which users have come to routinely expect. In fact, his study
participants rated interactive news sites as significantly more "participatory" than noninteractive ones. Sundar and Kalyanaraman (2004) showed that interactivity is related to
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customization, the idea that each individual user is able to receive his or her own unique
combination of online messages and experiences. They showed strong positive
correlations between perceived interactivity and perceived relevance of -- and
involvement with -- content, all of which positively predicted attitudes toward the site.
These same positive attributions can possibly be expected of interactive
advertisements as well. To the extent an interactive ad possesses at least some of the
formal properties specified by one or more definitions of interactivity, it should be
perceived by users as interactive. Furthermore, it should be rated more positively than
non-interactive ads due to the aforementioned favorable qualities of interactivity. This, in
turn, should promote favorable attitudes toward the ad itself and the content within the
ad.
As noted by Motyka et al. (2014), from a practical standpoint we know that there
are two different regulatory focus (RF) segments (promotion and prevention). But,
importantly for this study, as queried by Pentina and Taylor 92013) and Zhao and
Pechmann (2007), how do we deliver the right ad message to the right group without
giving the same ad message to the wrong group? In the health promotion psychology
field this concept has been called match/mismatch. This study is an attempt to use two
different messages (promotion and prevention) simultaneously in order to interactively
attempt to give the appropriate ad (RF) to the appropriate viewer (RF fit). Hence, this
study will attempt to manage these two types of ads by using a pre-ad segmentation
before the ad is shown. The correct RF messaged ad will be shown to the appropriate RF
respondent allowing regulatory fit. It is proposed that this customized fit will yield more
efficacious to the PSA.
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This research study follows the suggestions of Sundar and Kim (2005) for
conceptualizing and operationalizing ad interactivity by incorporating several attributes
of interactivity (choice and ad layering). The respondent will be given the choice of an ad
based on their self-selected regulatory focus. The respondent will also see a two layer ad
with the choice as the first layer and a click through to see their ad based on their choice
on the second layer. This operationalization would be considered a low to medium
interactive ad based on Sundar and Kim (2005).
Another developing stream of research that is arguably a form of operationalizing
interactivity is consumer ad creation – a form of co-creation. The seminal article by
Vargo and Lusch (2004) discussing co-creation between the consumer and producer also
led others to connect the dots in a discussion of how modern technology and “integrated
networks” allowed for co-creation of value via interactive websites (Ballantyne and
Varey 2006; Day 2004).
Thompson and Malaviya (2013) researched consumer-generated ads as a form of
co-creation. Consumer generated ads offer the possibility for consumers to create their
own ads via a competition and the winner’s ad is shown to the general public. The basic
premise of this effort is to garner potential higher evaluations and buy-in by the viewers
as they potentially see the fellow consumer-producer as closely identified to themselves –
i.e. source similarity (Thompson and Malaviya 2013). The researchers note that their
postulation is an extension of a meta-analysis by Wilson and Sherrell (1993) on source
similarity on persuasion which indicates that target audience members are prone to
identify with and emulate opinions of people (others) similar to themselves. Thompson
and Malaviya (2013) indicate that while it is logical to see other consumer co-created ads
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as a fore gone conclusion as a sure thing – there are several inherent problems. Foremost
is that while a co-consumer did produce the ad – the viewer did not produce the ad and is
simply by extension a co-producer. Hence, only one person out of thousands actually
produced the ad. Their research did show positive evaluations while raising questions of
skepticism and possible consumer envy. This study intends to extend consumer cocreation of ads by allowing all viewers to be involved with the co-creation of the ad – not
just one fellow co-consumer.
Additionally significant for this study is supporting research by Troye and
Supphellen (2012). Their research in singular consumer participation in co-production
(they called it self-production) showed through several experiments of food production
and consumption that individuals had a positive evaluation bias for their own creations.
This current research thus posits that it is possible that respondents would also positively
evaluate ads that they were apart of co-creating (co-producing). Respondents in this study
will hence be given a choice of which type of ad that they will be shown thus allowing
them to be involved.
Please note, just as in Hypothesis 1, that the following hypothesis will be tested in
both Study 1 (prevention context) and as an extension in Study 2 (promotion context).
Thus, based on extant interactivity research the following hypothesis is expected:

Hypothesis 2: An interactive regulatory focus fit ad will elicit higher attitude toward the
advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B)
compared to a non-interactive regulatory focus fit ad.
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Intention – Behavior Gap Controversy and Implementation Intentions

This study also attempts to address a traditional post ad exposure Achilles’ heel of
advertising and consumer behavior research which has been that it typically focuses on
measuring intentions which have generally been considered a proxy for behavior as
actual behavior is often considered too expensive or difficult to capture. In an effort to
enhance marketing’s explanatory and predictive powers, this study introduces from
action psychology the concept of behavioral implementation intentions (Gollwitzer 1999)
as a mediating explanar and predictor of the gap between intentions and behavior.
Intentions specify what people want to do in a relatively unspecified parameter future.
Implementation intentions specifically entail in more detail as to the when, where, and
how of future actions.
In summary, models of attitude-behavior relations, health behavior models, and
goal theories all agree that intentions are a key determinant of behavioral performance
and goal attainment. However, other recent lines of research from Gollwitzer and others
indicate that behavioral implementation intentions help to both explain the gap and
decrease the fall off of explained variance between intentions and behavior (Dalton and
Spiller 2012; Schwarzer 2008; van Hooft et. al 2005).
Hence, this study introduces implementation intentions to the marketing literature
as an extension on traditionally measured intentions in an effort to help explain the
theoretical and empirical gap between intentions and behavior. Implementation
intentions as taglines are experimentally incorporated into the ad message as a potential
influencer on behavior. This study incorporates implementation intentions as a post-ad
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exposure treatment in an effort to elicit increased ad behavioral responses versus
traditional ad exposures that simply measure intentions and subsequent behavior.

Implementation Intentions – Crossing the Rubicon

This study contends that incorporating implementation intentions is a useful shift in
marketing’s theoretical and research practices. Other streams of research outside of
marketing have increasingly been looking at implementation intentions as a more
proximal and better indicator of actual behavior then mere intentions. As noted by
Dholakia and Bagozzi (2002); Elliot and Armitage (2006) and Carrington, Neville and
Whitwell (2012) behavioral psychology theory and research (and by extension
marketing’s behavioral theory and research) has been overwhelmingly focused on the
motivational antecedents of intentions and on intentions as a proxy for behavior.
Dholakia and Bagozzi (2002) along with other psychology researchers Gollwitzer
(1999), Sutton (2008),and Schwartzer (2008) have been trying to call for the merger of
the two areas to create a more unified and balanced research picture. Historians have long
considered Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon River and the subsequent formation of
Rome as an empire as a defining moment between the ancient and modern periods
(Gibbon 1776). Hence, by potentially changing to a focus on post intentional processes,
marketing could be crossing a proverbial Rubicon by joining intentions and behavior via
Gollwitzer’s Implementation Intentions.
Intentions are considered to be self-instructions to perform particular behaviors or
to obtain certain outcomes (Triandis, 1980) and are usually measured by a respondent’s
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affirmation of items such as “I intend to do X.” Forming a behavioral or goal intention
signals the end of the deliberation about what one will do and indicates that one is
prepared to try to achieve desired outcomes or goals (Ajzen, 1991; Gollwitzer, 1999;
Webb & Sheeran, 2005). Intentions are assumed to capture the motivational factors that
influence a behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Theories of attitude-behavior relations, models of
health behavior, and goal theories have all traditionally converged on the idea that
intention is the key determinant of behavior and as such is the proximal indicator of
behavior (Abraham, Sheeran, & Johnston, 1998).
Intentions connect an individual with a future behavioral act. “Intentions are
indicators of how hard people are willing to try, of how much effort they are planning to
exert in order to perform the behavior” (Ajzen 1991, p.181). Ajzen (1985) argues that
intentions can be held with respect to a target (e.g. Bench press machine), situation
(Gold’s Gym), and time (4:30 PM). Behavioral intentions of an individual can be clear,
specific, or vague (e.g. “I plan to start my aerobic exercise regimen tomorrow at 8 AM”
versus “I will start my aerobic exercise regimen in the near future”). Thus, Ajzen (1985)
underscores the need to differentiate between specific and general behavioral intentions.
Many theoretical frameworks (e.g. Theory of Reasoned Action, Theory of Planned
Behavior) connect intentions and behavior. The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) of
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) argues that intentions are the best predictors of behavior.
However, not all intentions lead to behavior. A person’s behavior might not be under
his/her volitional control. Volition measures how much an individual persists during a
goal pursuit (Dholakia and Bagozzi, 2002). In spite of having strong intentions and
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volitional control, a person may still fail to attain a goal due to external factors. This was
a common weakness of the TRA model.
Ajzen (1991) broadened the scope of TRA with Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB).
This theory predicted behavior as being influenced by planned behavioral control and
intentions. Thus, according to TPB the perception of an individual that he/she has control
over the environmental factors coupled with intentions leads to behavior. However, as
noted for some time now by many academicians, both TRA and TPB did not address the
process by which intentions translate into behavior (van Hooft et al. 2005). Gollwitzer
(1999) introduced the concept of implementation intentions to address this weakness.
Gollwitzer’s (1999) implementation intentions are more specific than intentions and
they address the target, situation, and time issues (how, when, where) mentioned by
Ajzen (1985). Such detailed plans of attaining goals are labeled as Implementation
Intentions and they were postulated to mediate the relationship between intention and
behavior (Gollowitzer, 1999). Thus a person who possesses an intention to do an act
(e.g. I plan to start exercising in near future) converts that intention into behavior through
implementation intentions (e.g. I will start exercising this Friday at 4:30 PM at Gold’s
Gym).
The works of Dholakia and Bagozzi (2002); van Hooft et. al (2005) and Carrington,
Neville and Whitwell (2010) analyzed the relationship between intentions,
implementation intentions, and behavior. Dholakia and Bagozzi’s (2002) theorized that
intentions predict implementation intentions and implementation intentions in turn
predict behavior. Their results indicated that implementation intentions does have a direct
effect of goal realization (behavior) and in doing such in their Study 2 implementation
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intentions almost fully mediates the motivational influence of intentions. Hence,
supporting Gollwitzer’s original 1993 propositions of the importance of goal planning
process which was the precursor to his implementation intentions construct. Results from
the study by van Hooft et. al (2005) supported that implementation intentions serves as a
mediator between intentions and job search behavior. Carrington, Neville and Whitwell
(2010) offered a conceptual model (not tested empirically) whereby consumers transpose
their ethical intentions into buying behavior based partially upon implementation
intentions.

Implementation Intention Hypothesis

The critical relationship between intentions and behavior is stated by Fishbein and
Ajzen’s (1975, p. 369) Theory of Reasoned Action as “The best single predictor on an
individual's behavior will be a measure of his intention to perform that behavior." Why
are intentions such a strong predictor of behavior? Examining the Theory of Reasoned
Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) and the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991),
one finds that these models view intentions as a person’s level of motivation to carry out
a behavior. Many research works have examined the relationship between intentions and
behavior and found empirical support for this relationship. For example, Abraham and
Sheeran (2000) expected behavioral intentions to account for 20%–25% of the variance
in health behaviors (Sutton, 1998).
Gollwitzer, (1993) and Leventhal, (1970) contend that intentions are theorized to be
more likely to be translated into action when an individual incorporates a clear scenario
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of the circumstances under which the aspired action is to be implemented (Gollwitzer,
1993; Leventhal, 1970). Implementation intentions are theorized to be more than an
extension of an intention because it includes situation parameters (when and where) and a
preprogrammed sequence of action (how). Implementation intentions are supposed to be
more effective than intentions when it comes to the likelihood of performance and speed
of performance, mainly because the behavior is being elicited when the relevant
situational cues are encountered. People do not forget their intentions easily when they
are cued or specified in a when, where, and how scenarios (Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006).
Therefore, an implementation intention is a construct more proximal to behavior than a
goal intention is (Zeigelman et al. 2007). Research indicates that forming an
implementation intention improves rates of behavioral enactment and goal attainment
compared with the formation of a behavioral intention alone (Ziegelmann et al. 2007;
Gollwitzer and Sheeran 2003; Sheeran, 2002). Another implication of the model is that
this causal process occurs automatically (Gollwitzer 1999) and does not require external
intervention. Thus, those individuals with higher intention scores will be more inclined to
engage in implementation intentions (action planning). Additionally, those who engage in
implementation intentions will hence in sequence increase their behavior probability
(Sutton 2008).
These benefits in performance come about because implementation intentions
delegate control of behavior to specified situational cues that serve to elicit behavior
automatically (Brandstatter, Lengfelder and Gollwitzer, 2001; Gollwitzer, 1999; Sheeran,
Webb and Gollwitzer, 2005). As noted by Dalton and Spiller (2012), if the person forms
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an if-then plan, action control switches from a conscious effortful mode to control of
behavior by preselected situational cues (action control by implementation intentions).
In a major review of implementation intentions (Gollwitzer and Sheeran 2009) and
also in a meta-analysis of empirical experiments using implementation intentions, Webb
and Sheeran (2006) found that indeed the construct had an important impact on intention
realization (behavior) when used in conjunction with intention formation versus the
formation of intentions by themselves. In other words, it serves as an intention reinforcer
and behavior enhancer to realize the intended goal. The review by Golwitzer and
Sheeran (2009) pointed out that implementation intentions are well suited to help bridge
the intention-behavior gap and that marketing and consumer psychology should take
more advantage of its potential for both research and managerial applications.
Therefore the following hypothesis is proposed:
Hypothesis 3: An ad with an implementation intention (II) will elicit higher respondent
behavior (B) than an ad without an implementation intention (II).

Referral Advertising Hypotheses

As noted by Lamb, Hair, and McDaniel (2014), technological changes in
advertising are both transformative and accelerating. Traditional advertising models thus
need to evolve with the new technological delivery systems. According to Wells,
Moriarty, and Burnett (2006), advertising is “paid non-personal communication from an
identified sponsor using mass media to persuade or influence an audience” (p. 6).
However, there are several technological trends over the past few years that have allowed
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for the radically different diffusion or proliferation of ads. As noted by Zhang, Craciun
and Shin (2010) one such technological trend has been viral advertising which is a form
of electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM). However, as explained later, another eWOM
trend that has morphed and evolved into a new separate form that the industry is calling
referral or organic marketing or what some practitioners and this study is calling “referral
advertising.” While eWOM has focused primarily on product or brand referral
implications (King, Racherla and Bush 2014), there has been no such research to date (as
evidenced by electronic search) concerning referral advertising and the possible
implications on its recipients of potential increased attitude toward the ad and subsequent
intentions and behavior. This study hopes to address this potential gap in the literature.
As noted by Li (2011), traditionally marketing and interpersonal communications
were segregated by time and location with mass media transmission first, followed a
separate word-of-mouth interpersonal communications through face-to-face social
contacts (i.e. Two-Step Flow by Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955; New-product Diffusion
Process by Rogers 1967). The ability of the Internet to facilitate merging both mass
media and interpersonal communications into one changed that concept (Deighton 1996).
Consumers can now access both marketing and interpersonal communications at the
same time and at the same location.
While traditional advertising is non-personal, viral advertising by definition is
personal. Several points make viral advertising different from traditional advertising.
First, there is no paid media involved. Traditionally, viral advertising is typically initiated
or “seeded” through existing email lists of loyal customers or through company sites. In
addition they are often distributed through independent third-party sites on the World
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Wide Web. Although the content is seeded, the intent is for the content to eventually
become viral and to be distributed by more trusted sources—friends or family. Word-ofmouth communication has been found to have more power than traditional advertising in
that consumers receive the information from more credible sources (their peers) than
from advertisers (Nyilasy 2004). While intentionally not as overt as traditional
advertising, slightly more covert viral advertising is from an identified sponsor. Viral
advertisers hence hope to associate the momentary good feeling experienced from the
provocative content with the ad’s sponsor. Furthermore and importantly, provocative
content is also part of the equation for viral advertising. In order for the content to be
passed on to others, the content must be compelling. Viral advertisers up the ante by
making the content emotional or funny enough to justify peers passing it along to other
peers (Porter and Golan 2006).
Traditional advertising uses forms of mass communication as a distribution channel
for its messages. Much as Porter and Golan (2006) came up with a new and refined
definition of viral advertising (as a subset of eWOM) to meet the changing tide of
technology and advertising, there is currently a need for a definition of the new
phenomenon of a subset of eWOM whereby there is a peer-to-peer referral of an
advertisement model introduced since viral marketing. Others have also called for
research into emerging areas and voids in eWOM research (King, Racheria and Bush
2014). This newer type of eWOM has been called in the industry referral marketing and
this paper will call it “referral advertising.” Other industry terms for referral advertising
are “organic” and “earned” advertising. Importantly for this study, referral advertising is
thus different from viral advertising as it is not provocative in nature.
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Referral Advertising as a Potential Pre-ad Viewing Enhancer

Referred ads are different in nature from viral ads in that they do not have to be
provocative in nature in order to be transmitted. The basic ad premise is that ads referred
by an internet/cell phone friend are more trusted and relevant and will therefore lead to
more ad follow through (click/purchase/behavior). It is a very simple model – a person
sees an ad and then clicks a “Like” or “Share” tab and it is then electronically referred to
their social network of friends who receive a notice that their friend “Liked” and has
referred the ad. As noted earlier, that while this phenomenon is the basis for most of the
ad revenues of social sites like Facebook, this phenomenon has also had no apparent
empirical research (based on an electronic search). This is probably to be expected for
this new phenomenon as even Breazeale (2009) in his meta-review of eWOM did not
mention friend referral or Liked referred ads. Breazeale even comments that the rapid
growth of digital advertising is pushing the envelope of past definitions and management
models. Breazeale did note that the social implications should not be ignored as it has had
limited past research such as Hennig-Thurau and Walsh (2003) who looked at how
consumers use online comments in a heuristic time saving search mode that is embedded
in a sense of belonging to an online social community. King, Racherla and Bush (2014)
also note the rapidly changing world of eWOM due to ever-changing technology and
fragmented research. They also note the unique social interaction nature of eWOM.
However, the social connection to eWOM has two different views. The social
component of eWOM is not lost on some marketing researchers who have called for
more research into this angle. Breazele (2009) along with Hennig-Thurau and Walsh
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(2003) have both called for more research into how the social component of eWOM
affects the consumer and how they affect others in their social circle. However, other
researchers (Zhang, Cracium, and Shin 2010) claim that there is no social component as
eWOM lacks any social cues. This paper is thus interested in the impact of friends
socially networking on sites and referring ads to friends using a social cue of “Like.” This
is thus an under researched and disputed area as eWOM research that has here to fore
focused on the social impact of being included in social networks due to product reviews
and not the social cued referral of Liked ads.
Advertising industry research backs up social theory as surveys indicate that only
14% of customers trust business advertising versus 78% trust recommendations from
their peers (The Social Business 2011). This notion is also replicated by the basic Social
Psychology premise that “birds of a feather flock together” which has led to several
impressive results on the internet. Social Psychologist Neil Clark Warren (eHarmony
2015) founded the very popular dating website eHarmony on this premise of compatible
likes which can lead to a deeper relationship based on recommendations of like-minded
persons.
Similarly, Riordan (1980) as a social psychologist argued that we like those who
like us as it validates both our and their opinion – there is a mutual synergy. If they
“like” us (and of course we are great!), then our friends must be smart and by extension
their opinion must be valid. Hence, it should follow from the Social Psychology literature
that there is a possible effect such that if a friend gives us their opinion either face-to-face
or online that we in turn should give more value to that opinion as we both respect their
opinion and their opinion also reinforces/validates our own views.
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Research on social network sites (SMS) indicates that social media sites benefit
from a type of halo effect of good will. Research by Hajli (2014) indicates that the social
interaction (internet peers) leads to increased levels of trust and intention to buy. These
are benefits of a Web 2.0 functionality of interactive social discourse. As noted by King,
Racherla and Bush (2014) and importantly for this study is the fact that social network
sites (SNS) like Facebook and MySpace have high levels of self-disclosure, social
presence and collaboration which leads to high levels of interactivity based on social trust
and social assurance/reassurance. Social Psychology has long studied how friendships
influence our behavior. Theories ranging from the Reward Theory of Attraction (Myers
2014) and Kunda’s (1990) anticipatory liking try to explain how our friendships and
interactions move us to incorporate our friend’s perspectives into our own viewpoint.
Hence, this study portends that this basic tenant of all of these social psychology theories
in that people who internalize their friend’s perspectives would thus also extend to a
referred Liked ad. It would then also follow that this internalization of our friend’s
perspective would reflect in a potential interactive way upon the recipient’s perspective
on the ad message (i.e. suggested intention, implementation intention and subsequent
behavior). This study will refer PSAs between friends in a social media site network
context in order to hopefully elicit socially positive halo effects of increased ad
evaluation, behavioral intentions and behavior.
Based on extant Social Psychology research, the following is proposed:
Hypothesis 4: An ad referred by a “friend” in an online social network will elicit more
positive attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions
(BI), and behaviors (B) versus an ad referred from the website.
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The Role of Gender as a Predictor of Ad Evaluation

Gender may also be a helpful way to segment PSA ads before they are delivered as
current technology often knows the gender of the recipient of internet or mobile ads.
Gender studies in marketing, psychology and sociology note that persons often respond
in gender specific dichotomous ways that are often seen as gender appropriate responses
as per socialization (Goodrich 2014). Studies have shown that men are considered to be
more prone to risk taking than women and studies also find that females are more safety
conscious and more risk adverse than males (Lam and Ozorio 2013). This pattern of risk
taking/aversion is often heightened in teens and young adults due to the young male
syndrome which has been shown across many behavioral domains as young males are
more risk prone that any other demographic segment (Lam and Ozorio 2013).
One perspective to explain this male-biased risk taking can be explained using the
theory of parental investment (Trivers, 1974). In sexual reproduction, the sex with the
greatest minimal obligate investment per offspring is the limiting factor in reproduction,
and hence the object of relatively intense competition by the other sex. In mammals,
including humans, women have higher minimal obligate investment in each offspring
(mainly due to gestation and lactation), and so males compete for reproductive access to
females. According to this theory, young males hence become accustomed to patterns of
risk taking in many areas of their lives.
In research on driving safety, males are often involved in higher traffic accident
rates than females due to excessive risk taking behaviors such as speeding and drinking
and driving (Bose, Segui-Gomez and Crandell, 2011). Bose, Segui-Gomez and Crandell,
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(2011) indicate that accidents commonly have sex-specific disparity in their root
causation in that both males and females due to their sex-specific behavioral traits will
thus lead to sex-specific traffic problems. The authors indicate that to address eliminating
health disparities among demographic segments that it is important to have health
policies tailored to the gendered tendencies. Their suggestions on gender specific tailored
policies would thus potentially match the dual nature of regulatory focus messages with
prevention or promotion.
However, as noted by McKay-Nesbit, Bhatnagar and Smith (2013), past extant
research in regulatory focus and regulatory fit literature has primarily ignored or found no
gender differences. Some research has shown that in fact there are some nuanced gender
differences.
McKay-Nesbit, Bhatnagar and Smith (2013), did see a difference between the
genders as males were ‘generally’ more promotion focused and females were ‘generally’
more prevention focused. Kumar and Lee (2014) did find a gender difference when men
and women in workplace deviant behavior as men indicated more compliance to perform
workplace deviant behavior in a primed scenario.
Following traditional biological male/female research findings, this would imply
that a safety conscious ad message (prevention focus) would appeal “more” to the
prevention focus of a female than a male. Additionally, it would potentially follow that
the goal oriented promotion focused ad message would appeal “more” to males than
females. Hence, it should follow that PSA ads could be segmented and sent to gender
specific audiences.
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Please note that the proposed Hypothesis 5 will be tested in two parts. H5A will be
tested in Study 1 in a prevention texting and driving context. H5B will be tested in Study
2 in a promotion texting and donating context.
Based on this analysis, the following hypothesis based on gender is proposed:

Hypothesis 5:
For Study 1:
(A.)

A prevention focused ad viewed by a female will elicit more positive
attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI), and
behaviors (B) versus the same ad viewed by a male.

For Study 2:
(B.)

A promotion focused ad viewed by a male will elicit more positive attitude
toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI), and behaviors
(B) versus the same ad viewed by a female.

The Question-Behavior Effect (QBE) in PSA Effectiveness Analysis

Another way that technology might be able to segment internet or mobile ads is the
use of various combinations of PSAs with/without follow-up surveys or surveys only
with no PSAs. As noted earlier, many behavioral models commonly employed by health
psychologists, including the theory of reasoned action and theory of planned behavior
posit that intention is a dominant antecedent and proxy to actual behavior. Hence, health
psychologists often ask respondents to answer behavioral-intention questions. However, a
growing body of research suggests that the very act of measuring intention in a survey
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can influence subsequent behavior (e.g., Morwitz, Johnson, & Schmittlein, 1993; Godin
et al., 2008). However, there is no evidence of a QBE effect on PSAs.
As noted by Godin et.al. (2010), the question-behavior effect (QBE) refers to the
phenomenon whereby asking questions about a behavior increases the likelihood that
respondents will subsequently perform that behavior (for review, see Dholakia, 2010).
For example, various studies show that asking people questions about their intentions in
relation to a target behavior increases rates of behavioral performance (e.g., Feldman &
Lynch, 1988; Morwitz, Johnson, & Schmittlein, 1993; Sherman, 1980). The QBE has
also been labeled as measurement reactivity, self-erasing errors of prediction, selfgenerated validity, the mere measurement effect, and the self-prophecy effect. QBE
appears to be the current standard term (Sprott et al., 2006), partly because this term
makes no assumptions about the desirability of the behavior or mechanisms of the effect.
An illustrative study by Williams, Block, and Fitzsimmons (2006) showed that
asking students about their intentions to exercise increased subsequent self-reported
exercise rates from 14% to 26% two months later. Similarly, asking questions about
intentions to use illegal drugs led to increased rates of self-reported drug use two months
later (4% vs. 10%).
While apparently non-existent in advertising and PSA research, there have been
some tests of the question-behavior effect in health psychology research, but tests to date
have been restricted to a small number of behavioral domains. Several studies have
examined the QBE in relation to blood donation (Godin et al. 2008). For example, Godin
et al. (2008) showed that completing a questionnaire measuring a range of behaviorrelevant cognitions including intentions produced a significant effect on objectively
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assessed blood donation behavior. In particular, this study showed that receiving such a
questionnaire increased blood donation at six months (54% vs. 49%) and twelve months
(70% vs. 65%) compared with a group who did not receive a questionnaire.
As noted by Godin et. al. (2008), the dominant explanation of QBE is that asking
behavioral intention questions heightens the accessibility of the person’s attitude toward
the behavior, which in turns increases the likelihood that the behavior will be performed
(Morwitz & Fitzsimons, 2004). Morwitz and Fitzsimons showed that responding to a
query about one’s purchase intention increases the activation level of one’s preexisting
brand attitude. Thus, a QBE may only occur among those who actually complete the
questionnaire (Godin et al., 2008).
In his seminal paper on the “mere measurement” phenomenon, Sherman (1980)
conducted a series of survey experiments in which college students were randomly
assigned to either an intention self-prediction condition (in which they were asked to
predict how they would respond to a hypothetical request) or a control condition (not
asked the intention self-prediction question). Later, all participants were actually
confronted with the request situation. In each experiment, participants’ predictions
exhibited a social-desirability bias; for example, 47.8% of self-prediction subjects said
they would agree if asked to volunteer for the American Cancer Society (ACS), whereas
only 4.2% of control subjects actually complied with such a request. Furthermore,
Sherman found that self-prediction subjects tended to reasonably fulfill self-predictions,
and actually behave in a more socially desirable way. For example, 31.3% of selfprediction subjects actually ended up complying with a subsequent request to volunteer
for the ACS, 7 times the volunteer rate among subjects who had not made prior
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predictions. Subsequent studies have also found intentional self-prediction to influence
actual behavior in a variety of contexts, including voting behavior (Greenwald, Carnot,
Beach and Young, 1987), consumer purchase behavior (Morwitz et al., 1993), and
recycling behavior (Spangenberg, Sprott, Grohmann and Smith, 2003). Based on these
findings, intention self-prediction would seem to be a promising intervention to increase
adoption of important health-protection behaviors.
Of important note for this study is the phenomenon found by Conner et al. (2011)
whereby exposing respondents only to a health care questionnaire (no other literature or
ads) showed significant health care compliance results. This survey vs. no survey
exposure also begs the question of a traditional PSA with a survey (QBE effect) versus a
PSA only exposure. Also of interest following Conner et al. (2011) research is a
comparison between an ad only effect versus a survey only effect.
Hence, this study examines potential QBE effects in order to more fully understand
the effectiveness of the PSA on behavior. Based on extant QBE research, the following
is proposed:
Hypothesis 6: A QBE ad exposure (ad exposure plus a survey) will elicit more positive
behavior (B) versus an ad only exposure (no survey administered).
Hypothesis 7: A modified QBE exposure (survey only with no ad exposure) will elicit
more positive behavior (B) versus an ad only exposure (no survey
administered).
Please note that both H1 and H2 were tested in both Study 1 (prevention texting and
driving context) and also in Study 2 (promotion texting and donating context). Likewise,
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H5 was tested in both H5A (prevention texting and driving context in Study 1) and H5B
(promotion texting and donating context in Study 2).

Table 2.1
Hypotheses
________________________________________________________________________
Study 1:
________________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis 1: An ad with a regulatory fit (RF fit) will elicit higher attitude toward the
advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B)
compared to a non- regulatory fit PSA (non-RF Fit) ad.

Hypothesis 2: An interactive regulatory focus fit ad will elicit higher attitude toward the
advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B)
compared to a non-interactive regulatory focus fit ad.

Hypothesis 3: An ad with an implementation intention (II) will elicit higher respondent
behavior (B) than an ad without an implementation intention (II).

Hypothesis 4: An ad referred by a “friend” in an online social network will elicit more
positive attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions
(BI), and behaviors (B) versus an ad referred from the website.

Hypothesis 5: (A.)

A prevention focused ad viewed by a female will elicit more

positive attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions
(BI), and behaviors (B) versus the same ad viewed by a male.
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Hypothesis 6: A QBE ad exposure (ad exposure plus a survey) will elicit more positive
behavior (B) versus an ad only exposure (no survey administered).

Hypothesis 7: A modified QBE exposure (survey only with no ad exposure) will elicit
more positive behavior (B) versus an ad only exposure (no survey).

Study 2:

Hypothesis 1: An ad with a regulatory fit (RF fit) will elicit higher attitude
toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and
behavior (B) compared to a non- regulatory fit PSA (non-RF Fit) ad.

Hypothesis 2: An interactive regulatory focus fit ad will elicit higher attitude toward the
advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B)
compared to a non-interactive regulatory focus fit ad.

Hypothesis 5:

(B.)

A promotion focused ad viewed by a male will elicit more positive
attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI), and
behaviors (B) versus the same ad viewed by a female.

________________________________________________________________________
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III. METHOD

In this chapter, information explaining the research method adopted for this study
is provided. General research directions for this method section were derived from
Zikmund and Babin (2010) and Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010). Specifically, this
chapter describes the study procedures utilized and the validated scales used to
operationalize the independent variables (IVs) and measure dependent variables (DVs)
including attitude towards the ad (Aad) from Zhang and Zinkhan (2006), behavioral
intentions (BI) from Elliot and Armitage (2009), and behavior (B) from Elliot and
Armitage (2006, 2009) . This chapter includes details and results of a pre-test to analyze
the potential usefulness and validity of the proposed DV scales and IV treatments.
Additionally, the research study procedures are outlined pertaining to the study data
collection and statistical analysis used for hypotheses testing.
As an overview, the hypotheses were tested using data collected from an after-only
with control group design. Please note that the focus of this experimental study is to
compare via MANOVA various ad treatments using theoretical IV manipulations
(regulatory fit, interactive regulatory fit, implementation intentions, social network ad
referral, and QBE) and their impact on PSA ad DVs (attitude toward the ad, behavioral
intention, and behavior). Please note that there will be two parts to this research: Study 1
and Study 2. Study 1, the main study, tests H1-H7 using Treatments 1-10 in a prevention
texting and driving context. Study 2 is a replication of Study 1 pertaining to H1 and H2 in
a promotion texting and donating context. Note also that Study 1 and Study 2 data
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samples were collected simultaneously and use the same sample plan as explained in the
next section.
Please see the pre-test instrument (Appendix A), pre-test ad treatments (Appendix
B), a the main Study 1 instrument in Appendix C, Study 2 instrument in Appendix D, the
ad treatments in Appendix E; and a copy of the scales in Appendix F.

Sample Plan for the Studies

Both Study 1 and Study 2 will follow the six steps (described below) for a sampling
plan as suggested by Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010) and Zikmund and Babin (2010).
The studies used a targeted convenience quota style sample with both random assignment
(control group and pre-study) and between-subjects (main study only) subjects design.
The first step is to define the target population. The target population for both
studies are young adults aged 18-24. The main study was specifically targeted to the
public health concern of texting and driving among young adults age (18-24) as it is the
major component of distracted driving which is the #1 cause of injury and death of 16-24
year olds (National Highway Safety Council 2015). Texting and donating is also targeted
to this age group as they are digital natives and are as such comfortable with mobile
media advertising.
The second step involved identifying the sampling frame which entails a listing of
population elements (geographic, institutions, individuals or other units) from which the
actual sample will be drawn. As noted by Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010), a perfect
sample frame is highly unusual to obtain. Hence, a rational best available plan was
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devised. In order to help broaden the generalizability of the study, a national sample
student base from a survey company (Qualtrics) was used.
The third step entailed selecting a sampling procedure. This study used a
convenience sample in a strict methodological sense as the student population used does
not perfectly match the general population. It should be noted however, that the intended
research target group (18-24) is a college age population. Indeed, steps were also used to
form a quasi-quota sample as defined by Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010). A quota
sample attempts to make a sample that reflects the proportionality of the groups that
make up the target group. Age, gender and geographical characteristics of the broader
universal group are identified and then attempted to be replicated. Thus, efforts as
explained in step five were made to include relative weights of gender (balance of
gender), ethnicities (diversity balance), age (freshmen to senior students) and
geographical groups (urban/rural various geographic regions). A national data base from
Qualtrics was used to address these balances. Qualtrics filters for gender balance and age
(18-24) were also utilized.
The fourth step for the sampling plan following Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010)
involves determining the sample size which in turn involves determining which data
analysis will be used. Since the main Study 1 used multiple independent variables
(implementation intentions, and promotion and prevention framed ad messages etc. –
these are fully explained later) in conjunction with multiple dependent variables (Aad,
behavioral intentions and behavior), MANOVA was used to test the main effects of the
hypothesized relationships. Several methodological statistical concerns were addressed a
priori. A common concern in conducting business research involves sample size and the
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subsequent impacts of statistical power and effect size. Following Kenny (1987) and
Cohen (1988), an a priori determination of an appropriate sample size for hypothesis
testing was performed (assuming a small effect size, alpha level of .05, and a desired
power level for main effects tests of .80). Hence, a minimum sample size of 450
respondents (30 per response cell – including 60 per cell for interactive cells 10 and 11)
was deemed sufficient to allow for a power of 0.8. Please note that since behavior is to be
captured in a follow-up survey, it was necessary to double the initial survey respondent
pool to allow for non-response.
Additionally, following Williams and Brown (1994), common method variance
(concern about systematic error variance shared among variables measured with and
introduced as a function of the same method and/or source) was deemed insignificant due
to multiple respondent sources/groups and to the norm of electronic survey experience in
current student populations. There were a total of 13 ad treatments including 10
treatments for Study 1 and 3 treatments for Study 2. Hence, approximately a combined
900 respondents are needed for the main study to achieve a target goal of 450
respondents for the follow-up survey. For the pre-test, a sample size of 80 was used to
test the reliability of the scales.
The fifth step entails selecting sample elements that will hopefully compliment step
three to increase generalizability. Respondents were solicited via Qualtrics, a nationally
recognized survey company. They solicited the respondents from a national pool of
college age students. Filters were also employed to divert non respondents and limit a
ratio of gender beyond a 55% female. To increase racial diversity a filter to keep white
respondents maxed at 66% was also deployed.
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The sixth step from Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010) involves the actual
collection of the data. As noted by Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010) there are four types
of non-sampling errors that that should be addressed at this stage. The first involves noncoverage error which is the non-inclusion of important groups of the target population.
This potential error was addressed by using a national data pool with filters to help
maintain quotas.
The second non-sampling error involves nonresponse error which is the failure to
collect data from the intended respondents. This potential problem was addressed by
offering confidentiality, an open (24/7) electronic link to complete the survey and a $2.50
per completed survey incentive was offered. A potential problem of the main study
involves capturing actual behavior in a follow-up survey. This was addressed by again
using anonymity and a $2.50 payment. Respondents had to complete both waves of
surveys to be paid. This was to encourage compliance and completion of both waves.
The third potential problem area is response errors which may arise from respondents
providing inaccurate responses. To address this problem, a response attention filter was
deployed, respondents were given assurance of anonymity and the scales used have been
previously tested and were again re-tested prior to Ho testing.

Additional Survey Concerns Addressed

In order to reduce potential bias there are several important suggestions by
Zikmund and Babin (2010) that are used in the surveys. One suggestion that was used
was to employ a funnel technique. A funnel technique involves ordering the questions
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from topic general to specific in order not to give away the direction of the survey in
order to tamp down biased or acquiescence responses. Additionally, some of the
questions in the scales were originally designed as reverse coded to reduce acquiescence
responses.
This study also employed a pivot question for the H2 interactive Treatments 10 and
11. Zikmund and Babin (2010) suggest a pivot question can serve as a type of filter
question in order to determine if the respondent goes on to the next questions. The
important interactive pivot filter question (in Treatments 10 and 11) is the one which will
segment and the respondent’s regulatory focus (RF) is either promotion or prevention.
This serves as the filter for the real-time interactive binary segmentation tool. The
respondent received the following pivot decision: “I would like to see an ad highlighting
“striving/achieving goals”? or “I would like to see an ad highlighting
“prevention/avoiding risks”? Based upon the pivot filter question the respondent then
received an RF message framed PSA designed to match their RF state (hence RF fit).
To see the ad Treatments for 10 and 11, please see Appendix E.

Study Measures

The measures employed in both Study 1 and Study 2 are based on existing validated
scales. These existing scales were adapted only when necessary in order to maintain
research integrity in the area of generalizations for past and future research (Hensel and
Bruner 1992). Each scale and their origin are discussed in the following section. Please
see Appendix F for the scales and pre-test Alphas.
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Attitude Toward the AD

Measuring attitude toward the ad (Aad) has been a main stay of marketing
advertising and has traditionally focused on the affective versus the cognitive dimension
(Zhang and Zinkhan 2006). Consumers' affective responses to ads have long been of
interest to both academics and practitioners (Brown and Stayman 1992). One research
stream has investigated the influence of attitude toward the ad (Aad) on brand attitudes.
Articles from the 1970s (e.g., Holbrook 1978) first suggested the importance of
understanding viewers' overall evaluations of ads. Articles by Mitchell and Olson (1981)
and Shimp (1981) introduced and suggested the importance of the Aad construct.
Applied studies, including the Advertising Research Foundation copy testing
project (Haley and Baldinger 1991), even went so far as suggesting that liking of an ad
may be the best indicator of advertising effectiveness. Academic studies have focused on
such issues as conditions in which ad attitudes have relatively strong effects (e.g., Park
and Young 1986), the determinants of ad attitudes (e.g., MacKenzie and Lutz 1989), the
role of feeling responses (e.g., Stayman and Aaker 1988), and tests of causal models
focusing on the role of ad attitudes in determining ad outcomes (e.g..Burke and Edell
1989; MacKenzie, Lutz, and Belch 1986; Miniard, Bhatla, and Rose 1990).
Both studies used a previously validated scale by Zhang and Zinkhan (2006) to
measure the respondent’s overall attitude towards a public service ad. The measure asked
respondents to report their attitude toward the ad using four 7-point semantic items
anchored by “unpleasant/pleasant,” “unlikable/likable,” “not irritating/irritating” and “not
interesting/interesting.” Please see Appendix F for a copy of this scale and the pre-test
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alpha result of 0.83 suggesting that the measure is reliable for both studies (Nunnally
1978).

Behavioral Intentions

As noted earlier, intentions are considered to be self-instructions to perform
particular behaviors (Triandis, 1980) and are usually measured by a respondent’s
affirmation of items such as “I intend to do X.” Forming a behavioral or goal intention
signals the end of the deliberation about what one will do and indicates that one is
prepared to attempt to achieve a goal (Ajzen, 1991; Gollwitzer, 1999; Webb & Sheeran,
2005). Intentions thus are assumed to capture the motivational factors that influence a
behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Theories of attitude-behavior relations, models of health
behavior, and goal theories have all traditionally converged on the idea that intention is
the key determinant of behavior and as such is the proximal indicator of behavior
(Abraham, Sheeran, & Johnston, 1998; Austin & Vancouver, 1996).
In a spirit of replication and extension the scale used in Study 1 to measure texting
and driving behavioral intentions was adapted from a previously validated scale from
Elliot and Armitage (2009). The measure asks respondents their reaction to three seven
point Likert scales “Not at all/Alot” concerning “How much do you want to text and
drive over the next two weeks?”, “To what extent do you intend to text and drive during
the next two weeks?” and “I intend not to text and drive during the next two weeks?”
Pre-test of the scale (N =34) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.73 suggesting that
the measure is reliable for Study 1 (Nunnally 1978).
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For Study 2 which included ad Treatments 11-13, a 2 item donation intention
(behavior intention proxy) measure previously validated by Park and Yang (2012) asked
respondents their reaction to seven point Likert scales “Strongly disagree/strongly agree”
concerning: “I am likely to donate to a charity in the future.” and “I intend to donate to a
charity in the future.” Pre-test of scale (N =34) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.72
suggesting that the measure is reliable for the main study (Nunnally 1978).

Behavior

As noted earlier, theories of attitude-behavior relations, models of health behavior,
and goal theories have all traditionally converged on the idea that intention is the key
determinant of behavior and as such is the proximal indicator of behavior (Abraham,
Sheeran, & Johnston, 1998; Austin & Vancouver, 1996). However, a meta-analysis by
Abraham and Sheeran (2000) concluded that behavioral intentions account for only 20%–
25% of the actual variance in health behaviors. This gap in explanatory variance between
intentions and behavior has been referred to as a “Black Box.”
Both Study 1 and Study 2 captured reported behavior in a follow-up survey
administered after a 2 week wait from when respondents completed the initial surveys (113) which captured attitude toward the ad and behavioral intentions. The purpose of the
follow-up survey was to test the veracity of the IV treatments of implementation
intentions (II), social referral and RF fit. Another important purpose is to extend the
literature as most extant PSA and RF studies have only captured intentions due to
possible cost, time and difficulty constraints to capture behavior. In a spirit of replication
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and extension the scale used to measure texting and driving behavior for Study 1 was
adapted from a previously validated scale from Elliot and Armitage (2009). The measure
asked respondents their reaction to two different seven point Likert questions: “How
often have you texted and driven over the last two weeks?” – Never/Nearly all the time;
“I have texted and driven over the last two weeks.” – Strongly disagree/strongly agree.
Pre-test of the scale (N =31) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.78 suggesting that
the measure is reliable for the main study (Nunnally 1978).
For Study 2 (ads Treatments 11-13), a 2 item donation behavior measure
previously validated by Coyle and Thorsen (2001) asked respondents their reaction to
seven point likert scales “Strongly disagree/strongly agree” concerning “I have donated
to a charity in the past two weeks.” And “I have given to a charity in the past two weeks.”
Pre-test of scale (N =30) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.74 suggesting that the
measure is reliable for Study 2 (Nunnally 1978).

Manipulation Check Scale

As suggested by Shimp (2005), a manipulation check should be applied in order to
make sure that the treatments of the ads capture the intended message. Hence, following
Kees, Burton and Tangari (2010), the ad treatments for both Study 1 and Study 2 were
subjected to a 2 question RF ad message manipulation check. The two questions are: for
Promotion: “Do you think the ad highlighted “striving/achieving goals”? - Responses
range from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (7) and for Prevention: “Do you
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think the ad highlighted “prevention/avoiding risks”? - Responses range from Strongly
Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (7).

Pre-Test Ad Treatments

The pre-test had two main purposes, to test the validity of the scales and to validate
the PSA ad treatments containing the IV manipulations. In order to test for the
hypotheses, PSAs had to be generated. In order to create PSAs manipulations for
promotion and prevention, a pre-test was conducted to test the message manipulation.
Following suggestions from Motyka et al. (2014) and Kees, Burton and Tangari (2010),
in the context of a promotion text and donate PSA due to then current headlines of
tornado calamities, information and photographs from the American Red Cross Alabama
tornado disaster website were taken and professionally formulated into a PSA. Following
Kees, Burton and Tangari (2010), actual American Red Cross photos and information
were used to increase the believability of the ads. There were two types of ads formulated
as IV manipulations – one promotion tagline frame focused and one prevention tagline
frame focused which were adapted from a RF study by Aaker and Lee 2006.
The two tagline frames were pre-tested in order to validate that they reflected
either a promotion or prevention focus. The promotion (striving/achieving focus) tagline
was “Get Involved! Donate Now!” and the prevention (prevention/avoiding focus)
tagline was “Don’t Be left Out! Donate Now!” Other than the two different treatment
taglines, both ads were identical and included an American Red Cross tornado family
Help Center photo and the Red Cross logo along with donation text instructions. The
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promotion and prevention message taglines were pre-tested with a group of 52 students
(convenience sample from two undergraduate classes at a major urban University) who
were given the theoretical explanations of promotion and prevention from a publication
(Aaker and Lee 2006). In this pre-test the two ads were anonymously randomly assigned
with a between subject design with every other respondent receiving either a promotion
or prevention PSA. Respondents received only one treatment in order to minimize
demand effects. Respondents were told that the ad was a “simulated” cell phone mobile
text PSA ad in a study related to text and donation intentions.
Hence, following Kees, Burton and Tangari (2010), the ad treatments were
subjected to a 2 question manipulation check. After reviewing for 30 seconds either the
randomly assigned promotion or prevention taglined ads, the repondents were asked two
questions: (for Promotion): “Do you think the ad highlighted “striving/achieving goals”?
- Responses range from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (7) and (for Prevention):
“Do you think the ad highlighted “prevention/avoiding risks”? - Responses were
measured on a scale from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (7). Pretest of the
message taglines indicated that the mean scores suggest that the message taglines were
properly perceived as either promotion or prevention. Respondents (N=24) who received
the promotion tagline PSA ad indicated that that they perceived the tagline as reflective
of promotion focus (M = 5.91, SD 0.9) rather than a prevention focus (M = 3.54, SD 1.2; t
= 6.24, p <.02). Respondents (N=28) who received the prevention tagline PSA ad
indicated that that they perceived the tagline as reflective of prevention focus (M = 6.14,
SD 1.1) rather than a promotion focus (M = 3.35, SD 0.8; t = 5.56, p < .03). Please see
Appendix B for copies of the two pre-test PSA treatments.
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Pre-test of Measurement Scales

Even though this study’s measurement scales were used in previous academic
studies, according to Churchill, Brown and Suter (2010), a pre-test is important to
empirically review the reliability of the study’s scales using respondents similar to the
main study data pool. Hence, a separate pre-test convenience sample from the pre-test of
the Ad Treatments was used. Following a quasi-quota convenience methodology to help
increase generalizability (Churchill, Brown and Suter, 2010), college students from two
institutions (one a tri-state rural state University and the other a national urban college)
and eight different classes ranging from freshmen to graduate (18-24 year age) were
solicited to respond to the pre-test pen and paper instrument. Student volunteers were
promised anonymity and given $5 for their time.
Using the pre-test instrument (Appendix A), the sample size (completed within 5
days) was N = 86 with 83 usable responses. According to demographic data from the
survey, 57.1% of the respondents were male and 42.9% were female. Mean age of the
respondents was 21 years with a standard deviation of 3.34 years. Additionally, 73.8% of
respondents were white, 16.7% were black, 1.2% were Hispanic and 8.3% were Asian.
Reliability results for each measurement scale are provided below in Table 3.1. The
reliability coefficients were compared against the minimum accepted Chronbach’s alpha
of 0.70 as set forth by Nunnally (1978). All scales met this minimum threshold and are
hence deemed reliable for use in the main study. Please see Table 3.1 below for Pre-Test
reliability coefficients for the scales.
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Table 3.1
Pre-Test Reliability Coefficients
________________________________________________________________________
Scale Name

Cronbach’s alpha

________________________________________________________________________
Attitude toward the AD

0.83

Behavioral (Donation) Intentions

0.73

Behavior

0.70

________________________________________________________________________

The study dependent variables of Aad, BI were also tested by using an exploratory
factor analysis (EFA). Principal axis factoring method was used for extraction with direct
oblimin rotation (see Table 3.2 for pre-Test Correlations). Communalities for all items
were above 0.60. Eigen value one criterion (Kaiser-Guttman) suggested three factors
(eigen value for factor one was 2.44, eigen value for factor two was 2.10, and eigen value
for factor three was 1.57). A Scree plot suggested three factors. Factor loadings suggested
that all items loaded properly on the respective factors. Attitude towards the ad items
loaded heavily on factor 1 (factor loadings above 0.80), Behavioral intentions items
loaded heavily on factor 2 (factor loadings above 0.81) and Behavior items loaded
heavily on factor three (factor loadings above 0.77). Hence, EFA analysis indicates
reasonable loading for the three DV variables.
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Table 3.2
Pre-Test Correlations
_________________________________________________________________
Aad
BI
B
_________________________________________________________________
Aad

1.00

BI

0.14

1.00

B

0.04

-0.24

1.00

_________________________________________________________________

Summary of Pre-Test Results

The results of the pre-test measures indicate that these previously used scales are
reliable for scale use in the main study as they meet the traditional Nunnally (1978) alpha
0.70 threshold. Results also indicate that the ad treatment tagline messages are
consistently perceived by respondents as either regulatory promotion focus or regulatory
prevention focused. Hence, the interactive pre-ad selection word associations for
promotion and prevention were deemed acceptable as reflecting both promotion and
prevention RF conceptualizations. Results of the pre-test EFA indicate that the DV
measures are deemed to reasonably reflect the underlying premise of 3 separate latent
construct DVs of Attad, BI and B.
After review and conclusion that the trait CRF pre-scale may be problematic
(Haws, Dholakia and Bearden 2010), this study used an induced RF state
operationalization following the literature (Motyka et al. 2014). In short, both the
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proposed scales and proposed relationships outlined here in the dissertation hypotheses
suggest that they are reasonably sound for use.

Study IVs

Even though the IVs were conceptualized in Chapter II, it is important to
operationalize the IVs. The IVs that were manipulated in the ad treatments are regulatory
fit, interactive regulatory fit, implementation intentions, social network ad referral, and
QBE. As discussed in Chapter II, regulatory fit can be operationalized by having the ad
message regulatory focus frame (either promotion or prevention) match the respondent’s
chronic regulatory focus (CRF) or their induced RF promotion or prevention state. The
ad’s message regulatory tagline focus frame was pre-tested earlier to ensure a valid
manipulation (match) thus allowing for an operationalized RF fit.

This study primed (induced) a state of either promotion or prevention following
suggestions from the meta-analytic study of RF by Motyka et al.’s (2014) meta-analysis
of RF fit and the state research by Lee and Aaker (2004). Respondents were asked to
perform a duty (i.e. to read instructions or a scenario which is worded contextually in
either promotion or prevention foci) to induce a promotion or prevention state. This study
adapted this method and asked the respondent to read instructions (worded in either
promotion or prevention context verbiage), thus inducing either a promotion or
prevention state.
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As noted in Chapter II, interactive ads can be operationalized via by many features.
This research study followed the suggestions of Sundar and Kim (2005) for
conceptualizing and operationalizing ad interactivity by incorporating several attributes
of interactivity (choice and ad layering). Using Qualtrics interactive survey software, the
respondents, after reading the instructions and being told the context of the survey (either
texting and driving or texting and donating – providing cues to prime a promotion or
prevention focus) were given the choice of an ad (either promotion or prevention ad
messages) based on their self-selected regulatory focus. The following are the
Instructions and choices for Treatment 10: “You are about to view a PSA concerning
texting and driving which is considered a Public Policy concern. You will be given a PSA
(Public Service Ad) based upon your choice between the 2 statements below. In the
context of not texting and driving, please choose quickly whichever statement below
aligns with your goal strategy for this context: 1. I would like to see an ad highlighting
“striving/achieving goals” 2. I would like to see an ad highlighting “prevention/avoiding
risks”.
The respondents saw a two layer ad with the choice (to choose either a promotion
or prevention message as the first layer) and a click through to see their ad based on their
choice in the second layer. This operationalization can be considered a low to medium
interactive ad based on Sundar and Kim’s criterion (2005).
Following Gollwitzer (1999) and Godin et al. (2011), implementation intentions (II)
were operationalized with an “If-then” tagline: “If I drive during the next week, then I
will turn off my cell!”. This was pre-tested to ensure that the message met the parameters
of Gollwitzer’s (2000) instructions that an II must have an outline or instructions for how,
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when and where to implement their goal striving action plan. A pretest by 28 college
students (after reviewing the definition of II) reviewed 2 PSA text and drive ads. One ad
had a single tagline “Don’t text and drive” while the other PSA had the “Don’t text and
Drive!” tagline followed by an II tagline of “If I drive during the next week, then I will
turn off my cell!” Results of a t-test indicated that the II message tagline (M = 6.33, SD
1.31) was perceived to reflect a PSA with an II tagline versus the PSA without the II
tagline (M = 1.94, SD 0.64, t = 4.56, p <.01).
The social network ad referral IV was operationalized via a scenario telling the
respondent that the ad was referred either via a “friend” from a social site (FaceBook) or
referred by a website. Much like a single blind study, QBE was operationalized by not
giving certain respondent cells the survey to easure intentions while other comparison
cells received the survey as suggested by Conner et al. (2011).
Please note that respondent instructions were intentionally minimal (not lengthy) in
order to minimize instrument effects on the respondents’ evaluation of the PSAs. Please
see Appendix E for the Instructions for each Treatment along with the associated PSA.

Study Treatments and Procedures

The main study survey instrument was uploaded to an independent survey hosting
website, Qualtrics. The respondents were then randomly assigned to a between-subjects
thirteen cell, main-effects only treatment design. There were no combined cell IV
manipulations in order to estimate interactions administered due to the number of IVs
studied and the cost of acquiring enough respondents for a factorial experimental
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designed study. Consequently, a main effects design was used to allow tests of the
hypotheses including the behavior self-report follow-up.
For purposes of clarity as there are 13 ad treatments, please see Appendix E for
examples of each ad including Instructions and the purpose of each ad treatment. As
noted earlier, all ads were derived and adapted from four-color US Department of
Transportation anti-texting and driving PSAs and Red Cross Donation information.
However, taglines to represent constructs and IVs were added to the base ad following
standard literature precedents as noted earlier in the chapter. In order to capture follow-up
behavior, respondents were tagged using Qualtrics electronic markers. Following Godin
et al. (2010), baseline behavior was captured using a control group cell that was not
exposed to either a PSA ad or the full survey. Each ad treatment had a target minimum of
30 respondents in order to provide sufficient statistical power to test the study hypotheses
(Cohen 1988).
The study surveys utilized the following procedure. Treatments (Appendix E) were
loaded along with appropriate survey instructions and survey items into a Qualtrics
survey data bank. These 13 treatments are various permutations of PSAs concerning the
two study contexts of RF promotion and prevention along with other study IV
manipulations. See Table 3.4 for Treatment manipulation permutations.
The survey company Qualtrics was then retained to solicit respondents from their
national data base. The survey collection process was administered as follows: in week
one the 13 treatments were sent out via email request by Qualtics to their database of
potential respondents. Electronic filters were used to control for appropriate study age
(18-24) and for gender balance. As the respondents answered the request they were
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randomly assigned using a computer algorithm in non-sequential order to one of the 13
treatments. As indicated in Appendix E, respondents were asked to carefully read all
instructions and then carefully review the ad before answering the questions that
followed. Ad exposure was limited via a computer timer to 15 seconds, which mimics
real life online ad exposure on sites like FaceBook. As discussed in earlier chapters, this
study used Qualtrics interactive surveys which allowed the respondent to interact with the
instruction section of the instrument (Treatments 10 and 11) so that a customized ad was
delivered to the respondent prior to the ad treatment viewing. This was to allow for
layering and binary choice (prevention or promotion ad message) by the respondent. See
Appendix E ad Treatments 10 and 11 for detailed respondent interactive instructions.
Following Elliot and Armitage (2006), a follow-up instrument concerning behavior
was sent to all respondents who participated in the first round of 13 treatments. It was
sent after a two week waiting period in order to capture any possible variance from initial
survey behavior. See Timeline displayed in Figure 3.3 below.
Student incentives were as follows: each respondent was given $2.50 for
participating in the initial instrument and an additional $2.50 for participating in the two
week follow-up instrument. However, the remaining $2.50 was paid only when the
student completed the behavioral follow-up two weeks later. As the surveys were
anonymous, follow-up behavior was cross-tabulated with the first surveys via computer
electronic addresses.
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Week 1 Initial Surveys

|

Two Week Break

|

Week 4 Behavior Survey

Qualtics sends Email Request

Qualtrics sends Follow-up

Random assignment to 13 Treatments

All take Behavior survey

981 Respondents

544 Follow-up Responses

Figure 3.1: Survey Timeline
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Table 3.3
Study Treatments Manipulations
________________________________________________________________________
Treatment
Ad Message IV
DV’s
________________________________________________________________________
Study 1 Texting and Driving Context:
Control Message = “Don’t Text and Drive”
1 Baseline
2 QBE
3 Control
4 Social Referral
5 Web Referral
6 II (QBE)
7 II
8 Pro RF non-fit
9 Pre RF fit
10 RF Pre Interactivity

None
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control + II
Control + II
Control +Pro
Control + Pre
Pro/Pre Choice

School Activity, BI, B
Demographics
Aad, BI, B
Aad, BI, B
Aad, BI, B
Demographics
B
Aad, BI, B
Aad, BI, B
Aad, BI, B

2 Week Follow-up

None

Aad,BI,B

Study 2 Texting and Donating Context:
Control Message = “Donate Now!”
11 RF Pro Interactivity
12 Pro RF fit
13 Pre RF non-fit

Pro/Pre Choice
Control 2 + Pro
Control 2 + Pre

Aad, DI, B
Aad, DI, B
Aad, DI, B

2 Week Follow-up

None

Aad,DI,B

Pre = Prevention

Pro = Promotion

Aad = attitude towards ad, BI = behavioral intentions, B = behavior
II = implementation intentions, DI = donation intentions
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Table 3.4
Hypotheses
________________________________________________________________________
Study 1:
Treatment
________________________________________________________________________
Pro8 v Prev9

Hypothesis 1: An ad with a regulatory fit (RF fit) will elicit
higher attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral
intentions (BI) and behavior (B) compared to a nonregulatory fit PSA (non-RF Fit) ad.

Prev9 v Int Prev 10b

Hypothesis 2: An interactive regulatory focus fit ad will elicit
higher attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral
intentions (BI) and behavior (B) compared to a non-interactive
regulatory focus fit ad.

Control 3 v II 7

Hypothesis 3: An ad with an implementation intention (II)
will elicit higher respondent behavior (B) than an ad without
an implementation intention (II).

Social Ref 4 v Web 5

Hypothesis 4: An ad referred by a “friend” in an online social
network will elicit more positive attitude toward the
advertisement (Aad), behavioral intention (BI), and behavior
(B) versus an ad referred from the website.

Fem 9 v Male 9

Hypothesis 5A: A prevention focused ad viewed by a female
will elicit more positive attitude toward the advertisement
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(Aad), behavioral intentions (BI), and behavior (B) versus the
same ad viewed by a male.

3v2

Hypothesis 6: A QBE ad exposure (ad exposure plus a
survey) will elicit more positive behavior (B) versus an ad
only exposure (no survey administered).

1v2

Hypothesis 7: A modified QBE exposure (survey only with
no ad exposure) will elicit more positive behavior (B) versus
an ad only exposure (no survey administered).

Study 2:
Treatments
Pro 12 v Prev 13

Hypothesis 1: An ad with a regulatory fit (RF fit) will elicit
higher

attitude toward the advertisement (Aad),

behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B) compared to a
non- regulatory fit PSA (non-RF Fit) ad.

Int Pro 11a v Pro 12

Hypothesis 2: An interactive regulatory focus fit ad will elicit
higher

attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral

intentions (BI) and behavior (B) compared to a non-interactive
regulatory focus fit ad.

Male 12 v Female 12

Hypothesis 5B: A promotion focused ad viewed by a male
will elicit more positive attitude toward the advertisement
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(Aad), behavioral intentions (BI), and behavior (B) versus the
same ad viewed by a female.
_____________________________________________________________________
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IV. Results

This section includes a description of the study sample and an assessment of the
construct measures to assess their reliability and validity (Anderson and Gerbing 1988;
Joreskog and Sorbom 1993). Also included in this section are the hypotheses testing
results.

Sample

The researcher was able to garner the cooperation of students through using the
services of Qualtrics. Qualtrics is a national statistical information company which also
offers survey respondents and has a national database of respondents. The researcher had
Qualtrics restrict the scope of the respondents to college age students (18-24). Please note
as referenced in Chapter III, that this study will use 13 different treatment permutations
of a PSA. Study 1 (texting and driving prevention RF context) entails Treatments 1-10
and Study 2 (texting and donating promotion RF context) entails Treatments 11-13. Due
to the research study using 13 survey treatments, an online random generator which
integrated the treatments with the surveys was used. A link to the survey treatments was
emailed to the respondents in a non-sequential random order until all 13 treatments were
assigned and the process was then repeated. This process also allowed for a more even
balance of the number of responses received per treatment while working with a large
group of survey participants.
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The sample data was collected via Qualtrics over a three week period with the
initial 13 surveys sent out and then second wave of follow-up behavior surveys after a
two week waiting period. As an incentive to complete the surveys, all respondents were
paid $5.00 per completed survey. An overall 55.4 % response rate was achieved. 981
respondents completed the initial 13 surveys with a minimum of 60 respondents per
survey treatment condition. A total of 544 respondents completed the behavioral followup survey. While the research sample was a non-probability convenience sample of
college students, the sample was derived from a national data base of college aged
students. Electronic filters were used by Qualtics to eject respondents who were not of
the appropriate age for the study (18-24). The sample data is a reasonable cross section
of college students when compared to US Census statistics (census.gov/compendia 281).
The final sample size of the study was 544 respondents (respondents who
completed both waves of surveys). Percentage of female respondents in the final sample
was 57.9% and male respondents comprised 42.1% of the total sample. The mean age
was 21.6 with a standard deviation of 1.8. In terms of racial makeup, 64.8% of the
subjects were White; 13.7% were African-American; 11.6% were Hispanics; 8.5% were
Asian; 0.9% were American Indian/Alaska natives and 0.6% were Hawaiian/Pacific
Islanders. The mean age was 21.6 with a standard deviation of 1.83.
Please see Table 4.1 for sample characteristics of the respondents (n=544).
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Table 4.1
Total Sample Individual Characteristics n=544

n

%

Female
Male

315
229

57.9%
42.1%

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

161
142
121
119

29.6%
26.1%
22.2%
22.0%

African American
Asian
Caucasian
Hispanic
Indian (American)
Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander

74
46
351
63
5

13.6%
8.5%
64.5%
11.6%
0.9%

3

0.6%

Gender

Class

Ethnicity

Age

Mean 21.6

St.Dev. 1

Study 1 Reliability and Validity Assessment

Study 1 scale reliabilities were analyzed through the use of Cronbach’s alpha using
SPSS version 22. The remaining scale analyses (assessment of convergent and
discriminant validities) were completed using instructions from Fornell and Larcker
(1981). Before starting hypothesis testing, the measures were subjected to both
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exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using Lisrel
8.80 (Joreskog and Sorbom 2006) to assess the reliability and validity of each measure.
Concerning scale reliability, all measures exhibited reliability coefficients which
were above the recommended Cronbach’s alpha level of .70 (Nunnally 1978) indicating
internal consistency. The Cronbach’s alpha for Attitude towards the Ad (Aad) was 0.85.
The Cronbach’s alpha value for Behavioral Intentions (BI) was initially 0.55. After
dropping a reverse coded item, (BI2: “I intend not to text and drive during the next few
weeks.”) the resulting two item scale had a reliability of 0.96 for behavioral intentions.
The Cronbach’s alpha for behavior (B) was 0.88.
As noted by Herche and Engelland (1996), the use of reverse coded items is being
increasingly recognized as potentially problematic and a threat to validity evaluations.
Reverse coded measures have been linked to inconsistent and unexpected factor
structures (Babakus and Boller 1992). Hence, the individual reverse coded item for BI
was dropped, giving an acceptable alpha level of 0.96. The social desirability scale
included among the survey measures (Hebert et. al 1995) had a reliability alpha of 0.74.
Thus, the resultant Cronbach’s alpha for all the study measures were higher than the 0.70
level, indicating good reliability (Nunnally 1978).
The three dependent study variables of Aad, BI and B were examined using an
exploratory factor analysis (EFA). Principal axis factoring method was used for
extraction and direct oblimin rotation in SPSS 22. Table 4.3 provides correlations, AVEs
and Cronbach’s alpha of the study variables. Communalities for all scale items were
above 0.60 suggesting no items for removal.
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The eigen value one criterion (Kaiser-Guttman) suggested three factors (eigen value
for factor one was 2.93, eigen value for factor two was 2.03, and eigen value for factor
three was 1.34). The total explained variance of 3 factors was 78.92%. Factor loadings
suggested that all items loaded properly on their respective factors. Attitude towards ad
items loaded heavily on factor 1 (factor loadings above 0.73), Behavioral intentions items
loaded heavily on factor 2 (factor loadings above 0.90) and Behavior items loaded
heavily on factor three (factor loadings above 0.90).
Hence, EFA analysis indicates reasonable loadings for three DV variables. Table
4.2 provides correlations, AVEs and Cronbach alpha of study variables.

Table 4.2
Study 1 Scales: Correlations, Cronbach’s alpha
________________________________________________________________________
Scale

Aad

BI

B

________________________________________________________________________
Aad

0.85*

BI

0.10

0.96*

B

0.03

-0.17

0.88*

________________________________________________________________________
* Cronbach’s alpha in diagonal. All values above the recommended level of .70
indicating internal consistency (Nunnally 1979).
Study 1 n =405

The three dependent variables were also subjected to a confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) using LISREL 8.80 (Joreskog and Sorbom 2006) and maximumlikelihood estimation in order to examine construct validity. An initial LISREL output
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indicated that item 2 for BI was not satisfactory (factor loading 0.01) and should be
eliminated – this was also indicated in the scale reliability analysis.
Reviewing results of the new CFA (using the sample covariance matrix as input)
showed that each indicator loaded significantly (i.e. all t-values were larger than 2.00).
The chi-square test statistic and a variety of fit indices were also applied (Cudeck and
Henly 1991). Model fit statistics (χ2 = 94.90, df = 17 (p=0.00); Comparative Fit Index
(CFI) = 0.96; Normed Fit Index (NFI) = 0.96; Incremental Fit Index (IFI) = 0.96; Root
mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.08) indicate a reasonable fit (Hu and
Bentler, 1999; Joreskog and Sorbom 1993). As indicated in factor loadings Table 4.3, the
magnitudes of the standardized loading estimates ranged from 0.64 to 1.01 and all
loadings were significant with all t-values larger than 2.00. See Table 4.3 for CFA factor
loadings.
Convergent and discriminant validities of the measures for Study 1 were tested
using the methods suggested by Fornell and Larcker (1981). To demonstrate convergent
validity, the average variance extracted (AVE) for Attitude towards the ad was 0.63, the
AVE for Behavioral Intentions was 0.92 and the AVE for Behavior was 0.83. Since the
AVE exceeds the 0.50 threshold established by Fornell and Larcker (1981), this indicates
that Study 1 measures have convergent validity.
To test discriminant validity, Fornell and Larcker (1981) recommend that the AVEs
of any two constructs should be greater than their squared correlation. Since the AVE’s
of all of the study measures were higher than their squared correlation, Study 1’s
variables also exhibit discriminant validity. Table 4.3 provides the factor loadings and
AVEs of Study 1’s measures.
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Table 4.3

Study 1 CFA Factor Loading Table
__________________________________________________________
Construct
Items
Factor loading* t** AVE***
__________________________________________________________
Aad
(α=0.85)

Aad1:
Aad2:
Aad3
Aad4

0.84
0.97
0.69
0.64

23.40
29.53
18.10
16.32

0.63

BI
(α=0.96)

BI1
BI3

0.94
0.98

17.71
18.16

0.92

Behavior
(α=0.88)

B1
B2

1.01
0.80

10.72
10.12

0.83

Model fit Statistics: χ2 = 94.90, df = 17 (p=0.00); Comparative Fit Index (CFI) =
0.96; Normed Fit Index (NFI) = 0.96; Incremental Fit Index (IFI) = 0.96; Root mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.08 Study 1 n = 405
*Note: All factor loadings were significantly different from zero, p<.05.
**t-values all larger than 2.00
***AVE of study measures exceeds the 0.50 threshold indicating convergent validity.
AVE of all measures greater than their square correlation indicating discriminant validity.
Fornell and Larcker (1981).
______________________________________________________________________

Study 2: Reliability and Validity Assessment

Study 2 (texting and donating, n = 139) measures (attitude towards the ad –Aad;
donation intentions – DI; and behavior – B) were also subjected to reliability and validity
assessment using a process identical to Study 1. The following is a condensed reporting
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of the analysis. Similar to Study 1, Study 2 results suggested that the scale reliabilities
along with EFA and CFA results indicated that the measures were sufficiently reliable
and exhibited both convergent and discriminate validity for further use in hypothesis
testing for Study 2.
Scale reliabilities were analyzed through the use of Cronbach’s alpha using SPSS
version 22. Concerning scale reliability, all measures exhibited reliability coefficients
which were above the recommended Cronbach’s alpha level of .70 (Nunnally 1978)
indicating internal consistency. The Cronbach’s alpha for Attitude towards the Ad (Aad)
was 0.84; Donation Intentions (DI) was 0.91; behavior (B) was 0.84.
The remaining scale analyses (assessment of convergent and discriminant validities)
were completed using instructions from Fornell and Larcker (1981). The measures were
subjected to both exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) using Lisrel 8.80 (Joreskog and Sorbom 2006) to assess the reliability and validity
of each measure.
Factor loadings suggested that all items loaded properly on their respective factors.
Attitude towards the ad items loaded heavily on factor 1 (factor loadings above 0.75),
donation intentions items loaded heavily on factor 2 (factor loadings above 0.89) and
Behavior items loaded heavily on factor three (factor loadings above 0.82). Hence, EFA
analysis indicates reasonable loadings for the three DV measures.
The three dependent measures were also subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) in order to examine construct validity. Model fit statistics (χ2 = 100.47, df = 24
(p=0.00); (RMSEA) = 0.07) indicate a reasonable fit (Marsh et. al. 2004; Joreskog and
Sorbom 1993).
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Table 4.4
Study 2 CFA Factor Loading Table
__________________________________________________________
Construct
Items
Factor loading* t** AVE***
__________________________________________________________
Aad
(α=0.84)

Aad1:
Aad2:
Aad3
Aad4

0.80
0.88
0.74
0.67

18.31
26.44
19.23
14.88

0.67

DI
(α=0.91)

DI1
DI2

0.87
0.85

18.45
17.23

0.84

Behavior
(α=0.84)

B1
B2

0.89
0.76

12.62
14.22

0.72

Model fit statistics χ2 = 100.47, df = 24 (p=0.00); (RMSEA) = 0.07) indicate a
reasonable fit (Marsh et. al. 2004; Joreskog and Sorbom 1993).
*Note: All factor loadings were significantly different from zero, p<.05.
**t-values all larger than 2.00
***AVE of study measures exceeds the 0.50 threshold indicating convergent validity.
AVE of all measures greater than their square correlation indicating discriminant validity.
Fornell and Larcker (1981).

Study 2 n = 139

____________________________________________________________________

Reviewing results of the CFA (using the sample covariance matrix as input) showed
that each indicator loaded significantly (i.e. all t-values were larger than 2.00). The chisquare test statistic and a variety of fit indices were also applied (Cudeck and Henly
1991). The magnitudes of the standardized loading estimates ranged from 0.61 to 1.10
and all loadings were significant with all t-values larger than 2.00. Convergent and
discriminant validities of the model for Study 2 were tested by using the methods
suggested by Fornell and Larcker (1981). Since the AVEs exceeded the 0.50 threshold
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established by Fornell and Larcker (1981), this indicates that Study 2’s measures have
convergent validity. To test discriminant validity, Fornell and Larcker (1981) recommend
that the AVEs of any two constructs should be greater than their squared correlation.
Since the AVE’s of all of the study measures were higher than their squared correlation,
Study 2’s measures also have discriminant validity. Additionally, to test if social
desirability bias had any impact on the respondents’ responses to study constructs, a
correlational analysis was conducted between the social desirability scores and the
dependent measures (Hebert et. al 1995).
The correlations between the social desirability scale and the dependent measures
for Study 1 respondents were: behavior 0.06, behavioral intentions 0.05 and attitude
towards the ad 0.11. None of the correlations except the correlation between social
desirability and attitude towards the ad were statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level.
Additionally the statistically significant correlation between social desirability and
attitude towards the ad was only 0.11 indicating that social desirability bias did not have
an impact on the Study 1 responses.
The correlations between the social desirability scale and the dependent measures
for Study 2 respondents were: behavior 0.10, donation intentions 0.10 and attitude
towards the ad 0.11. None of the correlations were statistically significant at the p< 0.05
level indicating that social desirability bias did not have an impact on the Study 2
responses.
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Ad Message Manipulation Check

Even though a pre-test manipulation check (Chapter III) indicated that the
promotion and prevention ad messages were perceived differently by respondents, it was
important to perform a message manipulation check for the main studies to ascertain if
the respondents perceived the PSA ad messages as intended. Following Kees, Burton and
Tangari (2010), after viewing the PSA ad, the respondents answered two questions as to
the degree to which the advertisement reflected either a promotion or prevention message
(seven-point Likert with “strongly disagree/strongly agree” as anchors). The questions
were: (Promotion) “Do you think the ad highlighted “striving/achieving goals”? and
(Prevention) “Do you think the ad highlighted "prevention/avoiding risk"? The following
results indicate that respondents as a group, were able to identify the promotion and
prevention ad messages.
To check the efficacy of the ad message manipulation for Study 1, a t-test was
performed using Treatment Condition 9, which had the respondents exposed only to a
prevention ad message. The mean score for the prevention manipulation check measure
was 5.04 with a standard deviation of 1.79. The mean score for the promotion
manipulation check measure was 2.91 with a standard deviation of 1.11. A paired
samples t-test indicated that the means were significantly different (t (45) = 7.04, p <
0.01), suggesting that the prevention ad manipulation was successful.
To check the efficacy of the ad message manipulation for Study 2, a t-test was
performed using Treatment Condition 12, which had the respondents exposed only to a
promotion ad message. The mean score for the promotion manipulation check measure
was 4.25 with a standard deviation of 1.68. The mean score for the prevention
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manipulation check measure was 2.56 with a standard deviation of 1.13. A paired
samples t-test indicated that the means were significantly different (t (35) = 4.64, p <
0.01) Results indicated that the promotion manipulation was perceived as intended.
To check the efficacy of the ad message manipulation for interactivity choice, a ttest was performed on Treatment 10b which had the respondents exposed to a choice
between a promotion ad message and a prevention ad message in a prevention context.
The prevention manipulation check measure should produce a higher mean score from
respondents compared to the promotion manipulation check measure mean score. This is
because Treatment 10b consists of respondents who choose a prevention focused ad and
were subsequently exposed to a prevention focused ad tagline for texting and driving.
The mean score for the prevention manipulation check for Treatment 10 b was 5.11 with
a standard deviation of 1.58. The mean score for the promotion manipulation check for
10b was 4.14 with a standard deviation of 1.71. A paired samples t-test indicated that the
means were significantly different (t(35) = 2.48, p < 0.01). Results indicated that the
interactive manipulation check was successful.
As expected, overall message manipulation check results indicated that the
respondents perceived the prevention PSAs to reflect a prevention message and that the
promotion PSAs were also perceived to reflect promotion messages. This result is
important as the efficacy of the promotion and prevention message manipulation is a key
component of a state induced RF fit.
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State Manipulation Check

RF fit is a combination of the message (either promotion or prevention) matching or
fitting the individual’s promotion or prevention focus derived either from a trait or state
focus (Motyka et al. (2014). Consequently, it is thus also important to access the induced
state manipulation. Following suggestions from Zhao and Pechmann (2007) to tap the
respondent’s state focus, after viewing the PSA ad the respondents responded to two
questions as to the degree to which the respondent reflected either a promotion or
prevention focus ( seven-point Likert format with “1 = never / 7 = always” as anchors).
The questions were as follows: (Prevention) “Rate how the term ‘Willing to Take Risks’
applies to you?” and (Promotion) “Rate how the term ‘Cheerful’ applies to you?”. These
two RF state check questions were derived from previous theoretical and empirical
research that prevention-focused people are risk adverse and that promotion-focused
people are cheerful/happy (Zhao and Pechmann 2007; Higgins 2001). The checks below
follow Zhao and Pechmann’s 2007 methodology.
To check the efficacy of the state manipulation for regulatory focus t-tests were
performed on both prevention (Treatment 9 - prevention RF fit) and promotion
(Treatment 12 - promotion RF fit) conditions. The ad in the Treatment 9 condition was
framed using a prevention focused tagline – “It’s Not Worth Your Life.” - in other
words, avoid risk. Similarly, the ad in the Treatment 12 condition was framed using a
promotion focused tagline – “Get Involved. Donate Now!” – in other words get excited
about helping.
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A state inducement procedure predicts that respondents are momentarily in a
mood/feeling based upon the prodding of the prime. In other words, respondents induced
to a prevention state would be relatively more in a prevention focus than someone in a
promotion focus. Conversely, respondents induced to a promotion state would be
relatively more in a promotion state than someone in a prevention state.
The scale item (“Rate how the term ‘Willing to Take Risks’ applies to you?”; 1 =
Never; 7 = Always) was used to measure a prevention focus state. The scale item (“Rate
how the term ‘Cheerful’ applies to you?”; 1 = Never; 7 = Always) was used to measure a
promotion focus state. Hence, it was expected for respondents in Treatment 9
(prevention) that measuring risk-taking would produce a significantly lower mean score
than respondents in Treatment 12 (promotion). It was also expected for respondents in
Treatment 12 (promotion) that the scale item measuring cheerful would produce a
significantly higher mean score than the respondents in Treatment 9 (prevention).
The mean score for the prevention state check for Treatment 9 was 2.93 with a
standard deviation of 1.11. The mean score for the prevention check for Treatment 12
was 4.13 with a standard deviation of 1.34. An independent samples t-test indicated that
the means were different (t = 5.22, p < 0.01) indicating that the mean difference was
significant and thus Treatment 12 prevention mean was significantly higher than
Treatment 9 state manipulation check mean. Results suggest that the prevention state
check was successful as prevention induced respondents are more risk adverse than
promotion induced respondents.
To check the efficacy of the state manipulation for promotion, an independent
samples t-test was performed concerning the promotion question (“Rate how the term
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‘Cheerful’ applies to you?”) between Treatment 9 (prevention RF fit) and Treatment 12
(promotion RF fit). The mean score for the promotion state check for Treatment 9 was
3.18 with a standard deviation of 1.24. The mean score for the prevention check for
Treatment 12 was 4.26 with a standard deviation of 1.72. An independent samples t-test
indicated that the means were different (t = 9.43, p < 0.01), indicating that the mean
difference was significant and thus Treatment 12 promotion mean was significantly
higher than Treatment 9 promotion state manipulation check mean. Results suggest that
the promotion state manipulation was successful as promotion induced respondents
reported being more cheerful than prevention induced respondents.
Overall, the manipulation check results indicate that respondents were able to
correctly differentiate and attribute the promotion and prevention ad messages. Results
also suggest that the respondents were sufficiently induced into the research’s desired
manipulated state of either promotion or prevention foci. Both of these results are
indicative of allowing for further RF fit hypotheses testing.

Interactivity Operationalization Check

While this research used previous literature guidance to operationalize interactivity,
it is important to access whether respondents noticed the manipulation. This research
study followed the suggestions of Sundar and Kim (2005) for conceptualizing and
operationalizing ad interactivity by incorporating several attributes of interactivity
(choice and ad layering). The respondents were given the choice of an ad based on their
self-selected regulatory focus. The respondent also saw a two layer ad with the choice as
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the first layer and a click through to see their ad based on their choice on the second
layer. This operationalization would be considered a low to medium interactive ad based
on Sundar and Kim (2005).
To check the efficacy of the manipulation to operationalize interactivity, an
independent samples t-test was performed concerning the interactivity question (“Were
you given a choice as to which ad you received?” – seven point Likert with “strongly
disagree/strongly agree” as anchors) between Treatment 9 (prevention RF fit) and
Treatment 10b (interactive prevention RF fit). The mean score for the interactivity check
for Treatment 9 was 4.12 with a standard deviation of 1.12. The mean score for the
interactivity check for Treatment 10b was 6.22 with a standard deviation of 1.26. An
independent samples t-test indicated that the means were different (t = 4.70, p < .00)
indicating that the mean difference was significant and thus Treatment 10b
choice/interactivity mean was significantly higher than Treatment 9 choice/interactivity
manipulation check mean. Results suggest that the interactivity operationalization
manipulation was successful as the interactive Treatment condition respondents reported
being more aware of a choice (hence interactivity component) of ads than traditional ad
delivery respondents (who were not given a choice of ads).

Hypotheses Testing

As noted in Chapter III, seven hypotheses were developed based on this research
study’s core questions. Hypotheses were developed based upon the following research
issues: (1) use of regulatory focus theory to explore improving health persuasion
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messages; (2) help bridge the knowledge gaps in interactive advertising (Johnson,
Brunner II, and Kumar 2006); (3) the need to better understand the variance explained
gap between intentions and behavior (the ‘Black Box” Dholakia and Bagozzi 2006); (4)
the need to extend research into the impact of interactive socially referred ads (PSAs)
(Wind and Sharp 2009); (5) and lastly taking into account the potential impact of
overstating intention-behavior responses due to the survey reactivity question-behavior
effect (QBE) on research results (Dholakia 2010). The research questions for Study II
concerning H1 and H2 are in the context of RF promotion fit (texting and donating), as
an extension of Study I which is focused on RF prevention fit (texting and driving).
To better understand these research questions, 7 hypotheses were developed along
with PSA ad Treatments and corresponding study measures were developed in Chapter
III to help elicit and capture responses. Please note that Hypotheses 1-7 were used in
Study 1 (prevention focus in a texting and driving context) and Hypotheses 1-2 were also
used in a replication effort in Study 2 (promotion focus in a texting and donating
context).
Please see the following Tables/Exhibits to understand the following Ho section:

Table 2.1 for Hypotheses;
Appendix C: Study 1 Instrument and Instructions;
Appendix D: Study 2 Instrument and Instructions;
Appendix E: Ad Treatment Conditions;
Appendix F: Study 1 and Study 2 Scales.
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For Summary of Results please see:

Table 4.5 for Significant Means for Study 1; Table 4.6 for Significant Means for
Study 2; Table 4.7 for Summary of Hypotheses Testing for Study 1; Table 4.8 for
Summary of Hypotheses Testing for Study 2; Figure 4.1 for Study 1 Hypotheses Mean
Plots; Figure 4.2 for Study 2 Hypotheses Mean Plots.
In order to better test and understand the results of a research study, results are often
divided up into several smaller more cohesive experiments along research question
delineations (Bagozzi and Dholokia 2004). This study follows this method. Study 1 is
focused on texting and driving (prevention context) and Study 2 is focused on texting and
donating (promotion context as a replication of Study 1 for H1 and H2).
Study 1 focuses on texting and driving in a RF fit prevention focus message using
in both a traditional delivery method (H1) and in an interactive delivery method (H2).
Testing for H3- H5A targets potential PSA augmentation tools: implementation
intentions, social ad referral and gender segmentation. Testing for H6 and H7 addresses
QBE impacts on behavior in a prevention focus context.
Study 2 as an extension of Study (concerning H1 and H2), Study 2 examines
texting and donating in a RF fit promotion context in both a traditional delivery method
(H1) and in an interactive delivery method (H2) and gender effects (H3).

See Exhibit E for Ad Treatments and Table 3.4 for listing of Treatments

Please note when interpreting the following Study 1 Ho testing results that both BI
and B mean scores should be interpreted such that lower means are considered preferable,
as texting and driving is considered a negative behavior. In other words, lower mean
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scores for BI and B are desirable as the PSA ads encourage lower BI and B as opposed to
the traditional ad encouragement of higher BI and B. Hence, lower mean scores of texting
and driving are socially desirable or efficacious results of the PSAs.

Study 1

Test of Hypothesis One
Hypothesis 1 stated that an ad with a regulatory focus fit (RF fit) will elicit a
higher attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intention (BI) and behavior
(B) than a non-regulatory fit (non - RF Fit) ad.
STUDY 1: Hypothesis 1 was tested in a texting and driving prevention RF state by
comparing Treatment 8 (control message with promotion RF message, n = 42) with
Treatment 9 (control message with prevention RF message, n=46) in a MANOVA
analysis. Box’s test for equality of co-variance matrices indicated that the observed
covariance matrices of the dependent variables were equal across the groups (Box’s M =
9.50, F = 1.52, p > 0.05). Multivariate test results indicated that the Wilks’ lambda for
treatment groups 8 (n=42) and 9 (n=46) (lambda 0.97, F = 0.62, p > 0.05) was not
significant. The test for between subjects effects indicated that the mean difference
between prevention focus groups and promotion focus groups in Treatments 8 and 9 was
not significant for Aad (F (1,86) = 1.15 , p > 0.05), behavioral intentions (F (1,86) = 0.91
, p > 0.05) and Behavior (F (1,86) = 0.39, p > 0.05). While the mean difference for
behavior between groups (mean difference = -0.25) was in the hypothesized direction, the
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difference was not statistically significant. Please see Table 4.5 for the mean scores
obtained for each group.
Study 1 H1 was not supported.

Test of Hypothesis Two

Hypothesis 2 states: An interactive regulatory fit ad will elicit higher attitude
toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B) than a noninteractive regulatory fit ad.
Study 1: To test H2 in a texting and driving interactive prevention context
treatments 10B (interactive prevention RF fit) and 9 (non-interactive prevention RF fit)
were compared. Using MANOVA, Treatments 10B (n= 36) and 9 (n= 46) were compared
on Aad, behavioral intentions and behavior measures. Box’s test for equality of covariance matrices indicated that the observed covariance matrices of the dependent
variables were equal across the groups (Box’s M = 8.50, F = 1.36, p > 0.05). Multivariate
test results indicated that the Wilks’ lambda for Treatment groups 10b and 9 (lambda
0.89, F = 4.78, p <0.01) was also significant. The test for between subjects effects
indicated that the mean difference between Treatment 10B and 9 was significant for
behavioral intentions (F (1, 80) = 11.39, p < 0.05), but was not significant for Aad (F (1,
80) = 1.07, p > 0.05), and Behavior (F (1, 80) = 0.89, p > 0.05). The mean difference was
in the hypothesized direction for behavioral intentions and significant (mean difference,
M 10b = 3.59 and M 9 = 6.46; p=.00). Please note lower BI is efficacious as a lower BI
response to the ad message would indicate more intent to not text and drive.
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Hence, there is partial support for Study 1 H2 concerning behavioral intentions in
Treatments 10B vs 9. See Study 1 H2 plot in Figure 4.1 for a graphical depiction.

Test of Hypothesis Three

Hypothesis 3 stated that an ad with an implementation intention will elicit higher
respondent behavior (B) than an ad without an implementation intention.
STUDY 1: Hypothesis 3 as part of Study 1 was tested by comparing Treatment 3
(control message) with Treatment 7 (control message with implementation intentions
message). A MANOVA test was administered to test the mean differences. Box’s test for
equality of co-variance matrices indicated that the observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables were not equal across the groups (Box’s M = 32.89, F = 5.17, p <
0.05). Multivariate test results indicated that the Wilks’ lambda for Treatment groups 3
and 7 (lambda 0.84, F = 3.62, p <0.01) was significant.
The mean behavior score for Treatment 3 (n= 29) was 2.53 with a standard
deviation of 1.82. The mean B score for Treatment 7 (n= 32) was 1.73 with a standard
deviation of 1.33.
The test for between subjects effects indicated that the mean between Treatments 3
and 7 was in the hypothesized direction for behavior (B) (F (1, 59) = 3.87, p <.05). Please
note a lower B is efficacious, as a lower B response to the ad message would indicate
more behavior to not text and drive. Hence, there is support for Study 1 H3. Please Study
1 H3 plot in Figure 4.1 for graphical depiction.
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Test of Hypothesis Four

Hypothesis 4 stated that an ad referred by a friend in an online social network will
elicit more positive attitude toward the ad and behavioral intentions than an ad referred
by a website.
Study 1: As part of Study 1, Hypothesis 4 was tested by comparing Treatment 4
(social network referral) with Treatment 5 (website referral). A MANOVA test was
administered to test the mean differences. Box’s test for equality of co-variance matrices
indicated that the observed covariance matrices of the dependent variables were not equal
across the groups (Box’s M = 32.89, F = 5.17, p < 0.05). Multivariate test results
indicated that the Wilks’ lambda for treatment groups 3 and 7 (lambda 0.96, F = 0.73, p >
0.05) was not significant.
The mean Aad score for Treatment 4 (n= 30) was 5.03 with a standard deviation of
1.67. The mean Aad score for Treatment 5 (n= 30) was 5.27 with a standard deviation of
1.12. The mean BI score for Treatment 4 was 6.61 with a standard deviation of 0.79. The
mean BI score for Treatment 5 was 6.81 with a standard deviation of 0.30. The mean
behavior score for Treatment 4 was 1.81 with a standard deviation of 1.61. The mean B
score for Treatment 5 was 1.73 with a standard deviation of 1.49. The test for between
subjects effects indicated that the mean difference between treatments 3 and 7 were not
significant for behavioral intentions (F (1, 58) = 1.65, p > 0.05), Aad (F (1, 58) = 0.43, p
> 0.05) and Behavior (F (1, 58) = 0.04, p > 0.05). Hence, there was no support for
Study 1 concerning H4 in the data analysis.
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Test of Hypothesis Five

Hypothesis 5 A. stated that a prevention focused ad viewed by a female will elicit
more positive (a) attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), (b) behavioral intentions (BI),
and (c) behaviors (B) versus the same ad viewed by a male.
STUDY 1: As part of Study 1, H5A was tested via a MANOVA test which was
administered to test the mean differences between males and females in Treatment 9
(prevention fit). Treatment 9 is deemed prevention fit which is thus theoretically related
to females as they are considered more risk adverse. Box’s test for equality of covariance matrices indicated that the observed covariance matrices of the dependent
variables were not equal across the groups (Box’s M = 14.04, F = 2.16, p < 0.05).
Multivariate test results indicated that the Wilks’ lambda the treatments were not
significant (lambda 0.91, F = 1.28, p > 0.05).
The mean Aad score for females was 4.46 with a standard deviation of 1.50. The
mean Aad score for males was 4.89 with a standard deviation of 1.62.The mean BI score
for females (n= 25) was 6.60 with a standard deviation of 0.93. The mean BI score for
males (n= 21) was 6.30 with a standard deviation of 1.63. The mean behavior score for
females was 1.54 with a standard deviation of 1.25. The mean B score for males was 2.47
with a standard deviation of 2.17.
The test for between subjects effects indicated that the mean difference between
males and females was not significant for Aad (F (1,44) = 0.87, p > 0.05), behavioral
intentions (F (1, 44) = 0.57, p > 0.05) and Behavior (F (1,44) = 3.32, p > 0.05).
Hence, Study 1 H5A was not supported.
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Test of Hypothesis 6

Study 1 H6: Hypothesis six stated that a QBE ad exposure (ad exposure plus a
survey) will elicit more positive behavior (B) versus an ad only exposure (no survey
administered).
STUDY 1: Hypothesis six was tested by comparing Treatment 3 (ad + survey n=
29) with Treatment 2 (ad only n= 28) on behavior. An independent samples t-test was
administered to test the mean differences. The mean behavior score for Treatment 3 was
2.53 with a standard deviation of 1.82. The mean behavior score for Treatment 2 was
2.21 with a standard deviation of 1.53.
The Levene’s test for equality of variances indicated that the variance for the two
Treatments was equal for behavior (F= 2.57, p > 0.05). However the mean difference for
the two treatments was not significant (t (54.03) = 0.71, p > 0.05) indicating that H6 was
not supported.
Hence, Study 1 concerning H6 was not supported.

Test of Hypothesis 7

Hypothesis seven states that a modified QBE exposure (survey only with no ad
exposure) will elicit more positive behavior (B) versus an exposure to an ad only (no
survey administered).
Study 1: Hypothesis seven was tested by comparing Treatment 1 (survey only n=
28) with Treatment 2 (ad only n= 28) on behavior. An independent samples t-test was
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administered to test the mean differences. The mean behavior score for treatment 1 was
2.23 with a standard deviation of 1.91. The mean behavior score for treatment 2 was 2.21
with a standard deviation of 1.53.
The Levene’s test for equality of variances indicated that the variance for the two
genders was equal for behavior (F= 0.75, p > 0.05). However the mean difference for the
two treatments was not significant (t (51.55) = 0.03, p > 0.05) indicating that H7 was not
supported.
Hence, Study 1 concerning H7 was not supported.
Please see Table 4.7 for a summary of Main Study 1 results.

Study 2

Test of Hypothesis One

Hypothesis 1 stated that an ad with a regulatory focus fit (RF fit) will elicit a higher
attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), donation intention (DI) and behavior (B) than a
non-regulatory fit (RF Fit) ad.
STUDY 2: Hypothesis 1 was tested in a texting and donating promotion state by
comparing Treatment 12 (control message with promotion RF message, n =32) with
Treatment 13 (control message with prevention RF message, n =32) by a MANOVA
analysis. Box’s test for equality of co-variance matrices indicated that the observed
covariance matrices of the dependent variables were not equal across the groups (Box’s
M = 20.07, F = 3.15, p < 0.05). Multivariate test results also indicated that the Wilks’
lambda for Treatment groups 12 and 13 (lambda 0.82, F = 4.20, p <0.01) was significant.
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The test for between subjects effects indicated that the mean difference between
Treatment 12 and 13 was significant for Aad (F (1, 62) = 6.88, p < 0.05), and Behavior (F
(1, 62) = 4.50, p < 0.05) and not significant for donation intentions (F (1, 62) = 0.42, p >
0.05). The mean difference was counter to the hypothesized direction for behavior (mean
difference = 0.91) and significant. Additionally, the mean difference was in the
hypothesized direction for Aad (mean difference = 0.88) and significant.
Hence, there is partial support for Study 2 H1 Aad via testing between Treatments
12 and 13. Please Study 2 H1 plot in Figure 4.2 for graphical depiction.

Test of Hypothesis Two

Hypothesis 2 states: An interactive regulatory fit ad will elicit higher attitude
toward the advertisement (Aad), donation intention (DI) and behavior (B) than a noninteractive regulatory fit ad.
STUDY 2: To test H2 in a texting and donating interactive promotion context,
Treatments 11A (interactive promotion RF fit n= 36) and 12 (non-interactive promotion
RF fit n= 32) were compared on Aad, behavioral intentions and behavior. Box’s test for
equality of co-variance matrices indicated that the observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables were equal across the groups (Box’s M = 7.55, F = 1.20, p > 0.05).
Multivariate test results indicated that the Wilks’ lambda for treatment groups 11A and
12 (lambda 0.75, F = 11.53, p <0.01) was also significant.
The mean Aad score for Treatment 11A was 3.74 with a standard deviation of 1.29.
The mean Aad score for Treatment 12 was 5.07 with a standard deviation of 1.10. The
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mean DI score for Treatment11A was 4.64 with a standard deviation of 1.70. The mean
DI score for Treatment 12 was 4.84 with a standard deviation of 1.41. The mean behavior
score for Treatment 11A was 2.03 with a standard deviation of 1.67. The mean B score
for Treatment 12 was 2.67 with a standard deviation of 2.01. The test for between
subjects effects indicated that the mean difference (mean difference = 1.33) between
treatment 11A and 12 was counter to the hypothesized direction for Aad and was
significant (F = 26.08, p <0.01). The mean differences between treatment 11A and 12
were not significant for donation intentions (F = 0.33, p > 0.05) and behavior (F = 2.93, p
>0.05). Hence, there was no support for Study 2 H2.

Test of Hypothesis Five B

STUDY 2: Hypothesis 5B stated that a promotion focused ad viewed by a male will
elicit more positive (a) attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), (b) behavioral intentions
(BI), and (c) behaviors (B) versus the same ad viewed by a female. A MANOVA test
was administered to test the mean differences between males (n= 10) and females (n= 22)
in Treatment 12 as it is a promotion RF fit. Box’s test for equality of co-variance matrices
indicated that the observed covariance matrices of the dependent variables were equal
across the groups (Box’s M = 18.60, F = 4.48, p > 0.05). The overall Wilk’s lambda
(Lambda = 0.03, F = 281.19, p > 0.05) was not significant.
The mean Aad score for females was 5.10 with a standard deviation of 1.27. The
mean Aad score for males was 5.02 with a standard deviation of 0.68. The mean donation
intention (DI) score for females was 5.00 with a standard deviation of 1.36. The mean DI
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score for males was 4.50 with a standard deviation of 1.52. The mean behavior score for
females was 2.70 with a standard deviation of 2.01. The mean B score for males was 2.60
with a standard deviation of 2.11.The test for between subjects effects indicated that the
mean difference between males and females was not significant for Aad (F (1, 28) =
0.03, p > 0.05), donation intentions (F (1, 28) = 0.85, p > 0.05) and behavior (F (1, 28) =
0.20, p > 0.05). Please see Table 4.8 for a summary of Study 2 results.
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Table 4.5

Treatment

*= p < 0.05

Study 1 Means Table

Aad

BI

Behavior

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

4.98
4.65

1.23
1.55

6.19
6.46

1.42
1.29

2.21
1.96

1.93
1.77

4.65

1.55

6.46

1.29

1.96

1.77

4.95

1.40

3.59*

2.62

1.65

1.40

Study1-H3
Control 3
Imp. In. 7

4.74
5.59*

1.58
1.00

6.51
6.75

0.96
0.55

2.53
1.73*

1.82
1.33

Study1-H4
Social 4
Web 5

5.03
5.27

1.67
1.12

6.61
6.81

0.79
0.30

1.81
1.73

1.61
1.49

Study1-H5A
Female 9
Male 9

4.46
4.89

1.50
1.63

6.60
6.30

0.93
1.63

1.54
2.47

1.25
2.17

Study1-H6
Control 3
QBE 2

2.53
2.21

1.82
1.53

Study1H7
Baseline 1
QBE 2

2.23
2.21

1.91
1.53

Study1-H1
Pro 8
Prev 9

Study1-H2
Prev9
Int Prev
10b
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Mean

SD

Study 2 Means Table
*= p <0.05

Table 4.6

Study 2
Treatment

Aad

DI

Behavior

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Study2-H1
Pro 12
Prev 13

5.07*
4.19

1.10
1.54

4.84
5.04

1.05
1.24

1.76*
2.67

1.33
2.01

Study2H2
Int Pro 11A
Pro 12

3.74*
5.07

1.29
1.10

4.64
4.84

1.70
1.41

2.03
2.67

1.67
2.01

5.10
5.03

1.27
0.68

5.00
4.50

1.36
1.52

2.70
2.60

2.01
2.12

Study2-H5B
Female 12
Male 12
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Table 4.7

Summary of Hypotheses Testing: Main Study 1
____________________________________
___________________
Independent Variable
H1

H2

H3

Dependent Variables

Prevention RF fit (Pro8
v Prev9)
Aad
BI
B
Interactive Prev RF fit
(Prev9 v Int Prev 10b) Aad
BI
B
Implementation Intent.
(Control 3 v II 7)
B

Referral: Social v. Web
(Social R 4 v Web 5) Aad
BI
B
H5A Gender Female Prev.
(Fem 9 v Male 9)
Aad
BI
B
H6 QBE Survey + Ad 3/2 B

Sig.

Result

p < .28
p < .53
p < .34

Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported

p < .30
p < .00
p < .35

Support for
Behavioral
Intentions

p < .05

Support for
Behavior

p < .51
p < .20
p < .84

Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported

p < .41
p < .33
p < .51
p < .82

Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported

p < .38

Not Supported

H4

H7

QBE Survey Only 1/2

B
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Table 4.8

Summary of Hypotheses Testing: Main Study 2
Independent Variable
H1

Promotion RF fit
(Pro 12 v Prev 13)

Dependent Variables

Sig.

Result

Aad
BI
B

p < .01
p < .52
p < .04

Support for Aad
and counter
support for B

p < .00
p < .57
p < .09

Counter Support
for Aad

p < .86
p < .36
p < .89

Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported

H2

Interactive Pro RF fit
(Int Pro 11A v Pro 12) Aad
BI
B
H5B Gender Male Prom.
Aad
(Fem 12 v Male 12)
BI
B
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Figure 4.1: Study 1 - Hypotheses Mean Plots
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Figure 4.1: Study 1 - Hypotheses Mean Plots (Cont.)
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Figure 4.1: Study 1 - Hypotheses Mean Plots (Cont.)
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Figure 4.2: Study 2 - Hypotheses Mean Plots
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V. Discussion and Conclusions

Following a brief synopsis of the research questions underpinning this study, this
chapter provides a discussion of the results of the study and possible theoretical and
managerial implications of this study’s findings. Study limitations and directions for
future research are also discussed.

RQ Synopsis

Responding to exhortations by many leading academics (Wind and Sharp 2009;
Rotfeld and Stafford 2007; Johnson, Brunner II, and Kumar 2006), this study explored
several constructs and theories to hopefully improve PSA response efficacy in the
behavioral contexts of texting and driving and texting and donating. Marketing has long
been involved with both public policy and advertising. PSAs are the unique combination
of both public policy and advertising and as such enters a new era as traditional PSA
delivery platforms (print, TV, radio) are giving way to new digital media platforms
(internet, smart phones) – especially for younger age segments. Public policy spending on
PSAs has also been diluted as the number of causes has increased along with platform
viewership dilution.
There has been increasing attention on texting and driving, which is a unique public
policy combination of technological communication and negative social behavior. There
has also been a need to explore texting and donating as it is a public policy combination
of technological communication and positive social behavior. Thus, from a macro
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perspective, the efficacy of PSAs (as a microcosm of adverting and public policy) are
being influenced by dynamic external social and technological forces. Hence, PSA
research is entering a new era which calls for exploratory research to better understand
and predict efficacious responses.
These dynamic changes converge on the need to determine which marketing
theories and constructs can be applied to a new generation of PSAs that are more
efficacious (response effective) and are also adaptable to both traditional and new media
digital delivery technology. This study has two empirical research questions. First:
“Does the theory of Regulatory Focus fit (RF fit – either promotion or prevention)
operate as an effective segmentation tool to help PSAs change social and public policy
behavior?” Secondly: “Do the moderators of ad interactivity, social ad referral,
implementation intentions and gender impact PSA viewer responses to traditional
advertising DVs of attitude towards the ad, behavioral intentions and behavior?”
The ever increasing wide spread adoption of smart technology platforms for
interpersonal communication and ad delivery both point toward a research inquiry
impetus which was the exploration of using the marriage of technology and theory to
possibly increase response efficacy of PSA messages. Specifically whether using a binary
theory like Regulatory Focus fit interplaying with respondent interactivity in the ad
formation prior to delivery could potentially increase response efficacy of the
technologically delivered ad. This study also tested the use of implementation intentions
to reinforce behavioral intention goal formations and subsequent desired behavior.
Due to the ever increasing growth of social media advertising, this study also
attempted to perform exploratory research into the area of whether referred ads in social
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media contexts improved recipient evaluations of the ad. Additionally, research inquiry
also involved the possible effect of QBE on PSA response. The study’s findings did
indicate some significant results that would suggest limited support for the overall
purpose of this study and to also call for continued research in these areas.

Discussion of the Results

Primarily inconclusive (partially supported) findings are deduced from nonsignificant empirical results as to the potential use of Regulatory Focus fit theory and also
the use of potential moderating variables of ad interactivity, social ad referral, and gender
as aids to improve PSA response efficacy. Significant empirical results do, however
potentially suggest the use of implementation intentions to improve efficacious ad
behavior response. Overall, these inconclusive results suggest the need for continued
theoretical and empirical research into these moderators due to their growing state of
practitioner importance and also to their relative exploratory stage of research. This
research also indicates a need for further clarity in theoretical and measurement directives
concerning RF fit state manipulations.
Findings, though inconclusive, potentially suggest that the introduction to the
advertising literature of the use of actual interactive choice of ad messages by the
recipient may serve to enhance the desirable behavioral intention evaluation of a PSA ad.
Prior research in interactive advertising, while theorizing that interaction by the
respondent would allow for more engagement and thus higher ad evaluations and
intentions has not implemented an actual operationalization of this concept. This study
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was the first to actually operationalize real-time interactive ad message choice by the
respondent using a binary ad delivery system. This study also extended the use of a
binary ad delivery based on segmentation of Regulatory Focus fit context. The results
suggest the potential use of implementation intentions to impact actual behavior. As
efficacious behavior is the penultimate reason for a public policy PSAs, this finding may
be of beneficial use by public policy makers and also portends the inclusion of the
construct by researchers in other advertising contexts. Possibly more importantly the
inconclusive results suggest the potential use and need for further research into the use of
real time segmented ad delivery to the appropriately receptive segment to increase
diagnostic evaluation of the ad and resultant behavior.

Study 1 Discussion

Hypothesis 1 stated that an ad with a regulatory fit (RF fit) will elicit a higher
attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intention (BI) and behavior (B) than
a non-regulatory fit (RF fit) ad.
Regulatory Fit Theory was chosen as it is binary by definition – people can be
induced into either a promotion or prevention regulatory focus via message cues. The
purpose of this hypothesis was to replicate previous findings (Aaker and Lee 2006) that
there is in fact a binary evaluation of stimuli between a promotion and prevention RF fit.
This research also extended Regulatory Focus fit by explicitly including context as part
of the fit analysis. Study 1was in the prevention context of safety (texting and driving)
and Study 2 was in the promotion context of donation (texting and donating).
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Hypothesis 1 did not receive significant results to support the use of Regulatory
Focus fit to efficaciously improve response rates of attitude towards the ad, behavioral
intentions and behavior for a traditionally delivered ad in a prevention context.
Hypothesis 1 was tested in a texting and driving prevention state by comparing
Treatment 8 (control message with promotion RF message, n = 41) with Treatment 9
(control message with prevention RF message, n=45) by a MANOVA analysis. While
there were no significant results, there was directionality for behavior. While these
findings are disappointing, they do reflect a growing concern in RF fit research. There are
several points of concern. Asymmetry of results between prevention and promotion are
potentially problematic (Kees, Burton and Tangari 2010; Motyka et al. 2014).
Asymmetry of results means that theoretical predicted results are not evenly balanced for
promotion and prevention. Often promotion RF fit results are in line with theoretical
predictions. However, while some previous research studies using a prevention
manipulation have derived significant results, other previous RF fit studies have been
plagued by insignificant results for prevention (Kees, Burton and Tangari 2010; Motyka
et al. 2014).
A review of the literature indicates some possible reasons for non-theoretical
results. Risky behavior (texting and driving) may show signs of deterioration of
intervention effects over time (Caudill et. al. 2007). Hence, even if there were possible
behavior effects they might be masked by the two week waiting period between surveys
as was used in this study. To increase clarity of results, some health related studies also
segment respondents into low/high risk groups as is sometimes done in drinking and
driving studies. Perhaps behavioral high text and driving risk takers are different from
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behavioral low texting and driving risk takers and need differentially segmented RF
interventions to overcome ceiling effects.
Kees, Burton and Tangari (2010) indicate that most Americans when measured via
a Chronic Regulatory Focus (CRF) scale indicate that they are more promotion than
prevention focused. However, this study used a state via a prime not a trait approach to
evaluate the respondents. As noted by Haws, Dholakia and Bearden (2010), this leads to
the possibility of the misunderstood (and usually not mentioned nor researched) interplay
of state versus trait regulatory focus. State is theorized to override trait if the respondent
is primed – yet this has not been empirically proven. Hence, state primes may be
problematic as certain respondent subsets may still be trait focused – thus potentially
clouding otherwise significant results.
A post-hoc analysis of this potential clouding problem was undertaken. While
Study 1 utilized a state prime, instruments for Treatment 8 and Treatment 9 also included
the trait Chronic Regulatory Focus (CRF) eleven item scale which has two sub-scales of
promotion and prevention. A modified CRF scale emerged from reliability and EFA
results. A principal axis factoring method was used for extraction with oblique rotation.
Factor loadings suggested that four promotion and two prevention items (out of the
eleven total scale items) loaded properly on their respective factors. Cronbach alphas
were 0.74 for promotion and 0.68 for prevention. The emergent promotion and
prevention trait scales were used to compare responses from Treatment 8 (prevention RF
non-fit) versus Treatment 9 (prevention RF fit). An independent sample t-test indicated
that Treatments 8 and 9 did not significantly differ in either promotion (t = 0.82, p> 0.05)
nor prevention (t= 0.66, p> 0.05). Results for HI in both a full state analysis and an
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exploratory trait analysis possibly suggest a state/trait confound clouding or masking
effect in the prevention context.
Hypothesis 2: An interactive regulatory fit ad will elicit higher attitude toward the
advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI) and behavior (B) than a non-interactive
regulatory fit ad.
The purpose of this hypothesis was to test whether an interactive ad is evaluated
higher than a traditional non-interactive ad as was done in H1.
Hypothesis 2 did receive a significant result indicating the use of interactive
Regulatory Focus fit to improve response rate concerning behavioral intentions.
However, attitude towards the ad and behavior responses did not indicate significant
results. Hence, efficacious response is mixed as to ad interactivity.
To test H2 in a texting and driving interactive prevention context treatments 10B
(interactive prevention RF fit) and 9 (non-interactive prevention RF fit) were compared.
Using MANOVA Treatments 10B and 9 were compared on Aad, behavioral intentions
and behavior. Significant results for behavioral intentions indicate that a respondent who
views an interactive RF fit ad will have lower (i.e., desirable) intentions of texting and
driving versus a respondent who viewed a non-interactive RF fit ad. While a prevention
focus manipulation did not see significant results in Study 1 HI, there was a significant
difference in behavioral intentions observed in Hypothesis 2. This H2 interactive analysis
allowed the respondent to ponder and deliberate on their choice versus the standard one
size fits all delivery.
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Hypothesis 3: An ad with an implementation intention (II) will elicit higher respondent
behavior (B) than an ad without an implementation intention (II).

Hypothesis 3: Significant results indicate that including an implementation intention in a
PSA does increase a self-reported efficacious behavioral response.

Hypothesis 3 was tested by comparing Treatment 3 (control message) with
Treatment 7 (control message plus implementation intentions message). A MANOVA
test was administered to test the mean differences. Significant results for behavior (p<.05)
indicate that resultant behavior was more efficacious (lower behavior of texting and
driving) when the ad included an implementation intention versus an ad without an
implementation intention. Results indicate that by giving a respondent an implementation
intention (i.e., game plan to implement their goal), it is perceived by respondents as a
post-intentional boost to follow through with their goal. As indicated by Elliot and
Armitage (2006), implementation intentions are easy and inexpensive additional
messages that can be added for public policy health and safety interventions (eg. texting
and driving). Hence, use of implementation intentions as a PSA augmentation tool
indicates potential usefulness.

Hypothesis 4: An ad referred by a “friend” in an online social network will elicit more
positive attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions
(BI), and behavior (B) versus an ad referred from the website.
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Hypothesis 4 did not receive significant results to support the use of social ad
referrals to efficaciously improve response rates of attitude towards the ad, behavioral
intentions and behavior.
Hypothesis 4 was tested by comparing Treatment 4 (social network referral) with
Treatment 5 (website referral). A MANOVA test was administered to test the mean
differences. There were no significant results to support the hypothesis. This was
regrettable as this is an under-researched academic area of advertising, especially in light
of the fact that social media advertising is becoming a dominant ad platform versus other
forms of ad outlets. Non-significant results may in part be due to a possible problem with
using scenarios as a prime for state RF induction.
This study used a scenario in the Instruction section of the instruments as opposed
to using real social groups (like in FaceBook) as the referral source. The scenario prime
was intentionally brief as the intent was to use succinct Instructions so as not to possibly
contaminate the ad message effects (Shadish, Cook and Campbell 2002).
Hence, use of socially referred PSA ads is undetermined from this study.

Hypothesis 5:

(A.)

A prevention focused ad viewed by a female will elicit more positive
attitude toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI), and (c)
behavior (B) versus the same ad viewed by a male.
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(B.)

A promotion focused ad viewed by a male will elicit more positive attitude
toward the advertisement (Aad), behavioral intentions (BI), and behavior
(B) versus the same ad viewed by a female.

Hypothesis H5A did not receive significant results to support the use of gender
segmentation towards Regulatory Focus fit to efficaciously improve response rates of
attitude towards the ad, behavioral intentions and behavior. A MANOVA test was
administered to test the mean differences between males and females in Treatment 9
(prevention RF fit).
There were no significant results for Hypothesis 5A. This is regrettable as gender
would be a simple segmentation tool to deliver possible appropriate promotion of
prevention ads. Females have been found in social psychology research to be more risk
adverse than males (Rye 2012). This would indicate and lend credence to a binary
delivery decision tree using gender as a viable possibility for PSA safety ads (i.e. ads that
are prevention focused are delivered to females vs. promotion focused for men). H5 also
potentially suffered from being under powered as the resultant Ho test Ns (15) males and
(24) females were due to splitting the Treatments along a gender segmentation. While
there was theoretical correct directionality for behavior, being underpowered possibly
masked significant results.
Another possible explanation of no gender effect is that sociology research has
shown a growing trend of feminization of America – especially younger age groups (Rye
2012). This problem is underscored in that marketing has relied on biological gender and
not sociological gender classifications which other disciplines like psychology and
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sociology use. Biological gender delineates persons on their sex (male/female) while
sociological gender uses masculine or feminine social/psychological traits to delineate
persons. Hence biological females might exhibit masculine mental traits and vice versa.
Sociological gender allows for a more parsimonious delineation (scale from feminine to
masculine) rather than a dual male/female. McKay-Nesbit, Bhatnagar and Smith (2013)
also had difficulty in parsing out female theoretical results for RF experiments. They
proposed that non-results might be attributed to gender identity processes that were
developed in childhood and the different roles of risk aversion among the sexes.

Hypothesis 6:

A QBE ad exposure (ad exposure plus a survey) will elicit more positive
behavior (B) versus an ad only exposure (no survey administered).

Hypothesis 6: Hypothesis six was tested by comparing Treatment 3 (ad + survey) with
Treatment 2 (ad only) on behavior. An independent samples t-test was
administered to test the mean differences. The results indicated no
significant difference between the means. The results should be
interpreted as positive (hence significant in reality) in that the nonsignificance indicates that there is no significant difference in response
whether it is a stand-alone ad delivery or an ad with a survey (read QBE
effect). Hence, results from this study indicate that there is no significant
QBE effect (also called self-generated validity) on PSA research in a
texting and driving context. It is noted that there have been significant
QBE effects in other contexts (i.e. vaccinations, Conner et al. 2011).
Hence, judicious use of this finding is encouraged.
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Hypothesis 7: A modified QBE exposure (survey only with no ad exposure) will elicit
more positive behavior (B) versus an ad only exposure (no survey
administered).

Hypothesis 7: Hypothesis seven was tested by comparing Treatment 1 (survey only)
with Treatment 2 (ad only) on behavior. An independent samples t-test
was administered to test the mean differences.

The results indicated no significant difference between the means. The results
should be interpreted as positive (hence significant in reality) in that the non-significance
indicates that there is no significant difference in response whether the message is
delivered in survey or a PSA.

Study 2 Discussion

Hypothesis 1 results did indicate significant findings pertaining to the use of
Regulatory Focus fit to improve response rates of attitude towards the ad. However,
counter intuitive theoretical results for behavior and insignificant results for behavioral
intentions suggest inconclusive overall results.
Hypothesis 1was tested in a texting and donating context in a promotion fit state by
comparing Treatment 12 (control message with promotion RF message) with Treatment
13 (control message with prevention RF message) by a MANOVA analysis. There were
significant results for attitude towards the ad (Aad) and counter significant for behavior
(B). Significant results indicated that indeed a respondent does evaluate a RF fit ad better
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versus a non – RF fit ad in a promotion context (texting and donating). This would
indicate that the ad viewer has a better evaluation of the ad when the message matches
(fits) their context induced RF state. In other words, respondents in a promotion context
prime like (higher evaluation) an ad that matches/fits their goal perspective versus an ad
that does not match/fit their goal perspective. Additionally, counter significant results for
behavior (B) indicated that respondents who viewed a RF fit PSA (versus a non-fit PSA)
responded to the ad with less donation behavior. The counter behavior results are
however not unexpected. The behavior was measuring whether they had donated to a
charity in the last 2 weeks. In the real world this would not be unexpected for college
students to not have donated to a charity in such a short time span unless there had been a
major disaster such as a major hurricane or earthquake (review of news feeds such as
Yahoo News did not indicate a major catastrophe during the 2 week follow-up behavior
period).
Hypothesis 2 did not receive a significant result indicating the use of interactive
Regulatory Focus fit to efficaciously improve response rates concerning attitude for the
ad, behavioral intentions and behavior. Counter intuitive results for attitude for the ad
also indicates potential problematic unknown interactive response.
To test H2 in a texting and donating interactive promotion context Treatment 11A
(interactive promotion RF fit) and Treatment 12 (non-interactive promotion RF fit) were
compared on Aad, behavioral intentions and behavior. Theoretically predicted significant
results for this test were not achieved. Yet, a more interesting reversal of expectations
happened. Concerning Aad, significant non-theorized significant reverse directionality
was achieved. In other words, it was theorized that respondents would evaluate (like) an
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interactive ad that they chose) higher than a traditionally delivered one size fits all ad.
However, respondents significantly disliked their chosen ad more versus a non-chosen
ad. This counterintuitive response calls for more inquiry into this area as there is no
extant research on this area of advertising choice. Perhaps they liked having a choice –
yet were disappointed in the result. Much like “Let’s Make a Deal” – choice of door #2
may be a letdown. A possible area of inquiry could be examined from the behavioral
decision making stream by looking at asymmetric decision making (Castilla and Haab
2015). Yes, respondents were given a choice of either a promotion or prevention message
based upon a prime – yet they did not know what the message would be (thus asymmetry
and hence possible decision regret and in sequence poor ad evaluation). From health and
safety research (Koch 2014), the explanation could possibly include respondents using
anticipated regret in this safety (text and drive) prevention context to choose (read
interactive) an ad message but not like the message then given them.
Hypothesis H5B: did not receive a significant result to indicate the use of gender as
a segmentation tool for Regulatory Focus fit to improve response rate concerning attitude
towards the ad, behavioral intentions and behavior.
A MANOVA test was administered to test the mean differences between males and
females in Treatment 12 (promotion RF fit). There was no significant result for Aad, DI
and B.
There were no significant results for Hypothesis 5B, just as there was none for
H5A. This is regrettable as gender would be a simple segmentation tool to deliver
possible appropriate promotion of prevention ads. Males have traditionally been found in
social psychology research to be more impulsive/action oriented than females (Rye
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2012). This would indicate and lend credence to a binary delivery decision tree using
gender as a viable possibility for PSA donation ads (i.e. ads that are prevention focused
are delivered to females vs. promotion for men). A possible explanation of no gender
effect was due to the analysis being possibly under-powered due to low n counts for
males. H5B also potentially suffered from being under powered as the resultant Ho test
Ns (10) males and (22) females were due to splitting the treatments along a gender
segmentation.
In aggregate, the results suggest both non-support and inconclusive support for the
use of the theory of Regulatory Focus fit and the moderators of ad interactivity, social ad
referral and gender to allow for more refined delivery segmentation and efficacious ad
evaluations of PSAs concerning attitude towards the ad, behavioral intentions and
behavior. Results do suggest support for the use of implementation intentions in ad copy
to increase desired compliance of public policy PSAs. QBE results also suggest the
potential interchangeable use of PSAs and surveys to affect texting and driving
compliance.

Theoretical Contributions

A primary contribution of this research study is the empirical use of real-time
dyadic interactive advertising segmentation for the first time. The concept (collaborative
customization of ads in real-time versus pre-determined static ads) has been hailed as a
type of potential advertising Holy Grail due to its unique qualities of real-time
measurability, engagement options and eWOM (Bergman 2013; Hockenson 2012). Even
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though these research results were only partially supported for interactivity in both H1
and H2, no empirical study to date has operationalized the phenomenon. The researcher
does note that recent technological advances have only recently allowed for this type of
operationalization even though it was envisioned years ago. Interactivity research to date
has however been a one sided discussion of web sites delivering ads based on the
websites analysis use of past viewer data – hence pop up type ads (Li 2011). Even in the
Journal of Interactive Advertising (Sundar and Kim, 2005), it was decried that there had
been no prior research of real time interactive adverting even in that journal which had
interactive advertising as it’s nom de plume. This study will hopefully partially answer
Li’s (2011) call for more studies of interactive advertising to expand the theoretical
knowledge base. This research is intended to address this need, and more specifically to
focus on the effects of interactivity in PSA advertising.
Another contribution of this research study was the introduction of theories and
constructs from other disciplines to expand and extend marketing research in general.
This research study has tried to both replicate and expand use of Regulatory Focus fit
theory. This theory was chosen due to the binary nature (promotion and prevention) of
the theory and thus applicable to binary interactivity research. This study has also
hopefully helped to encourage the further discussion of the state versus trait conundrum
as noted by Haws, Dholokia and Bearden (2010).
This research has also explicitly introduced implementation intentions (Gollwitzer
1999) from the social sciences to the advertising literature. An electronic search indicates
that implementation intentions has not been used in advertising research and has only
been recently introduced to marketing literature (Dalton and Spiller 2012).
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Implementation intentions based on both extant research and from this research appear to
be a useful tool to boost behavior ad response. Implementation intentions also seem to
possess potential for increasing public health messaging through PSAs and other forms of
mass media.
This research has tried to call attention in marketing for the need to apply social
theories to better understand the phenomenon of social media and by extension social ad
referral and its impact on marketing in general and more specifically advertising. The
theoretical aspects of social referral advertising have been under-researched. This is
problematic as evidenced by the fact that much of the practitioner social websites (eg.
Facebook) use this concept as a standard operating format. As warned by Anderson
(1983), a father of marketing theory, the discipline must stay relevant by being either
current or ahead of the practitioner curve. Additionally, as noted by Bagozzi (2010) and
other leading researchers, marketing while having relied heavily and arguably
successfully on psychology, would be well served by adopting other less researched
streams of research from other disciplines. This author would thus argue for more
research into the lesser mined sociology discipline as it delves more into group dynamics
as opposed to psychology which is more focused on the individual.
As mentioned on the first page in the Introduction, this research has thus tried to
answer the calls of some of marketing’s leading academics to address the need of
marketing to: research the practical interaction of advertising and public policy (Rotfeld
and Stafford 2007); bridge the knowledge gaps in interactive advertising (Wind and
Sharp 2009); and the call by Aaker and Lee (2006) to use regulatory focus theory to
explore improving health persuasion messages.
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Managerial Contributions

This study set out to empirically research the application of several theories and
constructs in a context of PSA texting and driving and PSA texting and donation ad
treatments. The significant results point to several practical applications of the findings in
the areas of advertising, public policy and public health. Taking the findings in toto also
underscores the need to take a new look at online ads due to ever changing technology
delivery methods and due to the vast and ever growing adoption and change in
communication (texting) and ubiquitous use of social media. As online/mobile
advertising is the fastest growing segment in advertising, it is imperative for marketing to
stay relevant in this genre by providing timely and relevant research (Li 2011).
This study has several practical applications for practitioners including advertising,
public policy and public health interventionists. First, the possibilities of real-time dyadic
interactive advertising seem to offer the ability to customize ads on the fly to specific
segmented audiences. This has the potential to refine the use of ads to a more receptive
audience, thus potentially increasing ad diagnostic response and the potential for higher
socially desired behavioral intentions – hence efficacy. This possibility has practical
implications in that public policy and public health administrators may be able to craft
more refined segmented health and safety PSAs with the goal of higher compliance rates.
Secondly, the use of implementation intentions in PSAs seems to be a practical low cost
message addition to the core message. Implementation intentions can be crafted for
various social or health appeals. While the social ad referral scenario was not successful,
the real world referral of ads by millions of “friends” has its’ own free proliferation
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impact, as these ads are freely disseminated to millions of people daily. Hence, PSAs
could benefit from this free friend referral. PSAs could also be potentially further
segmented along psychological gender lines versus the traditional biological gender
segmentation.
There was also no support for a QBE effect on an ad only delivery versus a survey
only. This is an interesting result in that it might be deemed equally effective to use a
PSA or a survey type message to effect change in a texting and driving scenario. There is
a growing trend to hide ads in “copy” – this has been called native ads. By extension,
public policy and PSA practitioners might creatively employ surveys (instead of PSAs) to
possibly bypass the possible ceiling effect of a decade of anti-texting and driving PSAs.
Lastly, while not exhibiting empirical support, the potential of social network referral is a
low cost/ wide distribution schema that has the potential to cut through the noise of
internet/mobile ad distribution.

Limitations

This study’ findings are subject to several limitations. Specifically, study data are
commonly influenced by single source and self-reporting. This potential problem has the
possibility of creating common method bias which is a common social science limitation.
This study took several steps prior and post data collection to help minimize this problem
by using respondents from a national data base from a national survey company
Qualtrics. Anonymity was also promised to the respondents.
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A common problem with social research is the over reliance on convenience
samples using college students (Churchill et. al 1985). College students are not generally
deemed to be generalizable to the overall population due to age constraints. This study,
however, was designed to focus on texting and driving in the college age range of 18-24.
Social scientists and public policy makers are deeply interested in this age group as
texting and driving is a leading cause of death in this age group. This study may have
been potentially affected by the use of respondents from Qualtrics. There has been
growing concern of studies using respondent pools from large survey companies. This is
due to the possible problem of acquiescence bias as the respondents are being paid to take
the surveys and there might be a question of quid pro quo and “survey taker
professionalism” as Qualtrics performs over 2 million surveys per day (Brustein 2014).
The sample data did indicate a broad spectrum of age and education levels along with
gender parity and racial diversity. A larger sample size for some of the treatment
conditions (gender) would have helped power constraints.
Additionally, this study is limited in respect to causality. This study does not
empirically attempt to indicate casual relationships between various study variables.
Even though extensive steps were taken to help ensure randomization of ad treatment
surveys, actual causal effects can only be demonstrated in a strict controlled
experimentally design with actual true randomization of subjects and treatments
(Shadish, Cook and Campbell 2002). Hence, while there are several potential limitations
to this study, the core interest of this study was to operationalize real-time interactive
dyadic ads and to introduce several important constructs and theories to marketing
advertising literature discussion. Another overriding goal of this study was to hopefully
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shed light on potential ways to improve public PSA compliance hence reduced texting
and driving and thus potentially saving lives.
The following is a discussion of suggestions and speculations as to the source of
insignificant and non-theoretical results:
As mentioned earlier, this research is also potentially limited due to a concern by
some academics as to the measurement of both Regulatory Focus fit trait and state. The
most used CRF scale is Higgins (2002) 11 item scale. However, there are 5 of the 11
items that are reverse coded and some of the items seem to confound rebellious behavior
with a positive promotion perspective. To potentially address this scale issue, Haws,
Bearden and Dholokia (2012) have developed a new composite scale for trait CRF based
upon items from Higgins’ scale and from 3 other CRF scales. Additionally, there appears
to be a lack of an empirical scale to serve as a manipulation check measure for state.
While, this research used a measure check approach from Zhao and Pechmann (2007),
there is lack of clarity on a manipulation check for state inducements. Hence, was “state”
achieved in this research study? Was it empirically measured with the state manipulation
check? Did other prior research studies that this research is based upon actually measure
correctly trait or state orientations? These potential measurement and check problems
might be a source of insignificant results. Bottom line, can we draw substantive
significance from the statistical significance tests used in this study (Sawyer and Peter
1983)?
Similarly, results may have been muted due to respondents only receiving a single
exposure to the PSA. This could potentially lead to a weak impact on the respondent.
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Many ad theories and extant research suggest that respondents often need multiple
exposures to increase response efficacy (Vakratsas and Ambler 1999).
As mentioned earlier, some online paid respondents such as were used by Qualtrics
may be more focused on finishing the paid questionnaire than answering thoughtfully.
This could potentially cloud responses and thus results.
While the context of texting and driving is potentially a daily activity, texting and
donating is presumably not a daily or high frequency activity. Hence, there is a high
likelihood of a floor effect on texting and donating activity.
Statistical power was possibly problematic in several areas. Beyond the previously
problem of imbalanced genders and low cell counts for H5, there is also the potential of a
power problem due to an possible imbalance of properly “induced” respondents per cell
as some respondents may be “no or low” induced. This would thus help damper or cloud
response effects due to potential low power (Cohen 1988).
Study results were also potentially muted due to the main-effect study design.
Inclusion of interactions in the study design could potentially yield significant results.
Does gender interact with social ad referral – do women interact and respond differently
than men? Other combinations of interaction could have also been explored.
Lack of clarity of whether or not that state Regulatory Focus and resultant fit
occurred is a major concern. Even though there was a manipulation check, lack of
theoretical direction from the both the theory and literature is problematic. This
researcher chose to perform a state manipulation due to potential problems of the trait
scales. A state manipulation was also chosen as an ad appeal is by definition trying to
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induce a state. It appears, however, that both state and trait RF fit measures have potential
Achilles’ heels.

Future Research Directions

Several research directions will hopefully flow from this research. Most
importantly is to follow the advice of Li (2011) and to continue to try and better
understand the relatively new and continuously expanding field of interactive advertising.
The need for theoretical and empirical testing is underpinned by the explosive growth in
the practitioner side of this question which is sadly unbalanced by the academic
knowledge or study in this area. Additionally, marketing also needs to better understand
the technological possibilities and parameters of this phenomenon. Fortunately and
unfortunately this area is ever changing and expanding. Basic research questions from
past researchers (i.e. Johnson, Bruner II and Kumar 2007; Li 2011) are still relevant due
to the lack of application of theories from other academic disciplines to help explain and
predict this phenomenon. This study will hopefully be simply a small step towards the
more needed operationalized research into interactive advertising
The introduction of relevant theory to the study of PSAs and in particular texting is
needed. One such theory that deserves further research is Regulatory Focus. The binary
aspects of this theory seemingly lend themselves to real-time binary ad decision trees as
highlighted in this study. However, as discussed in this Chapter, RF theory has been
coming under increased scrutiny. There should also be a search for an applicable theory
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that would go beyond a binary decision tree as increasing computing and delivery
techniques should easily allow for more complex and granular segmentations.
Future research would also benefit by delving further beyond the traditional
biological binary gender research. Please note – there appears to possibly be a gender
classification misinterpretation happening in traditional marketing research. Marketing
uses a simple biological gender classification male/female (hence biological sex).
However, both sociology and psychology have long since used a more nuanced
masculine/feminine gender classification (Ryle 2012). The basic premise is that both
genders have a combination in various proportions of biological and sociological traits so
that a biological female might display sociological masculine traits (aggression/goal
focused) and a biological male might display feminine sociological traits (nurturing/more
verbal). Hence, future empirical findings of biological gender differences might be
enhanced with the use of dividing the respondents not only into simple male/female
(biological) groups but also via a more granular sociological division of gender.
Future research into interactivity might also consider bio-metric research as the
interplay of eye movement, pupil dilation, blood pressure and pulse might be a fruitful
area to change the ad in real-time as these biological measures vacillate with the ad. The
advent of health monitoring devices like iWatchs might also be of benefit to both
researchers and practitioners in this area. Other already encrypted data (age, weight,
gender, race etc.) from these devices might also be of benefit to real-time interactive ad
segmentation research and PSA efficacy.
Future research in RF fit needs to also address the apparent Achilles heel of
measuring not only trait (as noted by Haws, Dholokia and Bearden 2010), but also state
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manipulations. The forward march of research is based upon predictive power of theory
and the belief in the accuracy empirical results (Hunt 1983).
Significant results concerning the efficacious use of implementation intentions to
increase behavioral response also calls for future research. Marketing research could
possible benefit from further research into this construct. While not previously used in
marketing advertising or main stream research, other disciplines have lauded its potential
as a gap-builder between intentions and behavior (Ajzen, Czaasch and Flood 2009).
These authors note that the empirical roots of the intentions-behavior gap stem from
LaPiere’s (1934) classic study of the gap between respondent inn keepers’ stated
responses to intentions versus their actual behavior of hosting Chinese customers.
Anecdotally and in literature, this intention-behavior gap is millennially old as the
English phrase “There’s many a slip between the cup and the lip” traces its’ origins to the
Greek fable of one of the Argonauts dying poignantly and unexpectedly before he could
drink wine from his vineyard. Hence, marketing might be wise to use this potential gapfiller.

Conclusion

Marketing has a long and rich tradition of being involved via PSAs in public policy
social issues that are often deleterious to the society-at-large (Evans 1978; Bagozzi and
Moore 1994; Wooden 2008). Other marketing research pundits have also called for the
practical interaction of advertising and public policy (Rotfeld and Stafford 2007).
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The underlying public policy and subsequent advertising rationale for this study is
based first and foremost upon the statistics which should serve as a research call for
marketing academics. The most pressing public health policies concerning 16-24 year
olds is the problem of distracted driving deaths.
Distracted driving (which includes drinking and driving and texting and driving) is
the #1 cause of death in this age group. This study is also predicated on the rapid changes
in the practitioner advertising and public policy fields to apply real-time interactive and
thus individually segmented and customizable ad messages versus the traditionally
segmented ads based upon historical data of what group was viewing, listening or
reading.
A basic premise of this study was that technology could be used to deliver an
interactive customized PSA ad message to a segment of one individual based on that
individual’s psychological perspective (regulatory focus).
This customized interactive ad would thus potentially elicit higher socially desirable
PSA ad response efficacy because the ad would be deemed to fit or be relevant to their
individual perspective. This study also explored the premise that additional ad messages
(implementation intentions) could be added to the ad to encourage the respondent to form
an action plan to integrate the PSA message. Additionally, this study explored the
phenomenon of how social network sites (SNS) like Facebook and Twitter have high
levels of self-disclosure, social presence and collaboration which leads to high levels of
interactivity based on social trust. Hence, this study portends that people who internalize
their friend’s perspectives would thus also extend to a referred Liked ad to thus effect
PSA ad message efficacy.
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The study also explored how biological gender might effect PSA ad message
responses and thus the potential need for technological ad delivery gender segmentation
to increase efficacy. This study has shown that several of these research premises had a
positive efficacy effect on the respondent’s diagnostic evaluation of a PSA either via
attitude toward the ad, behavioral intentions or behavior to comply with the ad message.
While the results as a whole were not supported or were inconclusive in nature,
significant results did indicate that the addition of implementation intentions as a message
tagline does efficaciously improve PSA ad behavior response. Additionally, while there
is no significant impact on attitude toward the ad and behavior, ad interactivity does
significantly improve PSA behavioral intentions efficacy.
It should be noted that many of the scientific investigations of these premises
(especially ad interactivity, use of implementation intentions in ads and ad social referral)
are in exploratory and formative stages. There is also need for further theoretical
foundation research to better understand and predict these premises and also a need for
research extensions into new and varied replication contexts. It is hoped that future
research will delve into a behavioral study of the research findings. It is a research
application to behavior that will allow a translation to applied PSAs.
Hence, a deeper understanding of these findings and constructs by both academics
and practitioners will hopefully be applied to real world public policies such as texting
and driving and texting and donating PSAs in order to hopefully save lives and raise
funds for charitable causes.
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Appendix A: Pre-Test Instrument

Instructions:
This survey is from the University of Memphis concerning Public Service
Advertisements (PSA AD) on disaster relief charitable donations. Please be
thoughtful/honest with your answers as this info might help other people.
This survey is voluntary and anonymous – no information will be shared with your
school. Those who take this survey will be eligible for cash drawings at the end of the
survey.
_______________________________________________________
Survey Simulation Scenario:
Imagine that you are at a computer/smart phone on a site like
Google/YouTube/Twitter/Facebook and you have received a PSA Ad.

(Committee : PLEASE NOTE THAT ½ OF THE RESPONDENTS GOT EITHER
1. OR 2. BELOW)

1. You received this ad because the Internet site referred this ad based on a
referral from your internet company.
2. You received this ad because a “Friend” referred this ad by clicking “Like.”
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How often do you text?
1. Never
2. Very rarely
3. Somewhat below average
4. Average
5. Somewhat above average
6. Very Often
7. All the time

Please rate your attitude towards the Ad.
Unpleasant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Pleasant

Unlikable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Likable

Not irritating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Irritating

Unpleasant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Pleasant

Do you think the ad highlighted “striving/achieving goals”?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree
Do you think the ad highlighted “prevention/avoiding risks”?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree

How likely is it that this ad will help people make decisions to donate?
Not at all likely

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Definitely will not 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very likely
Definitely will
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No chance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Certain to happen

How helpful was the info in the ad in making up your mind about Donations?
Not helpful to me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very helpful to me

How useful was the info in the ad in making up your mind about Donations?
Not useful to me

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very useful to me

I am likely to donate.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

I am likely to donate now.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

Please rate yourself on the following questions:
1.

When it comes to achieving things are important to me, I find that I don’t
perform as well as I would ideally like to do.

Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

2. I feel that I have made progress toward being successful in my life.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

3. When I see an opportunity for something I like, I get excited right away.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

4. I frequently imagine how I will achieve my hopes and aspirations.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

5. I see myself as someone who is primarily striving to reach my “ideal self” – to
fulfill my hopes, wishes, and aspirations.
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Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

6. I usually obeyed rules and regulations that were established by my parents.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

7. Not being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

8. I worry about making mistakes.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

9. I frequently think about how I can prevent failures in my life.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

10. I see myself as someone who is primarily striving to become the self I “ought”
to be – fulfill my duties, responsibilities and obligations.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

11. I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my interest
or motivate me to put effort into them. (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Demographics:
Gender: ________
Age:

________

Race _________
Education Level _______
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Strongly Agree

Appendix B: Pre-Test Ad Treatments
Promotion AD:
Get Involved! Donate Now!

Alabama Tornado Family Help Center
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Appendix B Continued: Pre-Test Ad
Prevention AD:
Don’t be Left Out! Donate Now!

Alabama Tornado Family Help Center
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Appendix C: Main Study 1 Instrument and Instructions:
This survey is from the University of Memphis concerning Public Service
Advertisements (PSA) on driving safety in the context of driving while texting on your
phone. Please be thoughtful/honest with your answers as this info might help you/other
people. This survey is voluntary and anonymous – no information will be shared with
your school. _______________________________________________________

Survey Scenario:
(Committee please note: Please see Appendix E for the various instructions and
scenarios for Ad Treatments 1-13 – as each is different.)

Please note that the various Ad Treatments from Appendix E will be shown at this
point.

Followed by the following Instrument

Do you think the ad highlighted “striving/achieving goals”?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree

Do you think the ad highlighted “prevention/avoiding risks”?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree
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Were you given a choice as to which ad you received?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree

Please rate your attitude towards the Ad.
Unpleasant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Pleasant

Unlikable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Likable

Not Irritating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Irritating

Not Interesting

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Interesting

How often do you want to text and drive over the next few weeks?
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Whenever I want to

Do you intend to text and drive during the next few weeks?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

Do you intend to comply with not to text or call and drive during the next few
weeks?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

Please rate yourself on the following questions:
1. Compared to most people, are you typically unable to get what you want out of
life? (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree
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2. Growing up, would you ever “cross the line” by doing things your parents would
not tolerate? (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

3. How often have you accomplished things that got you “psyched” to work even
harder?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

4. Did you get on your parents’ nerves often when you were growing up?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

5. How often did you obey rules and regulations that were established by your
parents?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

6. Growing up, did you ever act in ways that your parents thought were
objectionable? (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

7. Do you often do well at different things that you try?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

8. Not being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times. (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

9. When it comes to achieving things that are important to me, I find that I don’t
perform as well as I ideally would like to do. (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree
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10. I feel like I have made progress toward being successful in my life.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

11. I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my interest or
motivate me to put effort into them. (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

Rate how the term Cheerful applies to you?
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Always

Rate how the term Willing to Take Risks applies to you?
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Always

Demographics:
Gender: ________
Age:

________

Race _________
Education Level ______________________
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Appendix D: Study 2 Instrument and Instructions:

This survey is from the University of Memphis concerning Public Service
Advertisements (PSA) on donations in the context of texting and donating on your phone.
Please be thoughtful/honest with your answers as this info might help you/other people.
This survey is voluntary and anonymous – no information will be shared with your
school. _______________________________________________________

Survey Scenario:

(Committee please note: Please see Appendix E for the various instructions and
scenarios for Ad Treatments 1-13 – as each is different.)

Please note that the various Ad Treatments from Appendix E will be shown at this
point.

Followed by the following Instrument
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Do you think the ad highlighted “striving/achieving goals”?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree

Do you think the ad highlighted “prevention/avoiding risks”?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree

Please rate your attitude towards the Ad.
Unpleasant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Pleasant

Unlikable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Likable

Not irritating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Irritating

Unpleasant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Pleasant

I am likely to donate to a charity in the future.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

I intend to donate to a charity in the future.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

I have donated to a charity in the past two weeks.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree
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Please rate yourself on the following questions:
1. Compared to most people, are you typically unable to get what you want out of
life? (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

2. Growing up, would you ever “cross the line” by doing things your parents would
not tolerate? (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

3. How often have you accomplished things that got you “psyched” to work even
harder?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

4. Did you get on your parents’ nerves often when you were growing up?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

5. How often did you obey rules and regulations that were established by your
parents?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

6. Growing up, did you ever act in ways that your parents thought were
objectionable? (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

7. Do you often do well at different things that you try?
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

8. Not being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times. (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree
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9. When it comes to achieving things that are important to me, I find that I don’t
perform as well as I ideally would like to do. (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

10. I feel like I have made progress toward being successful in my life.
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

11. I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my interest or
motivate me to put effort into them. (R)
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strongly Agree

Rate how the term Cheerful applies to you?
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Always

Rate how the term Willing to Take Risks applies to you?
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Always

Demographics:
Gender: ________
Age:

________

Race _________
Education Level ________
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Appendix E:

Ad Treatment Conditions

Ad Treatment 1 – BASELINE (Random Assignment)

Purpose: baseline behavior using a control cell group will be captured with no ad but
with full behavior survey exposures. Following Conner et.al. (2011), this will
serve as a QBE Treatment for questionnaire exposure only.
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Ad Treatment 2
(Random Assignment)
Instructions: Please carefully view the following advertisement.

Purpose: This control ad treatment will have no immediate follow-up questionnaire until
a questionnaire 2 weeks later on behavior/demographics. This is a control for QBE
(question-behavior effect, Dholokia 2010). Separately, baseline behavior Treatment 1
using a control cell will be captured with no ad or full survey exposures.
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Ad Treatment 3
(Random Assignment)
Instructions: Please carefully view the following advertisement and then answer
questions on the following pages.

Purpose: Treatment 3 is the traditional control message tagline followed by the full
immediate survey.
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Ad Treatment 4
Control + (Social Network Referral)

(Random Assignment)

Instructions:
Please carefully view the following advertisement that was referred by a friend in your
favorite social network site that clicked “Like” – which thus referred the ad to you. After
viewing the ad, please answer questions on the following pages.

Purpose: To test response vs. Treatment 5 (website referral)
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Ad Treatment 5
Control (Website Referral)

(Random Assignment)

Instructions: Please carefully view the following advertisement that was referred by a
website that you were recently on. Then please answer questions on the
following pages.

Purpose: To test response vs. Treatment 4 (social network referral)
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Ad Treatment 6
Control 3: Control + Implementation Intentions (II) (Random Assignment)
Instructions: Please carefully view the following advertisement and then answer
questions on the following pages.

Purpose: This control ad treatment + II will have no immediate follow-up questionnaire
(i.e. no AttAd, Intentions, etc.) until a follow-up questionnaire on behavior.
This is a control for QBE on II (Dholokia 2010). Health lit indicates that II
alone by itself may serve as a type of QBE agent as it makes the respondent
contemplate the topic via a scenario creating associative memory nodes.
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Ad Treatment 7
Control + Implementation Intentions (II) (Random Assignment)
Instructions: Please carefully view the following advertisement and then answer
questions on the following pages.

Purpose: Subjects will receive the full initial survey questionnaire. To test response vs.
Treatment 3 (Control with no II).
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Ad Treatment 8
Control + Promotion Regulatory Focus Message (Random Assignment)
Instructions: You are about to view a PSA concerning Texting and Driving which is
considered a Public Policy concern. Please carefully view the following
advertisement and then answer questions on the following pages.

Purpose:
To test response vs. Treatment 9 (Prevention Focus fit). Treatment 8 is a Regulatory
“non-fit” or mismatch due to the prevention state instructions and also as the context of
the ad (texting and driving) is associated with safety and thus by theory a Prevention
context. Treatment 8 should be evaluated lower than Treatment 9.
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Ad Treatment 9
Control + Prevention Regulatory Focus fit Message (Random Assigt.)
Instructions: You are about to view a PSA concerning Texting and Driving which is
considered a Public Policy concern. Please carefully view the following
advertisement and then answer the questions on the following pages.

Purpose:
To test response vs. Treatment 8 (Promotion Focus). Treatment 9 is a Regulatory “fit” or
match due to the prevention state instructions and as the context of the ad (texting and
driving) is associated with safety and thus by theory a Prevention focus. Treatment 9 (RF
fit) should be evaluated higher than Treatment 8 (RF non-fit).

To also test variance vs. Treatment 10B. This Treatment 9 is the traditional ad delivery
method of randomness. Treatment 10B is self-selected Prevention ad via a safety prime
“state” context cue (following Werth and Forster 2007). Treatment 10.2 should be
evaluated higher than Treatment 9.
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Ad Treatment 10
Interactive RF AD: Self-selection – not random assignment: Instructions:
You are about to view a PSA concerning texting and driving which is considered a Public
Policy concern. You will be given a PSA (Public Service Ad) based upon your choice
between the 2 statements below. In the context of not texting and driving, please choose
quickly whichever statement below aligns with your goal strategy for this context.
Please click on your choice.
1. I would like to see an ad highlighting “striving/achieving goals”?
2. I would like to see an ad highlighting “prevention/avoiding risks”? (Below)

Purpose:
Theoretically, respondents should choose Choice 2 and be given the Prevention ad (10B)
as it has a safety Prevention “fit” or match due to the texting and driving context and
prevention state instruction prime. Following Werth and Forster (2007), respondents
should also be able to choose which statement is more associated in their cognitive
memory concerning safety. The Treatment is also interactive with elements of co-creation
therefore heightening engagement. Hence, Treatment 10B (interactive) should be
evaluated higher than Treatment 9 (non-interactive).
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Ad Treatment 11
Interactive RF AD: Self-selection – not random assignment: Instructions:
You are about to view a PSA concerning texting and donating which is of Public Policy
interest. You will be given a PSA (Public Service Ad) based upon your choice between
the 2 statements below. In the context of donating to charities, please choose quickly
whichever statement below aligns with your goal strategy for this context. Please click on
your choice.
1. I would like to see an ad highlighting “striving/achieving goals”?
2. I would like to see an ad highlighting “prevention/avoiding risks”

Purpose: Treatment 11 (vs 10) is a different context (Charity Donations thus Promotion)
vs. texting and driving Safety. Treatment 11A (interactive RF fit) will be
compared vs. 12 (non-interactive RF fit).
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Ad Treatment 12
Promotion AD: random assignment
Instructions: You are about to view a PSA concerning texting and donating which is of
Public Policy interest. Please carefully view the following advertisement
and then answer the questions on the following pages.

Purpose: Treatments 11, 12 and 13 are a different context (texting and donating) vs.
Driving Safety Treatments 8,9 and 10. This Treatment is a Promotion RF non-interactive
fit as charity donations are a promotion (attaining goal) context.
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Ad Treatment 13
Prevention AD: random assignment
Instructions: You are about to view a PSA concerning texting and donating which is of
Public Policy interest. Please carefully view the following advertisement
and then answer the questions on the following pages.

Purpose: Treatment 13 is a Prevention RF non-fit (mismatch) as charity donations are a
promotion (attaining goal) context. Treatment 13 should be evaluated lower than
Treatment 12 which is a RF fit or match.
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Appendix F:

Study 1 and Study 2 Scales

Measures
The measures employed in this study were used in prior academic peer reviewed
research and are thus commonly considered existing validated scales. However, a pretest was performed upon respondents similar to the main study (college students) to
examine the reliability of these scales. These existing scales were adapted only when
necessary in order to maintain research integrity in the area of generalizations for past
and future research (Hensel and Bruner 1992). Each scale is discussed below:

Aad used for Study 1 and Study2

Attitude Toward the AD (AttAd) Zhang and Zinkhan, Journal of Advertising, Winter
2006,35,4,p117
4 items, 7 point differential
Unpleasant/Pleasant
Unlikable/ Likable
Not Irritating/ Irritating
Not Interesting / Interesting

Pre-test of scale (N =34) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.83 suggesting that the
measure is reliable (Nunnally 1978). This scale will be used in both Study 1 and Study 2.
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Behavioral Intentions:
Behavioral Intentions For Study 1: In a spirit of replication and extension the scale for
Study 1 used to measure driving behavioral intentions was adapted from a previously
validated scale from Elliot and Armitage (2009) for ads 1-10 and baseline. The measure
asked respondents their reaction to two seven point Likert scales “Not at all/Alot”
concerning “How often do you want to not text or call and drive over the next two
weeks?” and “To what extent do you intend to not text or call and drive during the next
two weeks?”.

Behavioral Intentions (BI): Elliot and Armitage, British Journal of Psychology, v. 100,
111-132, 2009.
(All across 7 points) Not at all/ Alot
To what extent do you intend to text and drive over the next two weeks?
How much do you want to text and drive during the next two weeks?
I intend not to text and drive during the next two weeks? (R)

Pre-test of scale (N =34) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.73 suggesting that the
measure is reliable for Study 1 (Nunnally 1978).
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Behavioral Intentions For Study 2 (ads Treatments 11-13), a 2 item donation intention
measure previously validated by Park and Yang (2001) asked respondents their reaction
to seven point likert scales “Strongly disagree/strongly agree” concerning “I am likely to
donate to a charity in the future.” And “I intend to donate to a charity in the future.” Pretest of scale (N =34) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.72 suggesting that the
measure is reliable for Study 2 (Nunnally 1978).

Behavior:
Behavior For Study 1 : In a spirit of replication and extension the scale used for Study 1
to measure driving behavior was adapted from a previously validated self-report scale
from Elliot and Armitage (2009) for ad Treatments 1-10. The measure asked respondents
their reaction to two seven point Likert scales with the following questions: “How often
have you text and driven over the last two weeks?” – Never/Nearly all the time; “I have
text and driven over the last two weeks.” – Strongly disagree/strongly agree.

Behavior (B): Elliot and Armitage, British Journal of Psychology, v. 100, 111-132,
2009.

How often have you text and driven over the last two weeks?
Never/Nearly all the time (7 point)
I have text and driven over the last two weeks.
Strongly disagree/strongly agree (7 point)
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Pre-test of scale (N =31) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.78 suggesting that the
measure is reliable for Study 1 (Nunnally 1978).

Behavior For Study 2: (ads Treatments 11-13), a 2 item donation behavior measure
previously validated by Coyle and Thorsen (2001) asked respondents their reaction to
seven point likert scales “Strongly disagree/strongly agree” concerning “I have donated
to a charity in the past two weeks.” And “I have given to a charity in the past two weeks.”
Pre-test of scale (N =30) showed that the coefficient alpha was 0.74 suggesting that the
measure is reliable for Study 2 (Nunnally 1978).
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Appendix G: Post-Hoc CRF Scale: Study 1 H1 Analysis

Regulatory Focus Questionnaire (RFQ): Higgins, Journal of Consumer Psychology,
2002, 12 (3), 177-92.
All items are rated 1-7 from “strongly disagree to strongly agree.” (R) = reverse coded.

1. Compared to most people, are you typically unable to get what you want out of life?
(R)
2. Growing up, would you ever “cross the line” by doing things your parents would not
tolerate? (R)
3. How often have you accomplished things that got you “psyched” to work even harder?
4. Did you get on your parents’ nerves often when you were growing up?
5. How often did you obey rules and regulations that were established by your parents?
6. Growing up, did you ever act in ways that your parents thought were objectionable?
(R)
7. Do you often do well at different things that you try?
8. Not being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times. (R)
9. When it comes to achieving things that are important to me, I find that I don’t
perform as well as I ideally would like to do. (R)
10. I feel like I have made progress toward being successful in my life.
11. I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my interest or
motivate me to put effort into them. (R).
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